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SYMPATHY:

A SONNET.

Admiring have I viewed the chemist’s art,
‘When with familiar means, a coil of wire,

A cup, & jar, he makes the fire to dart,
Ao die and dart again at his desire,

« Whence comes the spark?”
"might

some

blunderer

inquire.

_ Ay, whence indeed!

It hath no lot nor part

With those that bring
quire,

not

what

it
’

doth

re-

“The touch that bids it into being start.
So hearts full-charged stand oft-times
dumb,
:

Unknown e’en to themselves

cold and

their

hidden

life,
"The while with fervent forces they are rife,
Waiting some simple touch: let that but come,
Comes sympathy, and in the self-same hour

These dead ones live

in love

and

joy

and

5
power!
—¢ A, B..” in Fraser's Magazine.
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It appears then that the church of God
is a moral, a spiritual and an historical
institution.' It is based upon great moral
principles ; is generated by great spiritual
forces, and made visible by the public
devotion of its members to the greatest of.
historic names, Born of a miracle, by a

miracle it lives.

It is entered,

THE CHURCH.
1.

REV.

GEORGE

H, BALL,

drinks,” doings and offices,
and rites, by which grace

to

the Calvinists, doing

The churches are

not constituents

of the church, but special bodies created
for special work, while individual disciples of Christ are the constituents of the
one church of Christ.
5. All persons separated unto Christ
in heart and by confession, are by that
fact made
~ Christ and

members
of
the Kingdom

the church of
of Christ, but

not of a
e of the leeal churches of
Christ.
6. The local churches were evolved
out of the Christian spirit, and the necessities of local wark, and were not directly

founded by Christ in the

absolute

pertaining to #e church,

and hence are

sense

subordinate to the laws and prerogatives
of the one church and not independent of
them.
5
7. Any number of Christians are at
liberty to unite in @ church for special
work, and adopt any form of organiza-

saved,”

'

Eph. 1:22—* Christ gave himself to be head
over all things to the church, which is his body,

the fullness of him that filleth all in all.”

=

1 Cor. 12:12— For as the body is one and
hath many members and all the members of
that one body, being many, are one body, so also
is Christ.” 12; 2T—“Now ye are. the bedy of
Christ snd members.in particular.” .
Eph. 2:19, 20--*‘ Now therefore ye are no
more strangers and foreigners, but fellow citizens ‘with the saints and of the household
of God, and are built upon the foundation of
the prophets and apostles, Jesus Christ himself being the chief ¢orner-stone.”
4
' 3i21~Unto him be -glory in the church of

Christ Jesus throughout all ages, world withe
out end.”

6: 25—*“Christ also loved the church and gave
* himself for it, that he might present it to himself a glorious church,
wrinkle or: any such

not

having

spot

or

thing.”

6:30“ For we are members
and his flesh and his bones.”

® Col. 1:18—* He hath

power of darkness, and

of his body
.

elivered

us Bu

Rath

Yio Visgdon, of his dear Sa

Bom, 14: 17— For the'kingdo
not meat and drink, but Soh
peace and joy in the Holy Ghani.

the

\

eluted oy ne

of Go ih
"

1 Cor. 4:20—“For the kihgdom of God is not

in word but in power.”

Gal, 1:12— Paul, an

the brethren

who

churches of Galatia.”

are

©

special

service

with

me,

1)
the

unto

Rom. 16:3, 5— Greet Priscilla and Aquilla

my

helpers

in Christ.

Jesus,....likewise

church thatis in their house.”
- The attentive reader will see that
sia in-Romang 16:

the

eccle-

3 and 5, and Gal. 1:1,

2, ean not be used in the same sense, that
itis in the other texts quoted. The scope

and significance of that difference will

appear as we proceed

‘in

our

inquiries.

The texts ‘quoted cover the seven
*

:

propo

!

\ )

’

i

are

¢The

words

flesh
that

I
,|

divergent

Start with the idea

that.formal organization is primary,

and

the potency of rites, offices and 'perform-

crees,

election,

reprobation,

covenants

between the Father and the Son, and
other mysticisms they thought they understood but did not. This they did accomplish however, they brought God and
spirituality to the foreground and

men to seek ‘salvation
than in rites, penance,

ings, and papal

ministries.

and

acle among

church, he endorsed

Rome,

and .defended

the

with the advocates for close communion
in two points:
1st, that baptism is the
initiatory ordinance which introduces us
into the visible church; of course where

there is no baptism there are no visible
churches. 2nd, That we ought not to
commune with those that are not
ed and of course, are

not

baptiz-

church

bers, even if we regard

them

mem-

as

If Dr. G. has the correct idea of the
church, his conclusions are irresistible,
and the conclusion of the only class of

the consistent prohibitory Baptists,
Pedobaptist bodies
are
is alse
+| churches,

else
phil-

and still

are

not

that

Christian

indisputable. Some
open-communion Baptists hold the same
views of the church, but

with a

strange

disregard to logic, recognize Pedobaptist
bodies as Christian churches,

and

their

members as entitled to come to the Lord’s
supper. Some Baptists admit that Pedobaptist bodies are Christian churches, and
yet insist upon close communion. Their
inconsistency fairly equals the open-comminion brethren who hold ritualistic
views of the church. . If we can get back
to first principles, and study the church
from the stand-point of Christ and the

more” by favoring, an open Bible for
-apostles, we will escape such absurdities,
all the people, though still clinging to
and cure the unbrotherly rules that error
papal errors touching the power of ordibas begotten. This we will endeavor to
nances, ordination, succession, and formal
do as we proceed.
rites, to confer spiritual mercies.
Then
came the Puritan, striking stoutly at the
root of ritualism, and magnifying the
spiritual above the material,

yet,

‘and confess the grace Sltgalt rei ved by

faith, and that churchgs afid ordinations
bear no plenary power to bind or loose.
George Fox, and his Quaker following,
wrought with the Baptists, magnifying
the primacy of faith and spiritual life
above forms and organizations, though
they weakened their testimony by rejecting even a lawful use of rites to make visible the faith that was in them. The
Methodists rendered great service .by insisting upon conscious conversion, an experience logically fatal to every form and
theory of sacramental grace. In America, Jonathan Edwards revived the apostolic. doctrine of a converted
church.
membership, and, seconded by Whitefield

and others, revolutionized the faith of the

Congregational and Presbyterian churches
generally. Thus the reform has, moved
onward for two centuries, gradually eliminating the errors ‘of Rome, ¢ the dead-

ness of the letter,” and reviving the true
idea of the church of the living God. More
and more, the vanity of insisting that externals, matters of organization, offices and
rites constitute the substance of . the |

There is a natural fondness
tangible forms, and

a

ended.

for sensuous

disposition

cribe to them a mystical

rik

el

to

power; to

in them, or use them as jnstruments,

as-

A

OBJECTIONS TO

incon-

church, is seen and felt, and the spirituality of the Kingdom of Christ on earth
asserted.
:
;

BY REV.

A

LF

REVIVALS.

lad-

And

when ‘‘the . anise and cummin” fail to
give rest, ag they always do, the. usual

remedy is to add more performances,
Nv

”~

in-

Whatever

the total

absence

of

religious character,

is admitted: There is no more interesting or remarkable chapter in history than
that which records the manias that have
spread like epidemics at different periods
over Europe. They were cases of hysteria upon a great scale; and that these
should take a religious form

as

well

as

any other is no way impossible. Excitement is by no means to be desired.
Its
tendency-is to produce reaction and when
the fire passes to leave nothing but ashes

behind.

The word may be received with

men of our country.

in such

matters. We can not change the laws of
the human mind, and as long as these re-

main, it may'not be possible

to prevent

some degree of excitement by what so
powerfully appeals to every feeling and
affection in the soul of man.

Given only that the facts of Christianity
are true regarding man’s condition without

consequences throughout eternity attached to his faith and repentance in time,
not

altogether unbecoming in pne who sees
and believes. And why
my not a wide
excitement about religious truths, though
in some persons a mere physical condi

truth itself?

RX
i

Fre

epdless

satisfaction.

THE LATTER DAYS AND THE
FORMER.

us

of" this

damning curse.

:

This war against rum drinking and the
rum traffic, I began 50 years dgo in dead

earnest, and without relaxation I have
kept it up, and still mean’to continue it
to the end of life,
We must stop the importation into the
country, its manufacture, and its legal
sale, or else this ruin will continue
and increase until wefCbecome a nation of
drunkards.
0-0-0

STORER COLLEGE AND MISSIONARIES FOR AFRICA.

ially to Africa, to the fact that our noble
institution has the honor and the joy of

made

his

lent Christian example.

trium-

They

“what shall we'doto be saved?” . The

later,
was

to his

prob-

show us any good?” is

with

opened

up to

countless

his

skepticism

the

millions,

Protestant

‘Pour

thy

ete

church,

;

This matter will appear plain to every
:

Sf

There are in the United States
. drunkards; and 0,000 of these

600,000
die an-

nually, probably cutting short their lives
“ty
from 10 to 20 years.
There are 3,000 distilleries and 7,000
breweries employed in manufacturing intoxicating

drinks, converting

40,000,000

‘bushels of grain, designed ta be a blessing, into a curse.
There are 350,000

rum

:
shops, dealing

than 700,000 men.
:
Thererare 3,000,000 moderate

drinkers

(so called) in our nation ;—from whose
ranks about 60,000 new drunkards
are
made every year to fill the places of dy-

ing drunkards.

is

fm

There are 300,000. drinking women
‘among, us, two-thirds
of
whom
are
drunkards, many of whom are in ‘the

a

time

preliminary

on

board

the

steamship

The five millions of

‘May-

reserve

force

With a holy enthusiasm
to

appreciate

brethren

in

Africa than live in America!”
When last at Harper's Ferry an excellent Christian young lady of our school,
who has by special sacrifice and self-denial
been preparing herself for usefulness, said

to me,

BY REV. H. WHITCHER.

in some

rather die for their degraded

5

THE AWFUL OURSE OF ROE

days

there

bor—even as this excellent colored brother and his wife [Mr. and Mrs. Kemp] who,
are going out with me, say they would

O

ff faree———

wait

the fact that $frica is their true field of la-

Lord, upon the thirsty ground: O Lord,
revive thy work.”
ois
mpage

N.Y.

a few

to

they are coming by degrees

are

Spirit,

obliged

employed

for the work.

which can only send driblets of two or
three missionaries here and there. May
we not well pray,

Watson,

[freedmen he means] now drilling
in
America, for the final Vietory, are yet to
be
called out, and they will come to the
roc
They are already on the move.
These educated freedmen have already developed many of the proper qualifications

‘among
the intelligent;
indifference
among thousands; while abroad heathen

pations,-

were

well

ten.

a thoughtful

philosophic

we

embarked

:

ignorant;

M. Ladd, of

umba’ for Africa and our voyage has
been a delightful one.” Further on he
adds: ‘But the cloud is beginning to lift.
We believe there is a bright and cheering
history of African Missions yet to be writ-

anxious eye the dark side of things ; ministers and congregations apparently as
dead as stones ; scoffing infidelity among

the

Feb. last, for

business'in London and elsewhere with
reference to the new mission in the basin
of the Nile. . . On Saturday, March 5, we

people, to his cause, and to the whole
world ; this, and this alone will fulfill the
longing.of many a weary, thirsty soul for

before

of

week for an African steamer, but the

genuine, sim-

review

12th

and Mr. and Mrs. Kemp, colored missiona-

viction that the want of all our wants is
this, and this only, a Revival of Spiritual

in

the

ries, reaching
the same place

‘¢ Revivals” with much, interest; and desire to express anew my profound con-

“Who- will

on

récently appointed to superintend-the Afs
rican Mission, by the A. M. A., being in
company with Mr. and Mrs. Kemp, during
a part of the outward voyage, writes as
follows: ‘Having arrived in Liverpool,

tions.
Would God it were so now !
I have read the various papers contributed for the columns of tbe Star during
the last two months, on the subject of

able or possible.

sailed

Rev. Henry

arrested the attention of cities and na-

ple, honest love to Jesus Christ,

She left with usa

the Mendi Mission.

was everywhere
awakenings as

Religion : in other words,

missionary,

worthy record, and the prayers of many—
both teachers and students—will continually be offered for the blessing. of God to
follow her and her husband in their new
field of service for the Master.
Mr. Kemp was a native of N. Carolina.

phant entry into Jerusalem.
But when our Lord was asked to rebuke them he replied that the very stones
would cry out if these were silent.
Was
there no excitement on the\day of Pentecost when thousands were crying out,
preachingof the gospel
accompanied by such

one

espec-

at least, for her life work in Africa.
Mrs. K. M. Kemp, wife of the Rev. K.
M. Kemp, a graduate from Lincoln University, Pa., was a student at Harper’s
Ferry.
Well do I remember her ladylike
deportment, her studious habits and excel-

scribes, and formal Pharisees, who were
much displeased at the excitement of the
Jesus

missions,

having, in part, educated

There were rational Sadducees,learned

multitude when

and ‘of

“I

Now, I am

intend to be

4 missionary.”

confident

multitudes ~ of

that

eye, the

moon

seems

If we step back a few decades or tentu-

ries and compare the hight of morality
from a given point and at equal distances
backward and forward, the present no
From

the dead level of patural religion, or

even of Judaism, there has been a gradual
rise; and, ascending, the spiritual atmosphere becomes purer, virtue more robust,
and the general health of the church more
he and uniform.
But even now, in a
4 er -state of Christian development,
there

are

diseases, so to speak, to

which

the church is subject.
Bad as these are,
they can hardly be compared with those of
the former days. These modern churchdiseases, or difficulties, may arise largely from
the carelessness of ministers, and perhaps _
of the chureh,and might he

much more easily obviated than those
which Paul encountered.
Though
the
church may run mare evenly ir these comparative latter days, yet careful observation must acknowledge that she wabbles

somewhat

now.

Notwithstanding,

glory of the latter must

be

the

greater

that of the former.

’

than

>

It is very evident that we are not out
danger.

The

advantages

to-day, over any

period

of
of

the
the

of

church,
past, may

become an occasion of danger.
Comparative safety sometimes causes carelessness.
It is said more men are drowned
who

know how to swim than of those who

do

not know.
The most skillful mechanics
become careless and cut themselves.
Security or modern
advantages
of the
church can never be made substitutes for
presumption,

with impunity.

It is folly to .

suppose that the church will become so
perfect here as to be so free from friction
within and resistance without as to practically demonstrat
erpetual motion. Noth-

“ing can take the

honest toil and

rigid discipline.

¢¢ What I say unto you, I

say unto all, watch.”

As the seeker after health
s

J)

by

:

the

sea

+

gide or among the mountains” may be oversecure, expose himself and suffer the consequences, so Christians amid peace and
plenty,

protected

surrounded
the

divine

by

goverrments

by . luxuries,
laws

of

may

spiritual

and

violate

héalth

and

efficiency, and suffer loss.
But such violation and consequent suffering are by no
means proof that mountain air is not best
for health, and the present day

most

con-

genial to virtue.
As to the spiritual standing of the Christian church now, compared

with the_ past,

I do not know of anything to aid us in determining this better than the benovolence
of the church. The essence of Christianity islove.
And whatever may be the pres-ent drawbacks

to the chnrch,

surely

there-

never was a time when her love was sor
intelligent; deep; uniform and wide-spread

as now.

There may seem

at times

surface commotions ; but down

the principles of

Christian

to be

deeper

hearts

in

there

are stillness
and accord. Churches may
not multiply numerically so fast as in some
former periods, and, to some minds, this
awakens incredulity in the ministry and
in present

methods

of

work,

and

affords

evidence of retrogression.
But to such
minds a national calamity might paralyze
such unbelief and restore confidence without changing either ministry or methods
of work.
Perhaps there has been no time
in the history of this
country
when

churches

multiplied

faster

and

when

the patrons of our mission South, sympa-

Christians were more faithful than during

thize with me fully in the great joy and
thankfulness that fills my soul in view of
such facts as these, and in anticipation of

the late civil war; and yet Edwards and
Phinney
and Randall,
‘Colby,
Marks,

‘Bowles, and many others

the realization in the future of many of the

sainted veterans had-passed

precious

possibilities

in

the

control

of

Brethren

and

sisters

in

the

we not do less for self and

Lord, can

very

ly prosperity,

to any

rather an incubus

Storer College and our mgssion South.
much

more for Christ and his lowly ones?
Young men in our churches, made conscious of ‘your opportunities, for usefulness, arise and gird you for the battle, and
for the victory the gospel is sure to gain!
Young maidens, be not. weary in your
work of love for Christ and for souls, and
great shall be your crown of rejoicing at

the closing of your faithful work.

Men and women, of easthly ‘goods possessed, give, and give freely, for the cause
of human salvation, both for Home and

Foreign Missions; and for our schools to

fit the present and coming generations for
usefulness, and your names shall be wafted

on

of the old
away.

great

the,
same

extent, is

development of

Christian character even in
and, no doubt, the

and

World-

the
is

ministry,

true

in

the

laity, while adversity, in many cases,
unfolds the diviner nature; Shall we pray
for adversity?
Returningto the love of Christianity.
When was there less religious conserva

tiém than now?

When,

in all

the past,

was there such fidelity to essentials and
such disregard to non-essentials as at the
‘| present time? Some may be over lenient,

and others

liberally ‘loose, and

awaken

caution,

rather

rules.

Personal obligation to

increase with light and love.
peace. principles So.

.let’ this

than—eondemn
God

must

Never were

wide-spread as- now,

nor human freedom and equality

so. umi-

versal.

receive the

and daughters.’
:
V
de
‘There are 8,000,000 innocent; suffering

and'when governors of States admonished

pe

women in this nation, in consequence of

»

odor of delicious flowers. And, then,
when Christ shall say, ¢ Come, ye blessed:
of my Father,” the treasures you will ‘find

/

A

.

doubt will appear higher than the past.

other members

BY REV. A. H. MORRELL.

College

To the ‘naked

larger than Mars or any other planet.

down to the peoples of the ages, to come,
highest walks of life,~—rich men's wives like balmy breezes laden with the sweet

means under God, of arresting their
mind or the minds of others,
and dispos-

ing them to consider and

hold

responsible for the continuation

But this excitement which alarms so
‘fhany sober minded people was not, after
all, an element which vitiated the religious ‘‘ movements” in the early ages of
Christianity.

a Saviour, and all that has been done for out these damming drinks, employing
him, and must be done in him, before with the manufactories of rum not less
leulvation is possible, with the tremendous

will

ly.

reader who considers the following facts

choice

God

Storer

and figures:

our

souls with

—

of

tion for their ultimately believing serious-

was a matter of choice, a revival without

But we have not

four-fifths

With unfeigned giadngss of heart, I desire to call the attention of the friends of

joy and isoon wither.
Mere excitement is next door to grossness and licentiousness. Both have the
same sensuous elements in them. If it
excitement would be preferred.

criminals,

of

ment and sorrow,—whatever it be, yet it
is a blessing if it * prepares the soul to
receive the seed of the Gospel, by inducing men to think seriously,as a first condi-

man, as he passes

2

supported, three-fourths

“‘laid up in Heaven for you,” will fill your
ransomed
and joy.

this stream of destruction flow on, in the- ent.

ment of a storm or earthquake, of a great
religious revival, or domestic bereave-

them.”

oi

be

ruin of congressmen, governdrs, judges,
lawyers, physicians and eve “ministers,
and many of the most promising young

breaks. this up is a blessing.

the despairing cry of many

The possibility of greatexcitement connected with religious truth, .in’ spite of

to

Also 200,000

dream,

No excitement can be so dangerous, so

no.
But another objects to revivals, because
of ¢“ the great excitement which attends

exter nals for relief, and insist.afpon the tion of the nervous system, be the very
minutia of ritey and organizations.

or

better things than at present seem

C. F. PENNEY.
re

stop .—and excitement is very naturdl and

ders, on and through which to reach God.
The more faith weakens and spiritual life
wanes, the more eagerly do people fly to

read

indifference would be revealed!

Chris-

tians.”

The Church of England did
for the reformation by the

.mere act of schism from

in his

principle
of prohibitory
communion
among Baptists. He wrote : «I agree

osophy was a healthy counter-irritant, a
thought inspirer, and resulted in substan-

tial good.
something

Congregationalists,

day, and holding the external view of the

suffer-

Their

sleep,

There are 300,000 paupers in our coun-

deadly, as this indifference.
Better a
and rites inevitably fall to the grade of thousand times the wild hurricane than
Better the stream
instruments of confession rather than the calgy miasma.
means of possession. It is not uncommon which rushes impetuously over its banks,
for persons to cherish views that are mu- carrying with it devastation for a time,
tually destructive, but there is always a than the dead and fetid marsh. The one
powerful tendency to adjust all religious may be turned into a’ new channel and
theories to some generic conviction clear- made available as a power for advancing
ly perceived and firmly held. Close pul- the interests of men, the other: is ‘¢ evil,
pits among Episcopalians, and
prohibi- and only evil continually.”
tory communion among Baptists,are predWhatever, therefore, tends in provi
icated on organic ideas .of the church. If dence to destroy indifference, and induthese are scriptural, * their practices are ces people to listen with earnestness and
defensible. Dr. E. D. Griffin was an or- attention to the truth,—be it the" -excite-

taught

somewhere
doings

or

husbands, fa:

argee with everything the minister says, whom are made criminals by rum, and
BY REV. B. A. SHERWOOD.
yet verily believe nothing, and are there- 3,000,000 orphan, or worse than orphan,
fore neither roused by fear ror gladdened -children, thrown upon our charities by
There can__be little doubt that the
by hope, but live on day by day, buying the drunkenness of our nation.
Christian world,
The drink-bill of this nation amounts to
and selling, eating and drinking, respecgate of influences, is gxowing better.
The
table, it may be, and respected, as good $600,000,000 yearly. A cost, at least, opposite belief is occasipnally expressed,
farmers, honest tradesmen, but to spirit- twelve times as much as all our religious but the reasons given for this belief, when
.
ual things in their living and momentous, | institutions cost us.
any are given, are not satisfactory.
Such
; The rum traffic, and its use, keep more
importance,—indifferent! Could any one
belief is based’ largely upon impulsive .
but read the thoughts, hear the conversa- people fron Hund, away from Christ, judgment, local facts, or temporary disthan any other evil.
couragement,—giggouragement which may
tivn or watch the effects on the great and out of heaven
All these facts, and many more, we come from St
within, or dis=
mass of the hearers, ore day or one hour,
after hearing the most impressive and know, and still we allow this accursed organization AVithout,—or from all these
earnest sermon, in which the minister rum-traffic to.continue in our midst, and combined, and I know not what else. Bebefore God sought to save their souls, ‘even license it, and throw around it the sides, we may be too near to correctly dewhat a fearful vision of the mystery of protection of the law; aid-4ihus; we. let termine the moral magnitude of the pres-

ances is sure to become an item of faith.

by

going behind all visible things and plunging into the unknowable secrets of God
and wrangling, with
fiery zeal, over de-

_ But the cond is by no means

apostle,....anq

The

theories of religion.

tions or method of action they please, not sistently claiming-some mystic power in
inconsistent with the spirit and rules of baptism to induct infants isto covenant
the one church, which is the mother of us union and gracious favor with Christ.
| About the same date arose the Baptists,
all.
f
A few texts of Scripture will confirm boldly asserting that rites are not ordained to convey grace, but rather to
ress
these statements :
Matt. 16: 18—*¢ Upon this rock will I build
my church and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it.” Acts 2:47— And the Lord
added to the church daily, such as should

truth makes free

* Whére’the Spirit of the’

and lies at the root of ‘these

forms.

3. The church of God andthe churches
of God, are not identical in origin, consti-

4.

and

The doctrine of the church is germinal;

work

‘“ deadness of the letter.” After him came

re-

faith

speak unto you are spirit and life.”

conveyed ; the other as a scheme of spiritual forces addressed to the inner man

many, and identical with the kingdom of
God as described in the New Testament,

tution and endowments, but in many

of

Christian world out of,
of, and a fondness for,
of religion, which conimages and sensuous

profiteth nothing.

organizations
and life are

that'Paul condemned as belonging to the

spects dissimilar.

life

al,spiritual and internal hold precedence,

and not

The church of God is one

church, hear

. From Paul to Augustine there were active opponents to these views of the
church. The conflict grew out of radical
differences of the nature of the gospel and
its processes. One party esteemed it a system of external appliances, ‘‘ meats and

protested against the usurpations of Rome.
Yet he only ** saw men as trees walking,”
and remained in bondage to many errors

2,

cal outcome of ritualism. The reform will
not be complete therefore and the peril

Lord is there is liberty.”

THE NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH.

:

whom are made such by rum drinking.

free indeed.”

D. D.

ence on theirs.

try.

go to

fapefis, into the true liberty of the sons of

| For the latter view Paul stoutly contend-

sonal call on his part and a personal obedi-

heart-

less indifference in those who may

God. ¢“ Whom the

ed; for the former Augustine was a champion, and under his powerful lead the opposite party, then led by Donatus, was
Conceptions of the church of God color |
trampled to the earth. From that time
our viewsof both doctrine and practice,
onward, the body claiming to be the
in many important respects. A careful
church, was regarded as the special vehistudy of the Scriptures, free. from tradicle of salvation and its rites as potent to
tional bias, leads to the following conclu.
regenerate and save.
All the assumptions
sions :
;
of Rome were involved in this victory and
1. The church of God is founded and
perpetuated by Christ through a spiritual the long night of ritualism then set in.
The morning broke again whén Luther
-creation of saints out of sinners, by a perBY

ignorance, but indifference,—cold,

ity usually follows, as a natural and: logi-

Start with the conception that the person-

outwardly through acts, rites and

-

the drunkenness of their
thers, brothers and sons.

have filled the Christian world.

and from the renewed inner life

sn

a

NO. 18.

What is it which we have Tiost to
complain of as an obstacle to,the Gospel ?
Not infidelity, nor active opposition, nor

love has lifted the
both the bondage
the infantile type
sists in pictures,

public confession of the hope within.
One by one souls are renewed and translated into the new fellowship. Saved .is
the word which describes the change
wrough. These initial facts shape and
control all correct conceptions of the constitution-and character of the church of
Jesus Christ, which the Holy Spirit pdescribed as his body, and the pillow and
ground of the truth. If we hold fast to
these fundamental facts we shall ngt go
astray. By not doing so, harmful errors

.

veut new bodily exercises, impose new
ceremonial burdens. And when intelligence reveals the emptiness and absurdity of seeking life by such methods, infidel-

over, until the higher

not by

natural, but by supernatural birth, and

The Worning Star,
WEDNESDAY,

sitions above stated,and lay open the scriptural déctrine of the church, and the

a

LVI.

VOL.

ernments

Was there ever a timé when gav~
‘were

so anxious to avoid Wars,

their subjects to recognize and
Supreme Being as now?

love -the

:
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Communications.

This was a new idea to the Jews, re:
vealed by.Christ.
97, 28. I pray . . . send him. The rich
man remembers those left behind on

RICH

THE

MAN .AND

fering

ble,” and

.

The righteous in trouble.—Heb. 12: 1-15,

.

The wicked destroyed.—Prov. 1: 20—33.
The righteous secure.—Ps. 112: ‘1-10.

righteous and the wicked
1—6.

The

§.

3

good and

in his avickedness:

but

here.—Ps.1:

is driven away

the righteous hath

hope in his death.—Prov. Hu: 82.
Luke 16: 19—31.

a0

-|

Notes and Hints.

"The condjict of the Pharisees (v.14)
called out from our Saviour another para_ble. Init he teaches that the meglect to

_ usétibhes aright brings eternal ‘calamity
"=

to their possessor. The rich man was respectable, selfish, godless; the poor man
ad a despised beggar. ‘This is the only
passage in the Bible that describes the
feelings of the sinner after death, and so
deserves especial attention.
19-21.
A certain rich man.
He is
- sometimes called Dives, whith

is a Latin

word meaning ¢ rich.” Purple. A*very
costly color, obtained jn small quantities
‘from certain -shell-fish near Tyre. Fine
linen. Brought from Egypt, and sometimes sold for twice its weight in gold.
Fared sumptueusly. Lived in a continual round of feasting. ZLazarus. See p.

98.

Also Heb.11: 37.

Waslaid.

* Lit-

‘was thrown,’ expressing the
erally
heedlessness with which he was laid
* down there and abandoned, to the care of
those who were going and coming
about this great house.”—Godet. Desirsng to be fed. There is no evidence that
he received anything. Plainly the rich
man gave him no attention. Dogs. *‘ The
pity of the wild and masterless dogs is
«contrasted with the indifference of the
* The only dogs in
vich man.”—Schaff.
neglected Pariand
wild
the
are
the East

5

too late to ‘deliver his

though

29. They have Moses and the prophets.

—11.

GOLDEN TEXT :— The wicked

begins, to.

Their writings, which constituted a great

2:1
heréafter.—Rom.

the bad

now

own soul, he is anxious to save his breth:
ren; nor is.it strange.

READINGS.

The rich man ang Lazarus.—Luke 16: 19—31.
The wicked prosperous.—Ps. 73: 1—28.

The

He

does.

come to his senses, ‘‘ to believe and tretn-

LAZARUS.

or
DAILY

as he

BOOKS OF TO-DAY.

(From

Rev. Dr. John Hall.)

They

meant

to

make

the

best

of both

worlds in their own sense of this world,
and in’ the picture*drawn of them in

5

BY

OLIVE

E. DANA.

In the advance constantly. made in every department of action and thought, it
is often difficult to determine what gains
are valugble and lasting, and what unimportant and trivial.

He must

privileges

have thought that

of descent

the

would avail him

something. Have mercy. Now he who
shewed none to the beggar cries for'mercy himself. Send Lazarus. As if Lazarus ought to serve him now: Thathe
The whole description
may dip, &c.
gives a fearful pictuge of the keenness
.and intensity of his sufférings, and proves

that the soul has the same powers and capacities after deathas before. He does
not seem

to be penitent

for his sins, and

there is no evidence that it would avail

_ him anything if he were.

hardly

temperament, history included as a necessary and delightful branch, and sometimes even its most solid forms. Biogra-

see clearly

phy is akin to history, and what is true of
the latter will doubtless be true also of
the former, with perhaps this difference,—
that biography, as dealing with individuals, and entering much more into details
and personal experiences, is ‘much more
‘fascinating to ‘some

minds, and

perhaps

to the average girl, than history, and
finds many readers.
“Essays,

in

this

age—though

cluded in the list—take

in some

‘not “in-

of the

most profound thinking and most brilliant writing which is given to the
world.
Carlyle, Maeaunlay and Emerson stand first in this, one of the first de-

partments of our literature, and next to
them a score of others, each excelling in
some particular; and this departmentof
reading is by no means unknown to our

young ladies.

We have .found—for the

present writer must needs confess that
she is of the class she would defend—in
writings of this class, truths most keenly
discerned, most wisely spoken, most profound, most suggestive.
It might seem hardly necessary to say
that our young ladiesread poetry ; it might

Je more fitting to say that, even to this
class, it is not necessarily

a sentimental,

er evadesor trifles with them, but, striving always to see theif true solution,

lives always in the light of that answer.
It is, as I think, because the literature
of to\day recognizes
these’ questions,

them first in importance, and
its strength and . subtlety
of

man can

be on either side

of that gulf he prefers but he can not be
on both sides. And the side he chooses

he must tike justas he finds it.—Not all

who admit the fact of a hell are now on

the road to heaven.—5S. 8. Times.
»SUNDAY-SCHOOL

NEWS

AND NOTES.

Probably the largest aggregate attendance in any Sunday-school in the world,
is .at Stockport,

England.

The

school

there was founded in 1784.
Tt has four
branches.
~The parent school includes
es about 1, 290—about 4,800 in all.

There

mentions,

among

some more serious

works

reading,

that

‘hinting

pages” would have
girls of to-day.
°

the

spent the flower of his youth and

Yet the *¢ Imitation

of

effectively proclaiming the gospel of a
full and fre salvation until, at the age of
fifty-six, and at the summons of the Mas-

ter, he laid down the armor to receive the

‘‘sober

for

instrumentality. We hear complaint, too
well founded, it must be confessed, of

Christ”—by

the meager compensation of the majority
of the ministry; but the trne minister

referred

can, not,

to, is, to our knowledge,

P

are more than 400 teathers.— Sap. : prized by more than one young lady, in
more than one case finding a place
employed in the Bible, not because the Teacher. ( '/
among
her favorites; while works. of a
~
The
Third
Yotsruational
Sunday-Schol
greatbut
. reality is less than ae figure,
-

er.”—Riddle.
95. Son. The relationship is tenderly

Remember. . Memory
acknowledged.
"lives beyond the present life, and ite'power will constitute one source of snffering.
nor even change
s
not destroy
Death doe
' he powers of the mind pj d soul. He had

Convention, which will be held a1 Toronto,

June 22-24, 1881, is designed to be truly
international, as its name indicates. An

invitation has

Sunday-School Unions and associations of
the world to send representatives, who

26.

figure
omg.

ito, gron gulf fied.

The

B afep by that can not
The condition

variety

of

ized Wednesday morning, June 22, and
sessions will be held morning, afternoon
and evening, on Wetnoslay, Thyrsday,

of souls beyond. Sil ito is unalterable. fond Friday.

reward.

stand gazing up above the mists of earth,

style, ranging from Bunyan and A Kem- and beyond the clouds of heaven, into
pis to Canon’ Farrar, Dr. Cuyler, Phil- ¢¢ that home of the soul” where shine forlips Brooks, Prof. Phelps and other liv- ever as the stars ‘“ those that turn many
ing authors, are read with some degree to righteousness.”
~
J. Poston.

of appreciation, with much enjoyment,
and we trust with profit, by some of the
“ girls of to-day”. And we think, too—
The genwral. subject will ' which seems to us more gignificant—that

be, * The New Century in Sunday-school
Work.” The convention will be organ-

his

one that may be seen by the eye of faith
of those who, like the disciples of old,

will be received as delegates on an equal
ity with those from. Canada and. the

w reaps the harwhat he lived for;
yest of his own. sesil-sowing. ‘ The facts | United States.

- of earth are recalled to prove the justice
id
«of the rich. man’s lot.”— Riddle.

been issued to all the

kindred nature and of a wide

alter all, fail of

Such a ly has inherent in itself its own
reward—a reward feal and ample, and

the Bible itself has among some of its
most earnest and Teverept students a few
of the same class. :
Mrs.

Sigourney is quoted

as recom-

mending among the books to.be read by’
young ladies: poetry, history, biogra,

E

the name of Miss Hovey in their “grateful
recollections, and will pray tbat her last
days, may be tranquil, and the end peace.
‘Though infirmity compels ber to give up
labor, she is provided with a . furnished
room in the institution she has served so
Tong and so well.
>
+4

after having preached a sermon showing’
the greatness of the privilege of being
permitted to be co-workers with Christ
in saving this earth’s immortals, after
speaking of the fields so white for the harvest everywhere, of the peculiar urgencies of the present hour, arouse the people by saying that you are going to ask
them to give $1,000 to help on the work
of soul-saving. Tell them they can get
the money off their farms; that there are
many crops that if sold, would give an
income of more than $20 per acre. Speak
of beans for instance, they need not be
planted before the last. of May; they
yield from 20 to nearly 50 bushels per
acre, and sell for from $1. 50 to $2.00 per
bushel—more or less.

Ask how many of them will

put

in a

HEAVEN,
BY

REV. 8. H! BARRETT.

The bliss of heaven presents overwhelm-

With what eager-

ing motives to piety.

ness do persons seek earthly bliss—pleasTo seetire

ures that vanish in a moment.

a competency, the most vigorous exertions are made. No privation is {go
great, no labor too hard, to obtain a few

Houses are built and

of life'scomforts.
farms

furnished,

proved,

educational

im-

and

cleared

are

facilities

afforded

But what are ‘the pleasures
and sought.
and comforts of this ‘world when contrasted with the joy and , blessedness of the

future world ? What, is this life when
compared with eternal life? No just com- -

parison can be made, because this matter
admits of no. degreé® of ‘comparison.
Try to get at least 50 acres set, But if we set sogreat a value upon this
tal souls.
apart for such work. Of let the church life, which is |evanescen
t as a shadow,
rent 50 or more acres, and work it for
how should we value that life which is
this purpose.
/{ immortal, invisible.
Christ says: “In
This could be done—only let ‘there be my Father's house are many mansjons,”
willing hearts; in His name say that from which may be inferred the happicrop of some kind for the cause of immor-

they, shall be made willing; in His.name

awaken your church*to “tenfold greater earnestness in the cause of Christ.
For His sake, for the sake of dying hu-

manity,

attépt

will succeed.

‘great

things;

Now, to-day,

let

us

you
work,

for souls ere perishing while we wait.
‘* All things are possible to him that believeth.”

tore

THAT
BY

“OTHER SIDE.”

REV.

B. A. SHERWOOD.

In the Star of April 13 a writer (*‘ Layman”) questions: the truthfulness of the
deepest piety being found in ‘men of
liberal education, and quotes from Richard Grant White,
&c.
The extract
referred to, in the
Atlantic Monthly,
can hardly be considered conclusive

evi-

dence on the point, though it may show
that
such men are
not
infallible.
No doubt, Mr. White has listened to
conversations upon the Scriptures by
men who made no claim to erudition
who were not only liberal, but loose, and

so much so that

they

cut themselyes

by

would

taking

sometimes

hold

of the

blade, and the like.

1 suppose it is possible to so run to: intellectual

knowledge,

like

John

Stuart

Mill, as to neglect to even examine
whether Christianity be true or not, say
nothing of the possession of piety; but
this could scarcely be szid of our brethren,since they have been too busy with the
church to become specialists

ences.

But the argument

enough from

the

above

in

the sci-

is not strong
inference,

since

thou

done;

+“ Well

ness of the faithful.

good and faithful servant; thou hast
lew things, I
a
been faithful over
will muke thee ruler over many things;
enter thou into the joy of thy Lord.”
Here are seen the divine approval,
ue
reward of faithfulness, and the a
of future happiness.: How significant!
How joyful! How gladdening will be
awake

that illustrious day when we shall

** present
to be forev
er with the Lord!”
the tabernacle of God is with
¢ Behold,
and

them,

with

‘men, and he will dwell

they shall be his people, and God himself

shall be with them, and be their God.”
Then shall be realized the divine saying:
“Blessed are they that do his come
mandments, that they may have right to
the tree of life, and may enter in through
the gates into the city,” where * God
shall wipe away all tears from their eyes;
and there shall be no more death, neither

sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there
be any more pain; for the former things
are passed away.” If the remembrance of
those things impart joy in this life to the
Christian, what will be the reality, when,

in the last day, he finds his name written
in the Lamb's book of life? No language
can describe it; it will be inexpressible.
hap-

Then, iv consideration of endless

piness and in view of the glory of that
city which has ‘“ no need of the sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it,” can any
say that there are no incentives to «piety

and faithfulness? Oh, the bliss of heaven !
:Who can comprehend it? Who realize
its blessedness ? .\Who estimate its worth?
Glorious and exalted as are the trophies
of the Christian warrior, eternity only
can estimate their value. He who giveth
light to the city, the New. Jerusalem, se
clares that his servants + shall” reign forever,” What more could you ask ajking
upon his throne? To reign forever in the
vigor of immortal youth, to dwell forever
with the Lord, to sing praises to him and
the Lamb, are motives which it would
seem heaven and earth could not resist.
And will you resist them ? Will you delay
a little longer, and hazard the soul's

men run to other things and neglect piety. It is hardly probable that we shall deduce evidence from the logic of experience and from Mr. White's opinion of those eternal interests, when the vuice of wisEnglishmen, to satisfy all minds and set- dom echoes in thunder-tones: *¢ Prepare
tle the question for all time, and yet a | to meet thy God ;” ¢* Seek first the kinglittle light upon the subject may do good. dom of God ;” “Remember now thy CreaSeeing that we have not produced any tor.”
overwhelming evidence on either side,
>ro-v
so far,as a conclusion which may serve as
proof of the most tenable view, it may | NATIONAL TEMPERANCE CONVENnot

be

amiss

to

inquire

which

course

would be the wiser to teach the young?
Is it unwise to give a child the advantage
of schools ? If it is

liable to

injure

him

morally, by all means let him not go. in

the way of evil! * Intellectual knowledge

TION.

A call has been widely issued by the
National Temperance Society for a Nationa! Temperance Convention to meet

at Saratoga Springs, June 21, 1881, and
it bids fair to be one of the largest and

is well enough for all professions ex- most important National = Conventions
cepting the ministry!” Paul told Timo- ever assembled. Itis expected that all
othy to study to’ show himself approved ‘the National Societies, including =the
of God, &c.
But whether learned ‘or Woman's National Christian Teimperilliterate, we must sit at the feet of the ance Union, will be fully represented ;
also, the State Societies and Grand Bodgreat Teacher to be efficient, and it works
ill to the church
ed.

when
Rh

this is neglect-

PUP

A BENEFAOTRESS.
BY REV. N.
N. W.

BIXBY.

Miss Sarah Jenette Hovey

years of age.

with

ecclesiustical

bodies.

a large number

of

Important

sub-

jects will come up for discussion,

It is

is

mow

71

but in early life, went to reside

in Can-

Ichabod Hovey
vs. Edward

will

work,

rally in the temperance

She was born in Vermont,

of her father—Deacon
of Candor—in the days

ies, together

hoped that the Southern States, which
have recently come to the front so gene-

érown—a crown, we have reason to be- dor,N<"Y. The Freewill Baptist ministers
lieve, adorned with stars, the symbols of of ‘the last generation, in the Owego Q. M.
the many converted to God through his often received her hospitalities at the house

Thomas 3 Kempis—~mentioned in the article

the

strength of his manhood in faithfully and

first,

little attraction

circumstances

to give largely for. the cause of Christ.
Go to your church next Sunday, and

read George Eliot, or Hawthorne, or any

of devotional
these

but whase church.is not in

It is doubtless possible. that one may

avail itself of all that has been written, in
any sage, which is of enduring worth.
And young ladies, if they truly represent
the class, while appreciating the best in
current literature, do not ignore the classics of our English reading. Your correspondent

I wish to suggest a few thoughts for
the serious consideration of any pastor
who is praying, ¢¢ Thy, kingdom come,”

class.

thought to bear upon them, so that the
best in essays, poetry, fiction, history, bi-

seems a part of the present progtess to

heaven.—Any

TO COUNTRY PASTORS AND OTHERS.

useless diversion.
Christian reader, may not you dd someWe can not agree that ‘the average thing of this kind for precious souls? It
young lady” gets her only good advice pays to work, to plan, to give . time and
from books in her novel—against that we money, that immortal men and ‘women
have been writing; nor do we say that may be saved. We shall find that it paid
she gets no good therefrom. ¢ Fiction” —~u4 thousand times paid, when all our
is a comprehensive term; the finest and. earthly treasures are left behind, when
the crudest taste alike are attracted to- we stand before the great white throne.
ward books which may come in this
A.S. H.

Scripture thé§ certainlydo not appear as

Indeed, the about 8,600 scholars, and the four branch-

contrary is cledrly- taught. ** We may
accept this as figurative, but figures are

%

Yet it can

habits of thought,’in occupation and in

who can declare before-hand the result of

makes
brings

art, with: perhaps

ography, -has the primary aim and object, great novelist, merely for the interest exto which the art becomes auxiliary, of cited by the story, told with such brillgentle and considerate to the poor, though leading men to admire and seek for. iancy or fascination, yet one can not.
ah dogs, which run about masterless, and their professions of charity and devout- truth and rightness and beauty of life— think that this is the best that is gotten
The - inci- ness were very loud (Matt. 23: 4).
are the common scavengers.
because it has, in so good a degree, the from them. Bits of history, philosophy,
of
abjectness
the
touch
one
dent gives in
The statement of v. 26 deserves study. spirit of Christianity—that it is so worthy brilliant flashes of thought, brief snatches
his misery, and therefore ephances the There is no intermediate state in which
and so potent. This is the cause and the of poetry and eloquence, and sometinies
rich man’s neglect.”—Farrar.
the evil are improved and transferred to effect of its greatness, the ground for the even very profitable and holy thoughts,
more the side of the good, between the two
99. The beggar died. a
are inwoven with the stories we linger
éondition of | classes, those “in torment ” and those in poet's assertion :
is said about his body. The
over.
¢ The thoughts of men are widened
his soul is at once brought before us, Abraham's bosom.
It might be said that
It should not be inferred that, because
By the process of the suns.”
Now the despised the ¢ gulf” is impassable only for such
Carried by angels.
one's reading is not wholly or principally
beggar is tenderly cated. for by God's objects as the rich man sought; but other
It is true that not all the books which in more protound and notable authors, it
ministers. Abraham's bosom. This phrase|* portions of the word confirm the idea that
¢ Litsee
the light in these latter times are is, therefore, useless or harmful.
was a proverbial one, indicating the bless- it is in every sense * fixed.” And if any worthy, for, aside from other evils, a fost tle books", it is said, ‘are the necessary
“ed state of the righteous after death. To hope had existed for this lost son of Abra- unworthy lightness, a habit of using the lines of approach to the- great fortress of
occupy that place would be a great privi- ham, why should it not be recalled to him best things for something below their knowledge, and can not safely be overlege. (See Matt. 8: 11.) The rich man now, with an advice that he improve his best and highest ends, and so picturing leapt.” One who seeks to gain from and
His riches’ were no barrier to opportunities?—S. S. World.
died.
in his reading will be led on by what he
them, too often finds its way into print.
The rich and poor alike at last in
death.
- (From Rev. Dr. P. S. Henson.)
Yet one wauld be’slow- to believe that reads. A book - which had otherwise
one respect. Very likely he had a splen- " That word ‘ remember ” indicates one these latter are the representative books, been of little use may be invaluable as
did funeral. ¢ Here on the border is the of the sources of keenest anguish in the or magazines, or papers, or that any con- directing the mind to some department of
hinge on which the lesson turns. The world of lost spirits. Bryon represents siderable number or class find mental thought which would otherwise haye
whole parable is constructed in order to ‘“the mind that broods over inward satisfaction in them. The truest repre- been unknown.
i
* show how this life bears an eternity ; and woes ” under the figure of ‘a scorpion sentatives of current literature, one need
It is, more than all else, the aim and
to make eternity, thus unveiled, bear re- girt with fire; ” and no doubt Byron per- not be reminded, rise far higher than purpose of the life which determine both
— Arnot.
ciprocally on the present life.”
one’s reading and one’s profiting theresonally knew what it was to be stung to these.
The Greek word: is the quick by remorseful memories. No
28. In hell.
And it hardly seems, upon reflection from. The reading will be chosen and
« hades,” and means the state or place of doubt memory and conscience will, in on the subject, that the comparison lately assimilated to that aim. It matters little,
«departed spirits. It (Hades) is the uni- hell, be instruments of keenest torture; drawn in the columns of the Star, be- in one sense, how broad or how narrow
wersal abode of departed spirits, having but this parable with its lurid gleam of tween the reading of the ¢ girls of to- may be the intelligence, how profound
its two compartments of Elysium or Par- fire, and its fruitless prayer for ¢‘ water,” day” and that of a gengration before and strong or how weak and shallew the
Lazaadise, and Tartarus or Gehenna.
gives us to understand that there are also them, was fairly just to a large propor- intellect, if there be not, in all the life,
rus with Abraham was in Paradise; the material elements to be taken into the acion of those whose habits of reading the earnest, definite purpose of Christian
rich man was in Gehenna, gmid torments,
count. ' Heaven is not a mere abstraction, ere remarked upon.
Although the li- worth and usefulness. ¢ The spirit in
but both were in Hades, and so near that such as those would lead us to infer whe
brary of the young lady of the present which we live is the greatest matter.”
ey could hold converse with each oth- tell us that it is »of so much a place as may not include the books there men- To promote and develop such a purpose
Jesus uses
"Prof. A.C. Kendrick.
a state. It is both. It is a blissful state tioned, or but few of them, we fail to see is the aim of all true gulture.
withtimes,
the
of
language
he popular
0-0-0
in a beautiful place, and everything in the that her choice need be léss commenda4-0-9
ont comment, hence we infer that the place is an instrument of joy, for the ble, or her books less profitable.
The
REV. J. I. TUFTS.
Jewish view was correct. Compare Ps. place and the state are congruous. —Bapt. different choice results, we. think, from
There
are
many lives over which’ pru4125:
42-50;
13:
12;
9: 17; Matt. 3:
Teacher.
the changes in the world of thought since dence and charity would gladly draw the
15.
20:
10;
14:
Rev.
4;
2:
Pet.
2
46;
(From Rev. Henry Clay Trumbull.)
the time referred to in that article, and mantle of oblivion, but it is not so with
Lifted up his eyes. Common language is
prove
a certain readiness of the mind to
Food
and
clothing,
and
sumptuous
liv"used. His body was buried. We speak | ing every day in the year, are the most respond to the impressions of the times sach as have been consecrated to God
of humanity,
of the “eyes of the mind,” here of the that any man can get out of riches, if he we live in, rather than from an inferior and the best interests
These
deseyve
to
be
widely
known and
eyes of the soul. Being in torments. wants to spend them on himself, The taste. And we think not recent and modcarefully
studied
by
all
those
who would
a
in
was
He
Not physical suffering.
beggar al the gate may be on his way to ern books; only, are read even by young profit by a generous and noble Christian
is
soul
the
as
and
nt,
punishme
of
place
a-home in heaven.—He who is hungry for ladies, or that they have the precedence
finer and more sensitive than the body, crumbs may be fed with the Bread of or are the favorites. Never have stand- example. A true life anywhere, and of
by so much were his torments more se- Life.—Being carried by the angels is bet- ard works, whether written within the any age, is indeed ‘a living epistle.”
vere than any physical suffering. dbra- ter than having a big funeral.—A man last fifty or the last five hundred years, Such was the life of Rev. J. F. Tufts, of
Manieville, O.
‘It was among the F.
ham. o8ee p. 28.
gets what he lives for.—A cry for water been ‘so widely circulated as now. It Baptists of the West that Bro. Tufts
The man wasa in hell is not a longing for the purity of
94. Father Abraham.
Jew, and seems to

."

upon

be an uncommon thing for a young lady
to include to-day Such works in her reading, though she be nat literary. in Fer
taste nor profopnd iin her thinking. We
have found among ‘the. reading of three
young ladies, who differ very widely in

part of the Scriptures at that time. They the test of Time,—determining which
were enough. In that age nothing more shall perish as unworthy of rememwas demanded of men than ‘that they brance, or as having fulfilled its mission,
should walk diligently by the light given and which shall endure, as of abiding
thera. We shall be-judged according to “worth. In no department i3 this more.
dy
the light we have.
apparent than in literature; and in no
30. Nay. -He begins to argue the age more true than at the present time,
case, as he would have done in his earthly when the whole drift: of thought has
But if ... they will repent. The worn, they tell us, many new channels
life.
Jews were continually asking. Christ for for itself, and turned again into almost
“ signs,” and refusing to accept the proofs forgotten, ways.
Not omly are great
he gave them. The men of his age had gains constantly achieved in all the delight enough, and we, surely, can ‘not partments of science and art, but he who}
complain of any lack in our ‘part. It is has merely an interest in what is mor
not likely that greater light would lead properly
termed
literature—in
those
many to repent who refuse the light al- works which reach the popular ear, and
ready given.
touch upon the topics which are engaging
31. Christ plainly declares the im- popular aftention, finds before him a task
probability of their being influenced by of no small interest, importance and ex‘¢ one from the dead.”
tent.
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
Never, perhaps, since the thoughts of
I. All will have a conscious existence men have had that free circulation affordafter death, in a fixed and unalterable ed them by the art of printing, have
those thoughts touched upon deeper and
condition.
II. A man’s worldly state is no test more vital, yet withal practical “subjects,
with so intense, so potent, so subtle a
of his standing before God. III. They who reject the light of God's vigor and skill, as within the last halfWord, and truth of Christ's gospel, would century.
The most momentous of the questions
resist greater light if it were given.
:
of life confront us continually; no day,
hardly an hour, is without them, how. GLEANINGS AMONG THE NOTEever any may ignore them ; and that age,
.
MAKERS.
wd
people, or.individual, is wisest who nev‘There is a certain proportion of persons,
probably in every age and community,
who désire a religion that will not interfere with solid comfort and good position
in material things. The Pharisees represented that class in our Lord's time.

works

some implied criticism upon the modern
taste in this respect.

earth, and desires to save them from suf-

see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

(For Questions

phy, and

have

a large representation. Let every organization entitled under this call,at once see
to Tt that delegates are selected who will
attend.

Quite a number of prominent friends of
the cause have been invited to prepare
essays or papers, in advance of the Convention, upon special topics, which will

Whitley and Daniels. be put in type and presented ‘in print
Later in life she resided with her brothers to the Convention for consideration and
‘in Iowa and Indiana, giving their families discussion. Among the topics are the
and Asa Dodge,

comfort and aid in their affliction.

The

Gov. of Ind. sent her to the seat of war to
fit up a hospital and nurse the sick and

wounded soldiers. To many of the survivors the memory of ‘her presence and
kind service comes over their minds like

a benediction;

but to Miss

Hovey

the

remembrance of those four years of hos

pital service is like a frightful dream—a
horrid nightmare.
For the last fourteen years Miss Hovey

A man under some. high inspiration has been associated with Mrs. J. Grant
will think and utter truths above the lev- in conducting the ‘Home for the Friendel of his ordinary apprehension. If the “Jess,” on Nineteenth St, Wabash Avenue,
true preacher's utterances were only all ‘Chicago, making herself especially usewritten down, he would find that he bad’ ful in the Industrial Department.
often, transcended himself!
=
.
Many dear girls, now grown to womanof
Every, path is a good one which leads hood, who have gone forth to the world
of life to bless other homes, will embalm
home.

following :
' “How may

;
Christians stop Intemper-

ance? * ** How shall we use the Ballot?”
Evangelistic
Temperance
“@Gospel:
Work"; ¢ Constitutional Amendments” ;
t The Medical Use of Alcohol”; * The
Revenue

and

Alchohol”;

* Woman's

Work for Temperance” ; ** Education and

** Criminality

the Temperance Question”;
;
of Intemperance” ; «The Beer Question”
« Text-Books in Public Schools”; * How

shall we best secure State Beohibition,
ele, ‘ete. /

a

RE

° oor

Christ in
The young man that came to
‘quest of eternal

refrained

life ‘had

outbreaking sins, and

he

had

from

also re-

y:
frained from outbreaking vighteousnee
oid

{

°
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ries, and are, next

held, and

not only are they assisted and elevated by

was

a great

success.——The

Chinese at Tien-tsin have given upwards

{

SENDING MONEY TO INDIA.

The United States Consul to

Sunday-school children of Shanghai was
held. It was the first of the kind ever

to

best devotional reading.

God's

word, our

It is the con-

current testimony of God’s children,
prayer, but they

absolutely

that

can‘not

1881.

get

Siam

has

refused consular protection to retail dealers in intoxicating liquors. His certifi-s
cates stipulate that the holders thereof
shall sel neither spirits nor opium.

along withoutit. Fhey indeed live at a
Governor St. John (of Kansas) deWe
“ poor dying rate,” who try to live with- clares that the prohibitory law in that |
sionary
physicians
may
attend
the
sick.
Forto
hing
out prayer. A Christian can bo more State is popular,and as for its enforcement
themselves from giving anyt
s so. much to ; Sours AMErIcA.—A Welsh Baptist thrive without continual supplies of grace, it will certainly be as nearly carried out
eign Missions because it cost
place where the church of twenty-six members has been continually sought, than a plant can thrive as the law against horse thieves.
get the money to the
have been ,in- organized in Patagonia. They have sent without fresh air, water and sunlight.
Both branches of the Indiana Legislatheathen are. There may
more to Wales for a pastor. The Baptists now The presence of Christ is this trinity of ure hive voted to submit to -the people
ing
eth
som
was
this.
re
whe
help 'to the human soul, and the presence
stances
propositions to amend the constitution so
certainly does have four churches in South America.
of Christ is perceived and felt by those
than a current joke, but it
as to enable women to vote, and {6 proof
on
rati
nist
who
desire
it
and
plead
for
it
in
sinceradmi
ISLES
OF
THE
SEA.—One-eighth
of
the
ent
pres
the
not apply to
hibit the manufacture and sale of intoxiie
Sis
. The pres- entire population of New South”Wales is ity.
‘eating liquors.
our Foreign Mission treasury
There
come
to
us,
at
unexpécted
mo-"
s Curtis, Conin the Sunday-schools.——Iovana,a Chrisent Treasurer, Rev. Sila
Refrain to-night, and that’shall lend a
years with- tian princess, who ruled the Tanala coun- ments, even as the angels came to Abratwo
ed
serv
has
H.,
N.
hand of easiness to the next abstinence,— |
cord,
ham
sitting
in
his
tent-door,
sweet
solicihim nothing try in the south-eastern
part of Madagas- tations to prayer. We are busy, we are the next more easy; for use almost can
out any salary, and it costs
make re- car, is dead.——The Rajah of Borneo, the in company, we are engaged with our change the stamp of nature, and either
to
ry
ione
stat
and
but postage
When he buys a largest island in the world except Aus- common every-day affairs, and lo! soft as ‘curb the devil or throw him out with
mittances to India.
;
utta, tralia, has expressed his willingness to a summer breeze, thrilling as the whisper ‘wondrous potency.—Shakspeare.
draft-on London and sends it to Calc
of
love,
tender
as
the
call
of
a
bird
to
its
es second the efforts of missionaries in his
Lady Tilley; wife of the Finance Mirisit is about ninety days before it com
mate, there steals into our heart the wish tet of Canada, has just held a state receprest on dominions. —Bapt. Miss. Magazine.
inte
the
and
n,
tio
to
pray.
It
is
never
safe
nor
well
to
slight
emp
red
for
back
tion without wine, and the wives of two
such heavenly visitants. Wherever we other cabinet ministers, who are to give
the money paid for the draft is ample
are,
we
can
silently
and
without
ostentait is
a ball toward the close of Parliament,
compensation to the broker, so that
tion lift up the fragmentary petition -to will adopt the same course.
doly
i
ever
that
say
to
true
tly
exac
almost
God. Perhaps we can withdraw from
people

hear

sometimes

of $4,500 to build a hospital

excuse

If
one hundred cents to the Mission.
ecoe
mor
s
fund
age
man
can
y
anybod
to
nomically than that, we should be glad
snece
are
re
The
.
know how it is done
mansary expenses connected withthe

PRAYER.
a
In the immortal story of Homer, Greeks
and Trojans at deadly feud, and daring
each otber in unrelenting enmity, con-

societies,

ive
The officers of our societies can rece

as

money

as much

they do with but a trifling addition to the
expense. Let us increase our contribu
tions to the largest possible amount conwith

sistent

work, and

constant, steady

the percentage of expenses as
Si
ible.
poss
as
h
muc

It is a significant fapt that the missions

in Japan, which havp been so prosperous, were started by a contributfon sent
by Christian converts of the Hawaiian
Islands.— Heathen Woman's Friend.

of India, received into:

A poor woman

the church last year, wished to be a mis-

sionary at her own expense; and for that
purpose she went to livein a distant village where the gospel wus not ‘known.
«] have no money to give to missions,”

the

of

said she, ** but I am able to speak

Saviour to my neighbor.” To-day there
in that village,
are eleven persons
brought to the truth by her, who are ask-

Echo de la Verite.
ing to be baptiz—Led.

Rear VALue.—During the seige of
Oroomiah, the leader of the fierce mount:

ain Koords sent word to the missionaries
to raise the American flag over their
dwellings so that they might be saved
from danger from his troops. Christian
missions make the name and flag of the
Do

dl CR eA

will bring thousands and tens of thousands into the fold of Christ. The vast
preparation has been made ; the seed has
been sown ; the reality of the gospel has
and only the
been fully vindicated;
quickening energies of the Holy Spirit are
Alneeded to the final consummation.
the
in
going
a
of
ready there is a sound
tops of the mulberry trees, as among the
ern India.

movement

GENERAL.—It is said that the number
of people speaking the English language
has more than quadrupled during the
American Christians give for missions,
although they are far poorer.——The

past century.——Converted heathen give
per

SEE can

more

member

tlian

in actual cash

A

amount contributed annually in the Unit“ed States for Foreign Missions is less

go ER. Bh cd

than the sum spent for intoxicating liguors in three days.——It has been well
said, that

‘if

men and churches are not

trained to give out of their poverty, they
will not give out of their wealth,

Our

princely givers

they

all began

when

hy

dred different orders, such as the Capu-

Aa

were poor.”——There are at least twenty-five different missionary societies in
the Romish Church, as well as three hunchins, the Dominicans, etc., all of which

are loyal to the central power at Rome.

INDIA. —A Hindu $unday-school is- the
latest novelty in heathen India. It has
been started in Cocanada for the benefit

of those who have no facilities for studying the Hindu religion.——The Lutheran
Mission Board has received from a lady,

whose name is not given; x gift of two

thousand dollars as a fund

for

training

native preachers in India.——Recently a
whole fumily, consisting of nine persons,

SER ed

An, SE cnatih,
Me

~

were baptized.in the Free Church, Calcutta. The head of the family was
brought to Christ through the influence
tions from a zenana missionary.
CHINA.—At a recent examination

of his wife, and she received her instruc-

mY

in

Peking, a Chinese boy performed the al. most incredible feat, of. repeating the
- whole"New Testament without missing a

single word.——The proelamation stating

the legality of Christianity has beed giv
en fulMand satisfactory currency in the
district about ' Peking.——A telegraph
line is to

be constructed overland

from

Shanghai to Tien-tsin and thence to Peking, a distance

of nearly

a

thousand

miles.——Dec. 5, a mass meeting of the
.

su

h

tia

.

and iin

business,

are warranted in seeking-itlie

help which prayer affords.
The
thing”
is sll cappreamiiag.

we

sustaining
‘ everyIf
we

would have the
peace which, like a garrison keeping a foes, shall keep our
hearts under all conditions, amid all eircumstances, in all weathers, we must follow the Pauline rule, and take the daily

weight of sin, suffering, and sorrow,
with the daily tribute of gratitude, thank-

desire

News.

cent scntile 3 giiee SEER. od

Missionary

intercourse-at home

those long seasons of retirement for
prayer, and those frequent upliftings of

i

:

says the familiar hymn which we learned
in childhoed. Equally #% the manifold
vexations and the pbtdy igritations of our

tern of the Master himself, who, reverently we say it, could nat have borne the
loneliness, the friction, and the intense
sadness of his life among men, but for

tung Province of the Celestial Empire?—
not to speak of the reception accorded
the gospel in Japan.—Missionary Her:
ald.
1

are

most faithful in waiting on God, at stated
times, and who habitually take their concerns to him, will have most of these de-

| KIDNEY-WORT |
:

Because it cleanses the system of the poison-

to

the

Father,

which

so

often

strike their diamond luster into the woof
of his discourse to listening throngs?
John Wesley, writing, in 1730, a letter
of comfort to a friend who needed it, said

this, which applies to people in 1881
quite as well as it did to the person who
inspired it: *¢ To pray without ceasing;
not to be content with our solemn devotions whether public or private; but at
all times and in all places to make fervent returns by ejaculations, and abrupt
intercourses of the mind with God; to
thrust these between all our other employments, if it be only by a word, a
thought, a look,—always remembering,

months after

he

became

President.

And other Lung Affections.

sicians had been trying for four years.
Mrs. John Arnall, of Washington, Ohio, says
her boy was given ub fo die by four prominent
icians
and that he was afterw:
cured7
’
;
:
ey-Wort.
. M. M. B. Goodwin, an editor in Chardon, Ohio,
-sayshe was not e;
to live; bei
bloated
beyond belief, but.
Kidney-Wort cured
ys
Anna L. Jarrett of South Salem,
N. Y., sags
that seven years suffering from kidney troubles
and other complications was ended by the use of
Kidney-Wort.
-

He

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidenceof
its superiority over all other remedies of the
kind, for

Lung and Throat Affections.

was led to it by seeing the fearful ravages of intemperance among public men
in Washington, and a desire to sét a right
and safe example.
:
Miss Willard is producing great effect
in the South and winning extensive favor
for the cause. She has lectured to-large

80.

replied

lie,

‘if

dat’s

are

WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s,
BF (Will send the dry post-paid.) BURLINGTON,
VT, §

Un-

the Bamangwato,

former

days

when

troublesome

of

ciple of Christianity, or disproye
an assertion of the prophets of Israel or the evan-

gelists of Galilee. All this being true, it
is a fair reasoning from the past that the
gainsayers of the present day

will

little damage to the Ark of God
predecessors

of unenviable

do

as

as their

note.

is that to stop the use

of

must not be overlooked that there are

pe-

culiarities in the new confederacy against
Bible truths which did not appertain to
the old. - It is a thing of nobler and blander aspect. It affects great gentility, and
even gentleness. It is philosophical and
humane, and professes great loyalty ‘to
truth and a supreme deSire to know

what

truth is ; and-we are assured that all it does

is

to

the

end

‘‘that . the beautiful,

the

his is what it says of itself; and no

one

good and the true may reign universally.”

can deny that itis very pretty. It is by such
“ good words and fair speeches they deceive the hearts of the simple.” Butit is
plain, that notwithstanding its affectation
of a superior and satisfied manner, the
thing is ill at ense. It leaped to conclusions too readily, Sofuming that the

hold-

ers of evangelical views either could not
give a reason for their convictions, or
would not, if challenged to do so by the
school of speculative rationalists.
In this

e:

Po

addicted

evening

to

a gospel

drink.

Every

temperance

held in the Church

of the

Protestant Episcopal
are made in German

Reformation, a

many Germans who never
of giving up their

lager

before

thought

beer, are.attend-

fond of attending the services.

The Doctors Disagree
as to the best methods and remedies, for the
cure of constipation and disordered liver and
kidneys. , But those that have used KidneyWort, agree that it is by far the best medicine
known.
[ts action is prompt, thorough and
lasting.
Don’t take pills, and other mercurials that poison the system, but by using Kidney-Wort restore the natural action of all the
organs.— New Covenant.

;

book,

just issued,

and Anti-Slavery work.

It contains

TWENTY TABLES,
of great value for reference, and they
show in the most compact manner possible, the progress

of our work

the book,

which

cents additional

is One Dollar,

as postage.

with ten

:

I. D. STEWART,
Dover,

Hymn

book, in

Book,

Sheep,

exten.

$80; Moroc-

courses

of study

for

Joth

Expenses low.
11, 1881; Summer

than

halt

of

the

tumes

found

in

the

larger book, and is designed more particularly
for the vestry and social worship,but is often used
in churches.

TERMS; $1,50 for single copy, $1,20 for the supply of churches. Abridged book, 75 and 60 cents.
The Sacred Melody
is a small boek-ef 225 hymns and several

sexes.

30

OCHESTER
SEMINARY.
Full board
of teachers and course of study.
Students
are fitted for teaching and for college. Business

history.
$1.00, including postage,
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
ive the rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of their

term,

course
sexes.

complete and practical.
Admits. both
Secures good influences.
For further in-

formation address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.
«
ARSONSFIEJ D SEMINARY.
Parsonsfield

penses per year, $125.

$2 to $4 per term.

Rooms

A.

courses of study for both

sexes.

England.

Telegraphy

a

Regular

Connected

with

specialty.

Best

the Institution is the best commercial
New

Ph.

teachers.

each.

D.

college in

:

I0 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
The

courses

of

study

are

the

EBANON

ACADEMY-—Pupils

fitted

Normal,

for busi

ness, scientific schools or the best celleges.
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Principal.
or

For

further

particulars,

address

the principal,

ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information address the Pres.

ident, O. B, CHENEY, D.D., or Prof. JOEN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
;
ihr
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

N. H.

ICHOLS LATIN

:

Doctrinal

Views

is a small book

in

the first 44 pages of the

Treatise.

pose

.

paper covers,

embracing

Price

or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.

by the same

Summer Term begins Apr. 18, 1881. Summer
Term closes June 23. Send for Catalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

terms of ten weeks each.

25 cents;

6 cents,

twenty-three ;
aptist Minis-

ters.
Price $1.25 including postage.
Butler's Conymentary

teacher of Penmanship in the State. EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks

of the doctrines
and our general

Sermons.
:
:
A volume of 300 pages, containin
sermons, by as many different F.

address the

Meservey,

hound volumes embrace

tage, 1 cent.

Secretary.
B.

form at the close

thority of the’General Conference.

INSTITUTION.—New Ham

Rev.

General

containe ™ brief statement
the
denomination,

N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec, and March.
J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
hoard of assistants.
Students fitted for business

H.

the

usages in church-building. It 18 published by au-

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge |

N.

of

“held by

Training department for teach-

HAMPTON

Conference

Minutes

the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.
$1.00, including postage.
The Treatise

for self boarding,

further particulars

$1.00,

The

of every session, and the

ers free. Spring term begins
Feb. 8, 1881. Summer term begins May 2, 1881. For catalogue address the Principal.
p

For

union with the Freewill Baptists.
are published in pamphlet

Me.
Rev. T. F. MILLETT,
Principal, with
lz competent assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical and Scientific courses of study for
both sexes.
Board, $2.50 per week. Total
ex-

Six copies

for $5.00, and 60 cents for postage. -

Large

co, $90; Morocco Gilt, 1,25; Turkey Gilt, 1.50,
Postage 9 cents each. Small, Morocco, 65 cts;
postage 4 cents.
Spiritual Songs.
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with funes is
‘ fiered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public. The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half ofthe hymns

during its

successive periods.
ELEVEN STEEL ENGRAVINGS
of prominent ministers deceased, are
themselves worth more than the price of

used.

A.

ton,

work. It gives a brief, but comprehensive view of the denominational work for
the century, including its Missionary,
Educational, Temperance, Sunday School

The Psalmody
is the demominational

cents; postage, 2 cents.
The History of the Freewill Bapticis
covers the first half century ot our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with censiderable
detail, the early events of our denominational

NEY

is a historical

when time expires.

sent free.

tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.

Scientific

principal, with eight associate

This

6 cents for

cal,

or college.

RECORD.

dictionary,

and more

Principal, or E. S. TASKER,

CENTENNIAL

months,

Discontinued

Sample copies

Co., New

June 16, 1881.
Aw For Cusiogue address K. Bachelder,
M., Principal, or
C. A. Farwell, Secretary.
Pittefield, Me., Aug. 2, 1£80.

is

chapel.
Addresses
and
English, and

Wyoming

three

tion. No primary instruction. With three carefully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary
and English Course.
For full catalogue.
address
the Principal.
in
IRVING B. SMITH,
AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, ClassiFull board of teachers.
Spring term, April

by
so

Sunday

meeting

in advance.

«York.
This schoel was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruc-

An interesting work is now progressing
on the East Side of New York city in the
line of gospel temperance.
This district
much

covers 35

hd

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,

for

one copy.
Lesson Papers
$
of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are printed monthly at the rate of
100 copiesto one address for $5.00. Payment

_ Coueational,

people.”

and
are

Price in Paper

ot

lessons

year, or 25 cents to single subscribers.

and

sively

‘drink

by Germans
classes, who

Preacher,

;

maps and various other helps. Itis intended
be equal to the best.
TERMS : 20 cents per copy in. packages for the

yl

must prove an inestimable blessing to any

is largely populated
the tenement-house

Noted

ay

Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate

national

They also keep a full agsortment of Anti-Masonic Books, and publish the Christian Cynosure, a
16 page weekly paper opposed to secret societies: .

to

Since

the battering-rams levelled against the
spiritual temple has left it”in all its
glorious integrity, it would seem that it is
fully able to resist any attack that may be
made upon it in these days.” Yet the fact

A venue, Chicago, Ill.

cen

settle which were once the burden of. the
day.
My testimony
from
experience,
therefore,

u

late President of Oberlin College, Ohio.
He renounced
Masonry
soon after his conversion to
Christ. Messrs. E. A. COOK & CO., 13 Wabash

drink

cases

if net.

MYRTLE.

By Rev. C. G. Finney, D. D.

was used extensively.
My own people are
in every wiy better for it. My duties as
chief have been lightened» There are now
no longer the many

$2.50

_ Terms: single copy, each, 3B cents,
Packages of ten or more to one address, each, =.
85 cents
“Payment always in advance, discontinued when
time expires, and no commission allowed on money sent.
:
:
Samplecopies sent free,
8. 8S. Quarterly.
This Magazine of 32 pages, contains she Inter-

MASONRY
~~ EXPOSED!
As

A Distinguished Author,

of

Africa, writes to the Scot-

in

[]

sede

tish Temperance League : “Since my efforts
to stop the use of liquor in my town my relations with white men residing in my
country have been of a much more pleasant
nature. than

x

so, it’s

come

craft

L

a upsettin’ sin, I donno what am.”
chief of

and

weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully illustrate
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the

fig acts with equal efficiency in either form.
GET IT ATTHE DRUGGISTS. PRICE, $1.00

But I was prayin’ the Lord to save us

Khame,

PERMANENTLY CURES

KIDNEY D
EASES,
;
;
LIVER COMPLAINTS,

Postage is paid by the publisher.
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The philosophy of

the

J
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Transvaal,South

ae Horniug E Sear.
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:
. is a large
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t pages,
in it
I
It ee
is able, literary
and pro
fifty-third
tas.
Bhi passe,
gressive.
All
communications, should be ad-..| dressed to Dover, N. H.
Terms ;—$2.00 per Lean if paid strictly
in advances $2.
paid within the.
first thirty days,

ing, and becoming enlightened on the subject. Many German childrén also have be-

Hume,

>

|

A negro one night at meeting prayed
earnestly that he and his brethren might
be preserved from what he called their
¢« upsettin’ sins.” ¢ Brudder,” said one of
his friends, * you ain't got de hang of that
ar word. It’s ‘besettin’, not ¢upsettin’”
< Brudder,”

him

A MAN

|

houses in Charleston, Aiken, Savannah,
Atlanta, Jacksonville, Mobile, and other
cities, and has organized quite a number

of Woman's Christian Temperance
ions.
:
Co

Freewill Baptist Publications. -

Yard
culty an
pd :
made

PULMONARY

Whooping Cough,

PEOPLE SAY :

©,
‘Kidney Wort
on

-

"== FOR —

Eugene B, Stork, 6 Junction City, Kansos,
says, Kidney-Wort cured him after regular Phy-

a

HITE'S

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

Nervous Disorders and Female Complaints.

el
:
was unable to work.
“ wellas ever.”
«|

a,

ELIXIR

§

nary Diseases, Biliousness, Jaundjce, Constipation, Piles, or in Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
SEE WHAT

DR.

©

ous humors that develope in Kidney and Uri-

SCHOOL.—The special work

of the school is to prepare the students for col
lege. The course of study extends over three
years, of three terms each. Expenses are moder
ate. For Catalegue address,
:
- A.M. JONES, Sec.,
4 Lewiston, Me.

tains”

author,—Prof.J.

two volumes, one on the

»

J. Butler,

Gospels, and the

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.

for

Sabbath

con

excellent

help

schools

reading.
Sermon

$1.00 ; postage, 12 cents,
by

and

It is an

family

REV. BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1803,

at the death of a child,’ and printed by jequest
Ihe. only published sermon by Randall.
Price
cents.

The

Golden Sheal by
Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindo

and

Christian

experiences

of Bai,

life

a converted

heathen, Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
Butler's Zhoology
.
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of dectrinal

theology,

and

the

author’s

views

are those generally accepted by the denomination.$1.60 postage, 12 cents.
Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel
lent book for all who would ‘search the Scrip-tures.” Twenty-two lectures on the mest im.
“portant points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9’
ots.
Minister's JM
Z,
de
ead especially for ministers.
but useful for all church members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions;
Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestione.
The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well ausnged; stating in fifteen
Pages all the important parliamentary rules of dejberauve bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents.

3)
>
they reckoned without their host. “The |
The Church JNMember’s Book
is a valuable little wrok, and every Christian
ready and brave. defense of truth has
SPIRITUAL
SONGS.
youl be benefited by reading it. 25 cts; postage
had a grand effect. Multitudes are rallycts.
ing more intelligently, and more loyally
Rules of Order.
¢If I but lift my eyes, my suit is made!
YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
8.
This book of Hymns and Tunes, rearound the grand central doctrines of the
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
Thou cans: no more not hear than thou canst
a4 BROWN: A. M., Principal, with competent as- paper covers, 10 cents.
gospel
than
ever
before,
for
they
have
e
’
cently offered by the Printing Establishread more and more Carefully concerning
Fall Term dergins August 23, 1881.
Church Records
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
—to account what of frailty remains after them than ever before. The tide which ment, is issued in two separate volumes. A first-class school. Three complete courses of
study,—Collegiate, Scientific,
es’ English and
for
Pastors,
acons, Clerks, Treasurers, SabThe
one
for
this a necessary incumbrance of flesh the opponents of truth fancied all in their
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
bath-school, Ch
Statistics, Resident and NonCHURCH AND CHOIR,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
and blood, such an one as God out of his favor, is actually setting in against them |.
Resident Members, and about 200 pages of very
Lyndonville, Vt.
nice paper, for the records of the church. Price
mercy to us will not yet remove as see- with a force which they -ean not resist. Contains 1,086 hymns, and: abotit half as
$3,00, including postage.
ing it to be useful though grievous,”— The plain fact, is that when men get an
ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan. Collegimany tunes.
They constitute a choice
Bio,
hies of
)
ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial,
Prethis, if, as he says, ‘‘ our ultimate end is intelligent knowledge of gospel doctrine
Geo.T.Day,
- - a5.
00 “ 8F
Music and Art
artments. Elective
selection, having paratory,
the loye of God,” we will not fail to do. it so commends itself to the head and the and comprehensive
williamBarr,
- - 0
»
05 ”
studies. Admits both sexes.
t of
ous inDaniel Jackson, = « + 50
»
0 ” 55
We will not endeavor to. climb hazard- heart as the very thing they need, that no those which are old and substantial, as fluences. THorougH and cheap. Finest college
John Stevens, - - - « B50
»
oo” 54
in the
Northwest.
tion, incidental
ous mountain paths without a guide, to contrary scheme can supplant it. Let a well as those which are new nd stir- buildings
and
library
fees,
only
$15
a
year.
Hoard,
$2
to
Open Communion.
explore unknown wildernesses without a man but feel heis a sinner in the sight of ring, includinga large number found in $2.25 a week. Room. 40 to 75 cents a week. Schol. Close or
An’
rience, and an Argument.
175
arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $80, pages, Price 20 cents.
compass, nor will we try to live without God, and that consequently, he is utterly
:
Music
$12
and
Painting
$12
a
term.
the
Gospel
Hymns.
Price,
$1.50;
or,
stian Baptism:
food when our table is spread abundant- unable to help himself, and then if pre* For Catalogue address
2 book of 113 pages, Price 25 ots.; postaged
ly.
;
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
sented with the gospel of God's grace and ,when a church is supplied, $1.20, with a
cents.
-Hillsdal
In the memoir of Edward Payson, the the scheme of rationalism, it is not diffi- silk-bound, gilt-edge copy for the pulpit.
Sabbath School
stéorn Books
reader is struck by the repeated testimo- enlt to tell which he ‘will accept.—Religare for adults and children.
as one of the number. We share the exTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wilny he gives as to great delight in seasons ious Intelligencer.
LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,18, postage ,02
ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa. This Institution
press expenses with the purchasers.
STORY of Jesus,
- .
15,
03
“of prayer. ¥ ch entries as these hoi Jes
is in an unusual flourishing condition with a much
0-0
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
“
02
>
increased
attendance.
Prepares
Students
for
Col
The smaller book contains half of the
quent in his diary: *
ious
God is
lege, Normal Institution a specialty, Elective. Thongs upon Thought.
still loading me vtihis unmertted goodhymns and tunes of the larger one, from studies, Music and Drawing, receive special at.
A fmall book for young men. The title *
tention.
Religious
and
tho
Location
ness. This morning I seem to enjoy the
describes it, Price 5 cents.
.
which it is abridged, and is adapted to healthful.
spf
;
Expenses moderate, Send. for CataThe
towns
of
Natick
.and
Pepperéll,
Tract
happiness of heaven.” ‘‘As soon as I
logue. Address, D. M. BENNER, A. B,, Principal.
were
not
stereotyped
till
within
the
last
few
both
=
=
Mass., by the popular vote have passed a
awoke, felt my soul go forth in a longin
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7
THE CHURCH AND SOCIAL WORSHIP,
¢ no-license” law.
cts. per dozen
;50 cts. per hundred.
for more holiness, and promised ro
VV how witsMOatsment
3
nt ofof Ber. Rev. by D.Broa
Powe
on Denomwmation, which contains a histormuch comfort in prayer.”
‘Was enSome congregations prefer it to the with Prof. 0. 'G. Augir, A, M., principal. Prof. ical statement, and a brief notice of our docThe towns of Halton in Oatario and
Augir
is
a
graduate
of
Hillsdale
College.
Those
abled to lie at Jesus’ feet.” ‘Were ‘it Annapolis in Neva Scotia have passed the larger one, because it is furnished at half
trinal basis,church polily and gnstitugions,
wishingto attend this Institution
address .
of 17 ar
On Faith & Covenant i a confessi
not for the promised help of ry Saviour, three-years prohibition law called the
Rev. D. POWELL, Flemington, W. Va.
'
BA x ticles of faith and a desirable church
the
‘price,
and
the
hymns
and
tunes.
are
Covenant.
I would think no more of preaching, but Scott Act.
Rane
SHR
Establishment is a -brief historical
selected for both purposes, and are esrather labor for “daily bread.” Henr
statement;
Published by order of the GenEven
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who
has
consumed
sluggish}
eral
Conference,
‘and for gratuitous distribution.
the
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devotional.
‘
drifting
slowly
Martyn,
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of
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that
tide of the Ganges, a tropio- sun’ beasiig’
Blanks
vl
~" When wanted for examination, with a
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MatHago Certificates,
on his head, exclaimed, ‘ How’ sweet is ¢¢ beer makes people stupid, lazy and im- view of supplying the ‘congregation, we
i
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Messengers’
or.
A
.
LIZZIE COLLEY,= = = = = = Principal,
prayer to my soul at this time!_It seems as pertinent.” He oughtto know.
hurch Members}
ificates,
ni
|
send
one
of
either;-erboth,
‘at
one-third
of
£1 could never be tired, not only of spiritWith
competant
assistants.
The probibisen governor of Kansas says
| IB
25 ots.
ualjoys,
but of spiritual employments,since that ¢ There's nothing like a gospel tem- the retail price, 50, or 25 tents.
Spring Term begins Keb. 28, 1881.
35 ots.
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to
Pre
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Courses
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©
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by
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Spec
Classical, Sclentific; 0 bh
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order,
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with
cash
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20
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L
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|
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ticplars address the Principal.
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i ing

CURES!

§ Because it acts on the LIVER, BOWELS
and KIDNEYS at the same time.

Mr. Hayes, it is alleged, did: not be-|
come a total abstinence man till some

destined to victory both complete and
glorious, and the enemies of ruth are
doomed to an ignominious overthrow.

and the vulgarity of Paine have all
proved unable to invalidate a single prin-

And what is this but living after the pat-

Shan-

the

in

who

Gibbon, the wit of Bolingbroke, the learningof Volney, the eloquence of Voltaire

fulness, and love, to our heavenly Father.

interpret

1low else shall we

the unexpected

South-

of

populations

temp-

“Thou art coming to a King;
Large petitions with thee bring,
For his grace and power are such,
None can ever ask too much.”—

a
moment
any
HARVEST-TIDE.—At
great movement may be expected which

Tamil and Telugu

the

tation mighty. Greateris he that is for us
than he that is against us, and we may ask
with confidence that we will be heard.

pay P—

not

they

for com-

They

lightful intimations of his nearness. The
mother with her children growing up in
stantly seek the help of their favorite dei- | sight, the teacher with his class and its
ties. Ever, when the strife is fiercest,
responsibility pressing upon his heart,the
the blue-eyed Pallas, the silver-footed minister anxious for his congregation, the
Thetis, or some other divinity from the sorrowful, the joyous, the young, the
clouds or the sea, is invoked for the re- aged,—where is the man,woman or child,
lief of the faltering. Swiftly the succor who is absolved from the duty, or who
comes, responsive to the appeal, and the can afford to forget the privilege of prayinvisible
powers are never indifferent to er ? It is a gustaining power in all situathe troubles and necessities of their sup- tions;
a refuge, and a defense.
plicants on the earth.
« Lord, teath
udto pray!"—S. S. Times.
The .old mythologies, human
and
>+o*e
vague as they were, now embodying nature worship, and again exalting the qualNOT IN DANGER.
ities which seemed most admirable in
That in many minds thereis an anxiety
man, possessed a germ of truth: The because of the alleged diffusion of heretitruth which in the Bible is a tree bearing cal doctrines, can not be denied. The
sweet fruits for the healing of the na- anxious ones are among thé*Yost devout
tions, is dimly shadowed forth in their believers in the'gespel as ‘‘ the power of
fanciful forms. Man is not sufficient unto God unto salvation,” the most faithful fol
himself. There is that in him which cries lowers of Christ. It is right that they
out for:assistance from a strength superi- and all should be jealous of the honor
or to his own and for guidance to a wis- and supremacy of the truth- which has
dom that is clearer sighted and grander purified, ennobled and ruled the greatest
than his limited experience and imperfect minds that ever shed luster on humanity
reason.
!
—right that they should desire the univerQuite apart from the duty of prayer as sal reception of the only scheme of doca religious exercise obligatory on Chris- trine which at once honors all the divine
tians, ds the privilege of prayer as a pre- attributes and meets all the necessities of
cious opportunity amid the harassments
sinful men—and right that, in a spirit of
of life. That wonderful passage in Phil- loyalty to God and love to men, they
ippians, where Paul tells the little strug- should ‘‘ contend earnestly for the faith
gling church to which be is writing to be once delivered to the saints.” But it is
careful—that is, unduly solicitous—for not right that they should even seem to
nothing, but in everything, by prayer and believe that heresy has such a hold on the
supplication; with thanksgiving, to let public mind as its advocates pretend, or
their requests be made known unto God,—
that the truth which has braved the storms
has its golden meaning for worried and of eighteen centuries is such¥a miserably
burdened souls to-day. Its value is" per- -atteriuated thing that a few pufis from the
ennial. When we can look nowhere else bellows of vain speculation can blow it
for aid, wa"Can send a prayer swifter than out of existence. As the advocates of dia telegram to God, and aid comes more vine verities, and, of course, of the Bible
quickly than the lightning brings it when in its entirety as containing those verities,
we flash our messages along the wires. it becomes Christians to be perfectly calm
The emergency may be sudden, the need 48 well as courageous; for their cause is
great, the peril imminent, and

United States to be respected, even by

savage Koords.
Christian Weekly.

munion with the Lord.

3

point in order that the ‘greatest possible
proportion of funds contributed may be
applied directly to the work they were
%
meant to aid.
twice

others, and gain a short season
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and disburse

mis-
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The Woming Star.
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Ee

and an

@. F. MOSHER, Editor. >
EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS :
PROF. J. FULLONTON, D. Dj»
PROF. J. J. BUTLER, D. D.,
REV. J. M. BREWSTER,
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PROBATION.
Probation is essential to

&

.

for publication
and all letters
&c., should be
N. H.

the

develop-

ment of moral character. Moral

powers

may exist without- moral character, but
in their exercise the character is formed.
There are various elements of our nature,

all good in themselves, which may

con-

Thus we choose as moral agents, determine our character and destiny, and
pass through the probationary period.

probation

exists

so

educational privileges.
movement.

circurustances.
The angels had their
probation. In their elevated state, with
full light and knowledge they made a de-

It is a people's

‘have

ruled

Virginia

confirmed in evil.
No atonement or
other gracious provision was' made for

nothing more hopeful than this. Its prac-

have

been

rejected

patriot’s interest, say that they have seen

if

tical effect would be to break up Bourbon

made, and God does nothing in vain.
When man sinned, he had not the
same degree of light and experience, and

dictation, and to call together the best
citizens of all classes, in a united effort
for the largest development of the State
dnd the best advancement of the people.

was not thereby placed beyond the bounds
of hope. The scheme of redemption was

Of course {he struggle will be long and

though he involved himself in ruin, he

hard, but itis not necessarily hopeless.
The best evidence of its radical character
is the bitter opposition to it by the Southern Senators. If it succeeds in Virginia,
its success in the other Southern States is
more probable. All these features of the
case center in the present struggle in the

devised,and the gospel provided the means

of recovery for all. Thus the’ human
family had a second probation. of and
the moral character is fully

formed”

and

-our destiny fixed. Choosing and “pursuing the right with the gracious provisions
available we may become comfirmed in Senate, and make of it much more than
holiness; or rejecting these provisions, | ‘‘ a mere partisan squabble.”
In the midst of this struggle keeps
and yielding to evil tendencies, we are
confirmed in evil and forever lost.
: arising the perplexing question, what will
‘Revelation is explicit on this point : ¢¢ If Mr. Conkling succeed in doing with the
we sin willfully afterthat we have received President’s nomination of Mr. Robertson
the knowledge of the truth, there remain- for Collector of the port of New York?
eth no more sacrifice for sins, but a certain He is doing his best to defeat it. His effort, in face of the fact that the New York

fearful looking for of judgment.” There
comes a time to those who refuse the call
and counsel and reproof of

God,

legislature has unanimously approved the
nomination and asked the Senate to confirm it, only shows the boundless egotism
and daring of the man. Probably no
more upright or capable man could be
found for that office than Mr. Robertson
is, but because he is personally-objection-

when,

though they may call he will not answer,
but leave them

to the

consequences

of

their choice. When lightis abused, opportunities slighted, the Holy
Spirit
.grieved away, and the door of mercy
«closed, there is no hope, probation is ended, and the destiny sealed.
No other

able to the New York Senator,

the latter

is doing all in his power to secure his defeat. It is fitting that the President
should duly consider the wishes of Con-

probation can be afforded, for it would be
useless and inconsistent with the princi-

|

:
—
IU
RY
there can be no doubt of the wisdom of there are already six State Normal schools for
white pupils, but none for colored except our
the remedy proposed,
and that is as fol- own Institution at Harper's Ferry. If we can

Dakota is not the only section of country

bargain,” and the only indications of one

where such laborers could work
vantage. Nearly the whole
western
country is a vast harvest field of souls,
and in thousands of towns there the gospel is seldom proclaimed, while the desirable parishes in New England and the
"Middle States are seldom kept waiting
for a preacher. Many sections of the
South call for just such laborers as this
Dakota band represents, and the blessing
of the Lord would rest richly upon their

as the pre-

to ad-. that he could cite were such

and became

them, as-it would

stations? Perhaps

not.

better

long enough. This movement aims to
give the Smiths and the Joneses a chance.”
That is the whole case in a few words.
People who have lived in the South since
the war and watched affairs there with a

for good, and became confirmed in goodness. Others kept not their first estate,

»

and

‘‘ The Lees and the Hunters,"

says Mr. Mahone;

may believe,

. ‘but, ruined, were cast down,

preaching

If so, it must come from outside
help. The Society could only pay their lows: . .
make both schools efficient let us by all means
.
do it; but let us
guard
expenses out there, and give them-a bare
a policy that
The churches of Christ must nerve would result in crippling against
both. All through
movement, that the Republicans should diving when once there.
themselves for more and
.our
demomin
ation, do we not need to give
more ' thorough
wish to promoteit and the Demgerats to
Plainly, jt is not for worldly gain that work. That work will not be done until more attention to the making of representative
institut
ions,
even if they be few?
defeat it? Itis purely a movement in these young men go to that frontier work. every hamlet, every house-hold, every inMr.
:
John
Burroug
dividual
within
the
limits
of
each
townhs; in his * Notes of a
advance. Mr. Mahone
first
became It'is in the spirit of brave consecration to
ship, has been caused to realize, as a fact Walker” in a recent mumber of Scribner's
prominent as a leader in an effort to find the Master's service, and of love to their beyond question, that ‘the
Christians of magazine, described the delight
some basis on which the public ‘debt of fellow-men. What a noble example they that town hold themselves responsikle for he heard a stray English sky-lark, with which
which had
his State could be taken care-of. He dif- set. The territory to which they go is efforts as persistent as they are discreet, evidently either escaped from a cage, or was
a
fered from the leading citizens chiefly in larger than all New England, and'is rap- and askindly as they are persistent, not survivor of those which were liberated in
merely
to
relieve
every
sick
and
troubled
Long Island several yeurs ago. He suggested
this: that they talked loudly of the honor idly filling up. Onetown that had only
one'among them, and to aid every one that there was
“no reasomy why the lark
of paying the debt, which by the way, three hundred inhabitants three years struggling ‘to be honest and indussheuld not thrive in this country as well as in
was incurred before the war, but would
ago has now more than four thousand. trious, but also to win
every
one, Europe”. Acting on this
never vote a millof tax to pay it, while Many cases of a similarly rapid growth withoutan exception, te accept rejoicing- Charles R. Rowe, of Cornwalsuggestion, Mr.
l, England, an
the Mahone party proposed to pay a por- could be cited. In conversation with the ly the offered love of Christ, and to enter enthusiastic admirer of Mr. Burroughs’s writheartily upon His service.
ings, has sent him a number of English skytion of it as soon as practicable, but to Governor of the territory a fortnight ago,
larks, which arrived in New York
Saturday
repudiate not a cent of it.
; who, by the way, is a New Hampshire’ ——SENATOR BUTLER, of South Carolina, last, and have been forwarded toon Mr.
‘Bur.
Toughs
at
on-the-Hudson, where they
But while that was the beginning of the man, he alludedto the rapidity of the declared w ith great gusto in the Senatea will be set Esopusfree, .
a
:
:
movement, it now comprehends much population,
and to the. great demand that fortnight ago that he could prove that a
more than that. "It involves the whole certain elements make for hearty Chris- corrupt bargain had been made between
question of liberty,.equality and educa- tian service.
Senator Mahone of Virginia and the Retion for every-citizen and all classes, Mr..
We wish this example might prove to publican Senators, and that if he could
Mahone himself declares that with him, be contagious. However we may excuse not prove it he would resign his seat in
Freedmen’s Mission in the Mississippi
and with the people who sent hij
Last Thursday he made his
to the ourselves from self-denying toil, the fact the Senate.
:
Valley.
Senate, the ‘ readjustment” of
e State remains that such toil is characteristic of expected speech, but it fell as far short of
I must say to its friends that this Misdebt has become subordinate to the en- the greatest devotion, and that it is the his proclamation concerning it as an ordiforcing of the State and United States laws almost invariable precedent of great nary tallow dip falls below a first class sion is not dead; nor is it very infirm.
comet. He produced no proof of ‘‘a Its prospects for long life and vigorous
that guarantee to each citizen freedom of spiritual outpouring.
suffrage, a fair count of votes

under various

liberate choice, most, as we

different

4, 1881.

Benominational Hetos,

flict with each other, and volition ‘decides between and regulates them.
The
law of duty and right is laid upon us,
which we have power to obey or disobey.

This

yet the

Democrats oppose him because of their
opposition to what is called the Mahone
movement in the South. But what is this

MAY 4, 1881.

A
All communications designed
should be addressed to the Editor,
on business, remittances of money,
addressed to the Publisher, Dove,

ex-Confederate “soldier,

STAR, MAY

faithful work.

« Thanks be to God for these ten young
men. This country needs a thousand
bands like them. India and the East
need ten thousand. Where are they,
and who will enable
to enter the
work ?
0-9

OURRENT TOPICS.

chamber

and

his. voting

with the Republicans in certain instances.
It is folly to allege such a bargain, especially when there is-no known evidence to
support it. Mr. Mahone was elécted to
the Senate by an independent movement,
and:he is true to the people who sent him
there—which can hardly be said of Senator Brown, of

Georgia,

who

owes

his

elect
to Republican
ion
votes, but whose
position in the Senate is that of a Bourbon of the Bourbons.

CORRECTION.
Record,” page

.In “The
243,
the

$8,390.42, when, we are told, they should

ascertaining

the

tives at Constantinople of the other nations

ly settled by the mediation

Europe.

Meanwhile, the daily debate is not useless. It often touches vital questions, and

always shows the animus of the speakers
themselves. Itis worth while to hear
ex-Confederate ex-slaveholders
declare
that the institution of slavery was a righteous one, and that the lot of the slave

.strives. There is no greater presumption
than for the sinner to suppose that he can
make the terms and fix the time,
“Sin is the great mystery of finite being.
‘How it first entered, how it has
universal, how it is committed

become
now in

was more desirable than that of the New
England factory operative, for it shows

The dictate of wisdom

is to use,

not abuse our probation ; choose now the
way of life.
. :
O--O-b-o

itself, and out of this special session

will

come something better than the seemingly

petty quéstions that sometimes divide it.

SOME WASHINGTON NOTES,
As the case stands, it is perhaps unfortunate that the present issue which divides
the two political parties in the Senate
should have arisen just as it has; but it
is worth while to establish the principle

9

“THE DAKOTA BAND.”

Nearly forty years ago eleven young
men from Andover theological seminary
banded themselves to go and preach the
that majorities rule in this country, «if it gospel in the then territory of Iowa. Five
takes all summer.” We feel more strong- .of them are still laboring there, and that
ly the needof establishing that principle, the movement had a great influence in
since hearing a Southern Senator argue developing the character of the State

last week that *‘ the doctrine that majori-

dies

should. rule is
The situation is
special session of
the President sent
- for cottfirmation.

desired

Lately ‘ten young. men from Yale semi-

nary have formed a similar band

the contest,

They were led to the work by contemplat-

to elect

the

of the movement, . Rev.

one

‘With the election, and the

other whenever it is proposed to go into

executive session.

:

:

The significance of the struggle appears
in this: that the Republicans, although
" they might seem to be contending for a
matter of little public interest, are really

.

Dr.

Storrs,

the

secretacy of the American Home Missionary Society, is reported in the Congrega-

party filibustering whenever it is propos-

“ed to p.

Strous.” ! ;

sain

but rich in faith and hope and preparation

been asked what vi

when

could do’ for

these

once
. Could he build
a,
ere.
2a
they ol Ye

Furthermore,
the candidate for Sergeant- teams to carry them on their long -ciris a person nominated by Senator | cuits, some of those already there travele, and although he is a Virginian ing forty miles a Sabhath to reach their

-

<< Sir,

on

such 2

question as this there ¢s ‘no other side,”
she proceeds to show that of the different

departures in temperance work, of only
that there is no other side.
‘extract ¢

Here
:

is

one

sonal

there

or from the effegts of drink,

is no

friendship

for

the deceased

had

some-

thing to do with the prices of some of the
books.
:
The exodus of colored .people from the
South into Kansas and other Western States
has again commenced, and many are preparing to leave, or are already on the way.
The

governor of Kansas testifies to the orderly habits and industry of these refugees, and says that

they are inthe main self-supporting. The South
is the real sufferer by the movement, and if the

other" side: to the matter.
The grog- “Solithern people desire to stop it they can do
shops must be shut. At any
cost— 80 by simply treating the colored people like
whether of. public interference or private human beings.
3
:
:
self-denial, whether the law goes on the
A correspondent relates the following incistatute-book or the wine comes off the dent as an example of how sick members can
dinner-table—by some means the grog- help their minister: ‘ As the pastor of the
shops must be shut, He : is either crimi- church in C. visited Dea. B., who is unable
to
nally ignorant of the facts or criminally attend church, the deacon asked what kind of
a
meeting
he
had
Sunday,
When
told the
indifferent to them, who can deny this.
Lord seemed presentto
gp and bless, the
Granting as much (as the truly humane good
deacon replied: ¢ I felt

or those who desire to seem so,

are

usu-

ally ready to do), we are met—yesterday,
to-day, and forever—by the presumption
that prohibition does not prohibit. I call
it a presumption, for the facts will bear
me out in saying that it is impossible to
condemn an ‘unenforced law; and that
wherever the law has been enforced 'the
relative drunkenness of a community has
enormously decreased.
:

though there may be a feeble day or Sun-

day school maintained, yet
t he boys and girls are able

‘‘as

soon

as

to read and
write a little, and’ often sooner, they
weary of the restraint of the, schools’ and

interested for the
not go nysqs
and when
the meeting hour came I looked up for you.
;
God bless the home guards.”

meeting if I could

Concerning the prevailing custom of men
(in preference to ladies) occupying the end of
‘a pew in church, the Congregationalist says:
‘ The practice causes a good deal of inconven-

ience many times, while the show is really
ludicrousas three or four men sometimes file

out in order to let a lady
move up to the other end

pass in’ rather
themselves.

than
Cus-

tom and the traditions of fathers are a mighty
power, but
a little good commgn and practi-

cal sense has alrea ! led- to ‘reform
matter on the part of many people.”

in

this

the adnlts among them gather
0 f an evening in some hall or barn and
dance until morning, drinking and quar-

reling not a little
‘betimes,
:

Jealousies and uproars are too frequent to

attract heed beyond the moment.”

ever may be the proportion of suchgcases,
.

2
4

VWhat-

1

to the

held

which

for

four

resulted

church.

in

Bro. David

‘Powell has held the fort almost alone” for

these y
, and we hope that others Mill
ibe reminded to lend a hand.
Ozro G. AuGIr.
+++

Ocean Park.
There will

be on

Tuesday,

May tenth,

an opening of Ocean Park grounds at Old
Orchard for the sale of lots.
- The beach and about one-half of. the

grove property

will then

have been sur-

veyed, and all persons holding the treas-

urer's certificate for one hundred dollars,
are hereby notified to attend and select

property to the amount

of

their claims.

Algo, we invite our friends and the pub-

lic generally to come and purchase lots,
which will range in price
from $25 to
There will be a meeting

of

Ocean

Park

Association Tuesday, May 10at 91.2 o'clock
A. M., for the transaction of business and

to hold a brief dedicitory

service in. the

grove near Temple Square.

The sale of lots will take place at 1.30

P. M., at the same place.

requested to make

Each

person

is

a selection of the lot

preferred at the appraised value, by putting the name of the avenue, the number
of the lot, and his or her own name upon
a ticket, and pass it to the directors who
will convey the property by deeds; pro-

sean.
the

and MaineR. R.on
the noon train, May
10th, will leave it at our grounds, where
the train will stop, and take it to return at
“the same place at 4 o'clock p. M., and thus

main till the next day, and

find good and

days

before the meeting,

Central House.

to G. W.

The Directors

Smith,

will

be

in

session there the previous evening} ~

state.

A descriptive circular and rude
the grounds so far as surveyed,

:

plan of
will be

gratuitously

he organized a Sabbath-school

who may apply. The Boston and Maine
R. R. and the Maine Central R. R. will
furnish free returns, or half-fare tickets.

30.

numbering

T attended it Sabbath morning.

They

a

young

have an excellent superintendent,

sister who has a good
Scriptures, is an

knowledge

excellent

It is hoped that there will be a full at.

women,

keeps

is really

who

is laboring

so

children and it would be great
ment to them.

We are very

Eastern.
Maine.
ev, 0, 8, Hasty will move
North Shapleigh and continue his pastora
l relation with that church.
During the past win-

encourage-

glad

for

the

spoken by Bro. Waterman

good

interest

too that

others are beginning to inquire

Va. College, where

about

it is, and

church, and now they call a pastor to settle
‘among them.
Bro. H. will also take the
pastoral care of the 1st Newfield church which
has
been
without
preaching for
several
months.
He will preach at Shapleigh in the
morning and at Newfield in the afternoon of
each Sabbath,
Mr. J. Q. Adams, of the senior class, Bates
Theological School, has accepted a call to
the
church at So. Parsonsfield.
¢ Rev. Ebenezer Allen, aged 87 years, still lingers at East Dixmont, cared for by loving

word

for our

in Flemington, and we are glad

ter a number were converted and added to the

:

Another Word from Flemington.

what

W.

it is

doing. We are very sure that could all
the readers of the Star see the needs of
the college, and the present opportufitty

for

advancing,

not

Free

‘Baptist

only, but the causes of education

interest

and

hands thotigh compunion and children are all on
the.gqiden shore. The State Missionary called

re-

ligion, in a section where both are at very
low ebb, many would be moved to con-

tribute to this cause.

on him a few days since, and at the close of
song and prayer, the aged father’s response
evinced remaining consciousness, though he

~~

‘We need enough funds to insure that the
school shall be permanent, and then many

is as helpless as an infant, Near him is a fellow-laborer, Rev. Charles Rigby, who also

students will come here that now go else-

feels the weight of many yegrs

continue in school for three, four, or five

years? If I cannot I will start at some
other school.” We can only reply that we
hope
to be able to furnish advanced in-

But

we

all know

who realize their need, and

we

must

help

to supply that want, but the work will be

largely that of exciting. an interest. To
do that we must have a school prepared to
do efficient work. Every scholar sent out
well prepared, by the discipline of a thorough school, to do his work, will be the
means of exciting in others a. desire for a
similar advantage. While every scholar

sefit out from a poorly equipped school,
which does superficial

work,

only cou-

la-

a meeting-house; they are amply able to build.

~essesRev. 8: C. Whitcom is settling into his work at Pittsfield with increasing pleasure to
himself and his people......Thé church at
Dexter was never doing better. Bro. J. ;Mariner, their pastor, is doing solid work thre.
«esse. Rev. L, W, Gowen has moved to Milo
and will take charge of Lagrange and Milo

portance.

here
8t be, in many senses,
works gr the mass ef the
need rousfng up to feel the
education. There are some

much

preachin
of Geo.
Howard, of Bangor Theo.
g
Seminary, son of Rev. R. L. Howard......
Our people at Jackson Valley talk of building

that the tuitions from students will not
farnish support for enough teachers to
give such instruction.
Some endowment
is required at the beginning; and must be
increased as the school increases in im-

The work
a missionary
people here
necessity of

and

bor. - Bro. Rigby is of the Christian order and
for many years he and Father Allen have
labored side by side......There is a remarkable interest manifested”at Newport in the

where. Every few days comes the inquiry
from some one, “Can 1, if I begin now,

struction as needed.

;

Winisters and Churches,

J. 8. MANNING.
ou

|:

and see for yourselves.

E.W. P.

those

for

earnestly

or now to all

tendance and a’ large sale of lots.
Come and bring your friends, men and

of the

scholar,

furnished then

church......The

State

Missionary

is spend-

ing a Jittle time at Burnham and Unity,
°

+
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Hampshire.

New

A wonderful work of grace is in progress in
Franconia. The churches have united in a
revival meeting, which has been led by Rev.
F. V.D. Garretson, sent by the Y.M. C. A.
and assisted by Rev. Mr. Little, pastor of the

Advent ¢hureb, Rev. Mr. Norton of Beth-

lehem, Rev. 8. 8. Nickerson of Sugar Hill and

others.
fifty,

It is estimated that one

at least,

Lord, during

have

hundred

given themselves

the past three

weeks. Mr.

has closed his labors there, but

the’:

£0. on...

Sugar : Hill is sharing to some

and

to the

G.
g.

Ron

extent in the

The Independent, in order to be safféfied 'vinces the rest that education is tiséless, general awakening to religion in this section of
about the correctness of the relations between and they might almost be ready to say, as the Stute: At the close of the morning sermon
the late “ George Eliot,” G, H. Lewes and the did one prominent man of this county, * If . on Sabbath, April 24, a prayer-meeting was
latter’s actual wife, applied as near to headmy children had never seen the inside of a convened which was deeply interesting, and a

Eliot’ considering
to Lewes, ete., ete., imposed

herself married
on those who

| wished to be impoged on, and on nobody else.”

"We can cheerfully commend the school
Illegitimate. Flemington, to- which Bro. Augir refers inat

children are not uncommon, and doniestic

six additions

were

winter,

fortable house of worship, finished all but
the stand and paid for all but fifty dollars;

good order, and

The auction sale of the late
“Bk $Chapin’s
“library brings to the estate about
,000. The
prices per volume have ranged from
$10.50 for
Aytoun’s Lays of Scottish Cavaliers, to $160 each

past

reasonable accommodations at the Central House, Old Orchard, by applying afew

and a part of that is provided for. The
last Sabbath their pastor spent with them,

:

weeks the

have four hours on the grounds.
All persons ave advised to take a basket lunch for
dinner on Tuesday, and if they want more
time they gan go the night before, or re-

Through his labors they have built a com-

of

for Baronial apd Eccl. Antiquities Seound,
Forster’s Goldsmith; $210 for Cunningham’s
Nell Gwinne and $250 for an Abbottsford edition of the Waverly Novels.
Doubtless per:

the prohibitory movement and the total
abstinence practice can it be safely said

I

a live officer.
The Christian religion is eminently practi-.{
The literature in the school is the Testa
cal.
Its principles are designed* to control
ment and a few No. 2 song-books and a
our every-day life und, if adopted, must effect
few primers.
Can't they be supplied with
all our interests, temporal and spiritual, as well
Quarterlies and papers, and some nice’
by the requirements it. places upon ys as by
the benefits it brings to us. The suggestions
Sabbath-school song-books?
It would
to * country pastors and others”; by a corresgreatly cheer the heart of that dear sister

tionalist as saying that-most, if not all, of
quarters as possible for facts and learns that.
“ the luwful wife of the late G. H., Lewes is
this band had been asked to remain in
now living,” The informant adds:—* George
New England churches, but they had | are seen there no more, while at about Etiot
lived In‘ open.
nage with ‘Lewes;
ti he same age they
learn to join their | was his mistress (or,concubi
chosen to take privation and isolati
rather one of his mistresses),
and the Eliot-worshiping set accépted
Christ's sake fo this ro een
elders in devoting Sunday to cock-fight- the situation and objected main
y to haying
‘ing, drinking, gambling and worse. Now the fact stated
They
were poor in this world’
‘in plain English.
,
The non!
hey
p
:
Notids goods
sense
about
and then
¢

placed in defense of the principle to which for usefulness. He as the secretary had
we have'alluded
above, and which the

opposite party has denounced as * inoh-

confliét:

ing the vastness of the field, and reading. ——THE Congregationalist draws rather
appeals that were made for laborers. At a gloomy picture of the condition of some
a recent meeting held in Boston in behalf of our country towns, declaring that, al-

and door-keepers, to which the Democrats
Hence

to go

and labor as home missionaries in Dakota.

‘certain officers, such as Sergeant-at-Arms
objected.

:

there can be no doubt.

a monstrosity.”
briefly this: After the
the Senate was called,
in certain nominations
Butin organizing ‘the

‘Senate, the Republicans

slavery

The power that will do the thing, whatwhat is still the duty of the liberty-loving ever it be, is the power that must do it.
citizen.
It is worth while, also, to hear As long as eighty-five per cent. of our
the sturdy and eloquent utterances of New prisoners owe their incarceration to
drunkenness; as long as there is in our
England Senators in reply to such sophis- cities
one licensed place for the sale of
try, for it shows that the spirit of Sumner liguor to every one hundred and seventy
and Wilson still rules. Out of the debate inhabitants; as long as. sixty thousand
will come something better than the debate persons a year in this country die drunk

individual experience, is indeed a dark
and inscrutable mystery. We see that
a finite moral being can sin; but why he
should do so, and why he should persist
in it to his everlasting ruin,is beyond conception, but not beyond reality and experience.

the

Ind.

and left the church in a prospérous

of the representa-

facturing and other facilities. The Act of
ples of the divine government. ' It is im- gressmen in the case of nominations to be Congress that provides for the publication
possible to say when this takes place made from their States, but that he should of these reports is a wise one, and every pondent,
simple, are very practical
to be {American producer who seeks a foreign and quite though
‘with individuals, It is-an—errer to-sap-1 be dictated to by them, ought never
to the point.
vo
admitted.
The
collectorship
of
the
port
~pose that probation necessarily continues
market for his goods, whether manufactMr.
Luther
J.
Hurd,
of
Boston, who has
till death.
Often there is reason to of New York is not a State or local office. ured or grown from the soil, would do frequently served as correspondent of this
Through
that
Port
the
bulk
of
the
mer“ "~believe, the deliberate choice is made,
well to consult the reports. They are paper, was brutally assailed by a cowardly hochandise of the great foreign nations
tel keeper in Lancaster, Pa., a few weeks ago,
and the character determined long before
furnished by the State Department at 25 and
received treatment from which he soon
death. The gospel callis to-day. “Now seeks this country. Why then should the cts. a number, or $3 a year.
died. Mr. Hurd was a quiet, gentlemanly perCollector
be
a
man
devoted
to
the
personis the accepted time, behold now is the
son, of unimpeachable Christian character, and
+day of salvation.” It * fearful to pro- al interests of any individual? We wish ——ELIZABETH STUART PHELPS makes a had given his landlord no known offense what-crastinate ; to-morrow 8 not ours ; we can- the Senate might take up this nomination, conclusive argument in the Independent ever. The fatal act shows to what extremes
not atone for sin or change our moral at least, and confirm it, without com- in favor of prohibitory temperance laws. a violent temper, united with a cowardly napromise or evasion.
Citing Lincoln's dictum with reference to ture, will carry one.
:
state hy a mere volition.
God only
can change the sinner’s heart, and this
while his call is extended, and his Spirit

Vernon,

He has stood firm on our doctrines and
has been os
worker in building
up the Mission.
He was greatly beloved
by this people nnd they most deeply feel
their loss. Here he preached his last sermon

NOTES.

for the sale of American fruit, stoves,
staves, meat, and various other commod-

Mount

been a persistent worker in the Mission,
traveling and preaching almost constantly.

net re-,

trade but full trade seems to be the policy of the present Secretary of State, and
one can readily see how much eflicient
consuls may contribute to the success of
that policy. Through their agency new
markets have lately been found abroad.

Not free

at

He was the first minister that came into
the Mission.
For sixteen years he has

this correction.

BRIEF

church

Sorrow
over the loss of their pastor,
Elder Rice,who died on the 22nd of March.

There
was a change of
two. reports were given

Next
autumn
Scribner's
Monthly
will
change its name to The Century.
The Independent asks the pertinent question, *“ Which is worse, for the Baptist denomination, to hold fellowship with an unbaptized person or with the Rev. I. M. Kalloch??
The power of Christianity in influence upon
the nations is making new conquests daily.
Tlfe controversy between Greece and Turkey
about their frontier line, which has for so long
threatened to culminate in war; is now virtual-

educational condition of many sections of
the country, their railways, and manu-

the

meetings

highest for choice will have the lot.
Persons going East over the Boston

found them some discouraged and in great

ceipts. . Those having the book can make

trade organizations in this country.
Already through the agency of these reports
many American products are finding
their way to foreign markets, and the

ities, while valuable information is conveyed in the reports about the social and

are asking admittance into our ranks.
I spent the second Sabbath in April with

Centennial
receipts for

This

Special

vided, however, if two or more parties
lect the same lot, then the fact will be
nounced, and the person who will bid

the people learn that we are not a creature
of to-day, sprung up since the war,
they

Foreign Missions in ‘1879 are given as

overlooked in

We have a number of church-

es in that State and could have many more
if we could answer the calls. Illinois and
Kentucky are thickly dotted along the borders with F. Baptist churches. And as our
doctrines and polity become known and

that year, and one of them was probably

of the United States on the commerce,
manufactures, etc., of their consular districts, is attested by many corporate and

business is likely to increase.

Tennessee.

able good.
|

pres-

ent. But how long it will survive under
a severe neglecting policy, none can tell.
We have churches stretched along the
Mississippi river from St. Louis to Crathersville, over 300 miles, and calls for more.
The opening in Indiana is very encouraging at the present, and we are pushing info

sence of Senator Mahone on the Republi-

can side of the

be $18,703.08.
treasurers-and

THE practical value of the publication, by the State Department at Washington, of the reports from the Consuls

action were never better than at the

done by these organizations that it
seems
nothing in comparison with the needs
of the
State. And could this school be made
a
nucleus of spiritual activity, and sever
al
more earnest workers be associated in
the
work ef religious, as well as intellectual
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THE MORNING
»

Mrs. King "left

taking

Carrie

early

with

that afternoon,

her.

Frank

and

* Moans o’er the waters of the West,

“I believe,

Through fire and darkness borne;
And fiercer voices join it,—
A wild triumphant yelt!

. What is that voice which cometh
sea?

The voice of men who left their homes
To make their children free;

Of men whose hearts were torches
For Freedom’s quenchless fire:

brought forth

The sire of Franklin’s sire.
They speak! the Pilgrim Fathers
Speak to you from their graves!
For earth hath muttered to their bones
- That we are soulless slaves!
The Bradfords, Carvers, Winslows

Have heard the worm complain
That less than men oppress the men
‘Whose sires were Pym and Vane!

‘What saith the voice which boometh
Athwart the upbraiding waves?
“$ Though slaves are ye, our sons are free,
Then why will you be slaves?
The children of your fathers
~ Were Hampden, Pym and Vane!”
Land of the sires of Washington,
Bring forth such men again!

Is that what you want to know?

You can do good in ways without end,

‘Who have struggled on, till hope is dead,
They perhaps may ask of you.
There are erring ones whose lives are
‘Who travel the paths of sin—
Go, gather them into Virtue’s ark,

Tenderly gather them in,

,

:

You can tell them of the higher birth,

-.

— Golden Rule.

Familpa@ircle.
GERTIE'S MAY-DAY.
MILLY.

“Oh,
Mamma!”
exclaimed Gertie
King bursting into the kitchen where her
mother was busy preparing dinner;

teachers have given us a holiday.

‘the

to-mor-

row, and have arranged an excursion

for

the whole school. We are to go to Johnson’s Grove; will ride part of the way,
and then cross the lake in the steamer.
Only think of it!
Of course you have no
objection to my going, mamma?”
“I

am

sorry,

dear,

to

disappoint

can not go. I have
card from Grandpoor Aunt
Lydia
time, and is anxious

to see me.
1 shall go on the next train,
will take Carrie with me, and you must

play housekeeper for papa,

and look af-

ter Frank and Charlie for

a few days.

Am sorry for your sake, Gertie, that circumstances are such, but you know one

of our lessons in life is, to study duty

rather than pleasure.”

:

Gertie’s eyes were full of tears, as she’
said somewhat impatiently, “I ‘dont

believe Aunt Lydia is much worse; she
is so spleeny and fussy that if she hap-

pens to feel a new pain anywhere she is

sure she is going to die at once. I should
think she weuld feel like seeing you if

for nothing else than to make
knowledgment for the harsh,

marks she has so often

some acunkind

made

re-

to you.

Unless there has been a change since I
saw her last, sheis too ugly to die just

yet.”
“ Gertie,

.

.

Gertie,, how

can you

so? Your Aunt Lydia has
sufferer for years,

and

she is not as patient

.
spedk

been

a great

though

I admit

some,

yet we

as

must remember how hard it is to be
deprived of the privileges health gives

"us, and that any of us placed in

her

cir-

cumstances would be.apt to become im-

patient or fussy as you choose to call it.
I wouldn’t speak in that uncharitable way

again comcerning any one, my

daugh-

ter,”
’
« Forgive me, mamma ; it was unkind
in me, but
I am

really

so disappointed

about not going to the May-party.
can I give it up?” and again the

filled Gertie’s eyes.

‘“ We

safe,

Mrs.

carriage drive off.
No sooner had they gone than Mrs.
Bracket and Lill appeared bringing the

The little rogue, I miss:

programme.
more

The

thought,

next

viz.,

baskets Gertie had left, and

the

for sup-

for -breakfast to-morrow,

- Oh! I know, there are mam-

cream

also

Lill’s mother had filled from
cup-board.
And now all three worked

aching

head,

After all, I believe

it will be easier for me to do my ‘planning

center on a mound of vines a few

as I go along.”

oranges and lemons were prettily placed

Her work

done,

and

dress

Golden

Sheaf |

the hard cruel life she was

made

through

ignorance

the

stupidity and

her lazy husband, of the death of her lit-

tle ones, and finally of the death of her
husband himself. With a disgusted look
upon her face, Gertie in imagination was
following Bai, who worn
and weak,
found it a painful task to drag her husband’s dead body even to the nearest
banyan to be devoured by the hungry
Jackalls, when in came Josie her cousin, Emma Cowell, Emma Fox and Ada
Simms, all dear friends and school-mates.

They had feared Gertie was ill since she
had not returned to school in the afternoon, and had run in to find out about the

matter, but especially to talk over the
May-party. Of course they were both
surprised and disappointed when Gertie
explained the circumstances, and Josie
emphatically declared she should stay at
home too, but Gertie and

the

girls

soon

showed her that would be- folly; so they
left, promising to remember everything
that happened, and relate to Gertie when
they return ed—hesides,they would be sure

to gather hér a large bouquet of. May
flowers.
~Gettie had been calm and brave while

they were ifi, but as soon as
gone, she felt the

old

“ Hallo! Sis, what'sup? Oh!

you are crying because you

you a mite while Mother is gene. Besides, I've thought of some real jolly fun
Come, cheer up, Gertie,

and hear what it is!” -

“Why, Charlie, arn’t you going with
the rest to-morrow ?” Gertie asked wiping
her eyes.
“No, I thought I wouldnt leave you,
but perhaps the main reason is—of course
you'll never tell—that I asked Annie
Lewis and Ella Buck if I might look after

them and their lunch

baskets a little at

the May-party,

I oely

and

wish

his instruction, a neat, light,

wooden

all planta-

half they said, but for all that I made

up

about

abeut

came near her.
height
out at
In this
lieved

Her fears got to such

a

that at last she would not venture
all, and actually kept her room.
frame of mind,pit will easily be bethat her life was a misery to her-

self, and not of much comfort to her wild,
fearnaught husband.
:
Early one summer morning, the latter
went to look after the progress of some

rather distant clearings he was making.
He went on

horseback, and of course car-

ried with him

the heavy,

old-fashioned,

double-barrelled musket, without which,

boy.
~~
He lived in an obscure’ village near
Liverpool, England. He was a lover of
books of science, and before he reached
the age of eighteen he had mastered the
astronomical knowledge of the

day.

He

studied the problems of Kepler, and he
made the discovery that the tables of Kepler indicated the near approach of the
period of the transit of Venus across the
sun’s center. This was about the year

event which he had predicted, for .a num-

ber of years, never seeing the loved planet

ing of the day when’

the

transit should

fulfill the beautiful vision he carried con*
tinually in his mind.
came

at last,—

Sunday.

It found Horrox, the boy’ astro-

nomer, now just past twenty years of age,
intently watching a sheet of paper in a

private room, on which lay the sun's reflected image. * Over this reflection of the
sun’s disc on the paper, he expected moment by moment to see the planet pass
like a moving spot or a shadow.

Suddenly, the church-bells rung. The
paper still was spotless. No shadow

barrels were loaded with a heavy

go?

A cloud might hide the sun before

Mr. Barclay’s

podr mother is hut little better..

Suppose

we spend our May-day in making
:
Gertie was on her feet in a

them

moment.

forest which lay between

his new

clear-

ings and his home.
4
a
: At that time, the tropical forests are
as

silent and as motionless as if they were

The sun

was

thing to every

man, and in His economy the

qualities which deserve enconium sare often
left to bef their own exceeding great reward.’ ”
0-0-0
*+
+e

LITERARY NOTES.
Mr. Ruskin’s health is restored.
A translation of Endymion, by Dr. Bottger,

has appeared at Berlin,

The Boston Monday Lectures for the past
winter will be published by Roberts Brothers.

Charles Dickens is going to commence a new

periodical, with

Household

University, and in 1874 re

pended

upon the lectures which

before large and

the

old and

honored name of

Words.

Hougliton, Mifllin & Co. will issue the come
plete works of James Russell Lowell, uniform
with the Cambridge edition of Longfellow and
Whittier.

but I know

rious parts of the country.

The

he delivered

appreciative audiences in va-

These were

en-

riched with
reminiscence and enlivened by
humor, and were everywhere popular, Mr.
Fields continued his literary activities to the
last, and the latest issue of the Congregationalist, dated April 26, has. an article from his

better

than

that.

It {is only re-

Literary

World for April 23 is

prempt

in furnishing a full bibliography of
Lord Beaconsfield, with many curiously inter-

esting annotations;
portrait of George
sketch of Hon.

and also furnishes a fine
There Is also a
Eliot.

A. G.

Riddle, whose * House

pen,*‘ Letters from an Old Treasure Box,” in
which he writes of Bayard Taylor, and gives

of Ross ” has just been published by a Boston
dias
house, ’
It is curious how the human race, as a race,
loves to be abused. The popularity of Swift

some interesting letters which he received from

depended, we must think, less upon his splen-

him

in 1846-54.

It is understood

Fields had expressed

the

that Mr.

intention of leaving

most of the best books of his valuable collection
to Dartmouth College.
4
For the past four years Mr. Fields has spent

his summers
recently

at Manchester-by-the-Sea
hut he

expressed a reluctance

to spend

the

coming summer there, as it was so far from
his physician. Mr. Fields’s
first wife was Miss
Willard, daughter of Simon

Willard, of

.

>

ORITIOS ORITICISED.
T. Congdon (in the New York
says some pretty severe things,

perhaps

not

altogether

undeserved,

about modern criticism:
:
“
“ Perhaps the general reader may have observed how the present age has drifted away
well-nigh altogether from their old-fashioned
methods which made criticism much of a me-

Pliny ‘thought

that

nobody

did humor

than upon his powers of invective,

the unthinking portion of his admirers would

have fallen away at once. — The Atheneum.
Few

literary signs of

the

times are

more

cheering than the rapid multiplication of pub- *
lic libraries. Deerfield, N. H., has had a winter of happiness over a new library founded by
Mr. F. P. James, Of New York, whose name
was not known

to the trustees even until re-

cently; and Mr. Carnegie, a large manufacturer of Piltsburg, Pa., is about to erect a twenty thousand dollar library building, and to fil} .,
it for the use of hisem ployes.—Literary World.
The valuable library of the American Bible
Union has been purchased by Ebenezer Mor-

gan, President of the American and Foreign

Bible Society. This library contains many
rare books, the rarest and most valuable of
which were purchased out of the celebrated

Van Voorst collection. . It has been collecting
for
the
for
pal

the past twenty-five years, chiefly through
efforts of the Rev. Dr. T. J. Conant, who »
many years was the Bible Union's princireviser of the English version of the Bible,

shining ; and there, like a shadow on the

of the pairters, sculptors, musicians and archi-

fléd with a shattering in any language.

along the bright center, like thé finger of

tects, who would

having when he had made himself mastef of

bright circle on the paper, was the image
ofthe planet Venus. It .crept slowly

have it still

the other way if

they could. In our modern writing we care
nothing for the rules of the old rhetoricians.

the

‘We do not value Aristotle a penny, although,
through a good many generations, the world

his pure heart with religious joy.

was on its knees

to him.

We

present the

Horrox died at the age of twenty-two. spectacle of a good many writers doing well
Nearly ‘one hundred and thirty years after- enough without knowing how or why. We
have, or think that we have, no

ward, Venus was again

occasion for a

Quintilian, a_Lovginus, or a Horace. There:

is no longer any Ars Poetica. The man who
should trouble himself to write, as Pope did,
an ‘ Essay on Criticism,’ would be laughed at

Bayard

Taylor

was

a scholar in several lit-

eratures, but he was never a man to be satis-

What -

he got he worked for, andso it was worth the

it.

Letter-writing seems nowadays a

lost . nr

art.” In the hurry of the present busy world* ~~"

there is not sufficient leisure for elaborate corregpondencsa, as there formerly was in the daysof Cowper and Grey, two of the most charming

epistolary geniuses that ever lived.

But Tay- -

‘lor, like Dickens among modern authors, éx-

as & letter-writer, and his briefest motes
celled.

are sure to contain Some felicitous expression,
some humorous

bared.

quip, worthy

to be remem-

When his memoir is ‘written,as it is

by the booksellers if he should bring them his ‘sure to ‘be before long, it is to he hoped his.

MS. for publication." Whether it be a vice,a letters will be collected and given to the world
as a

merit or a foible, We have carried catholicity to with the story of his remarkable career
the point of- indifference. Nobody seems to traveler, poet and novelist.—J. 7. Fields, in
care much
!

whether a book

be critically good

\

*

TL

hae

-

and if Carlyle had ceased this kindof writing

could properly judge art unless
himself an artist—a dogma which we have most)emphatically
exploded, to the not very reasonable chagrin

A
+

of the deserving who only got the blanks.
Notoriety comes of knack, and some worthy
men never get on. God does not give every-

A statue of William Tyndale, the translator
just as it was given to the world.” ”
Mr. Fields’s success as a writer has been re- of the New Testament, and the martyr, is to
be erected on the Thames Embankment in
markable considering that his main energies
were devoted to his business as a publisher.
London, and will cost $20,000.
Besides his work as editor of the Atlantic his
The French Academy is in despair, and has
contributions to the periodicals of the day have
decided not to offer any prizes this year for
been frequent, and he leaves a number of vol- poetry, all the pieces so far sent
in being
umes in prose and verse which have given him
marked by une faiblesse deplorable.
a high reputation. His * Yesterdays with AuThe subject of Mr. Robert Barrett Brownthors” was a volume made up of a series of
ing’s (son of the two poets) last picture isa
sketches first published in the Atlantic Monthprisoner under examination by a monk, in one
ly, under the title,‘ The Whispering Gallery,”
of the dungeons of the Inquisition.
and afterward considerably enlarged. It conThe posthumous volume of miscellanies bv
tained papers of anecdote, reminiscence and
King John of Saxony, contains an account of
criticism relating to Thackeray, Hawthorne,
his journey in Italy, wheh a young man, and
Dickens, Wordsworth, Miss Mitford and ** Barremarks on the life of Dante.
‘ty Cornwall and some of his friends.”
Several
:
of these were afterward published as separate
Mr. Horace E. Scudder is closing up his
volumes in the * Vest Pocket Series.” * Unwork at home—the last item of which will be
derbrush ” was a volume in the ** Little Clashis life of “Noah Webster—preparatory to gosic” form, containing a number of epjoyable es- ing abroad in May for a sojourn of some months.
says on literary and social topics. * The FamMr. Balch, the managing editor of The
ily Library of British Poetry” was a stout vol- American
, at Philadelphia, offers fifteen hunume of a thousand pages, containing selections
dred dollars in prizes for the best editorials, the ~
from the best British poets from Chaucer to best special essusys, and the
best essays, writTennyson, and edited by Mr, Fields and Mr.
ten by college students or college graduates.
Whipple conjoiatly ; and a companion volume,
A pungent newspaper controversy between _
devoted to British prose, was projected,
and, it
Walter Smith, the art director, and his publishis said, is well advanced toward completion.
ers, L. Prung & Co., over a question of copyWithin u few months Mr. Fields published a
rights, brings out the interesting fact that they
volume of ¢ Ballads and Other Verses.” Some
of the most careful as well as some of the most have paid him during thg past nine years
valuable of Mr. Fields’s literary lubor was ex- over $40,000 on account of his books.

though

still

We all know those who draw the priz-

membering.”

When he retarned from the service, he
chanical art.

burried to the room.

grant.

es; only grubbers in literary dust heaps know

thors. Probably/ most precious ofall is the
manuscript of Hawthorne's “ Scarlet Lettér,?

Charles
Tribune)

+ "So he left the reflected image of the sun

lowing are Mr. Congden’s conclusions:

“ A good many wise critics,” says Mr. Howells, *¢ will tell you that writing is inventing;

|- .

seen crossing the
“What a thoroughly selfish girl I am,” dead. One most Garious
sun. The whole astronomical world was
thing.
connected
she said.
“‘Charlie, you make me with this still quiet of. the noon is the then interested in the
event, and expedi-Poor Mrs. Flint, 1 absence of any motionin the long, tangled tions of observation were fitted out
ashamed of myself.
by the
ot of this lyric,in the hand- haven't been to see her for a week. We garlands of beautiful climbing-plants principal European governments. It was
ezer
Elllott, the famous could
certainly spend our holiday in no which wreathe the giant limbs of tropical observed in this
cotintry by David RittenWE
ne Tntaly, sn better way.”
4
:
if
o
trees from stem to crown. ’
house, who fainted when he saw the vison, It was written fifty Yyeary
.
Joe Flint was J ust telling his "mother { Jt was through
sucha scene as this that ion,—S¢. Nicholas.
Be
i

Harvard

brother, Mr. George A. Fields.

his return, and the expected disclosure be

Passing: over: his harshest remarks’ the fol-

Ticknor, and subsequent-

ceived that of L. L. D. from Dartmouth College.
Of all his author friends Mr. Fields possessed
precious remembrances, and on one shelf in
his library, side by side, in tasteful binding,
are the original manuscripts of works by Dickens, Thackeray, Whittier and other great au-

Eliza

lost for a century.
- But Horrox said to himself, ‘I must
not neglect the worship of the Creator to
see the wonderful things the Creator has
made.” .

Both

charge

H. M.

broke the outer edge of the sun’s lumin- Boston.
In 1854 he married Miss Annie
: "Adams, daughter of the late Dr. Z. B. Adams,
ous circle.
Still, the church-bells rung. Should he of Boston. He had no children, bflleaves one

in that time, and in thosé wild regions, on the paper, and went to the sanctuary.

no planter ever stirred far abroad.

M. from

this

Invisible. Then the boy- astronomer
suryey took him rather
so forlorn and pitiful that I made him sit
late, and'it was high in the noonday heat knew that the great problems of astronoon the nearest steps and rest,
Says his before he returned through a short
belt of my were correct, and ‘the thought filled

she did so, ““Thisis a burden grievous to happy
. be borne. Lord help me to bear it patiently for Jesus’ sake,” and with a lighter heart she: hurried to the dinning-room

was observed by that boy just as he reach-

eleven

of slugs, sufficient to bring down a deer,
of nothing else through recess, and now
‘my mind I woitld show them whose comif one came near enough, or, better still,
to have my part of the pleasure turn out
pany I preferred.
On my way home,
this way, all because Aunt Lydia—No, just now, I met Joe Flint limping along to scare away or stop the charge of a
jaguar or a tree-panther.
+ Pll not say it, but as Carrie says, I'll be with a basket full of wood.
He looked:

good from now.”
jl
Mr. King and the boys came in just
then for dinner, and Gertie ran to her
room to smooth out her, curls, saying as

THE BOY ASTRONOMER.

you

Mr.

house near him was shattered by a cannon ball,
During this trip abroad he spent a winter in
Italy, chiefly in Rome, and while in England
passed three months in London, where he was
a welcome and honored guest in the most refined society, and received great attention from
literary people.
Mr. Fields made a third visit
abroad in 1869, and thereby added to his long
list of literary acquaintances; and there have
been few authors of note, either in England or
America, with whom Mr. Fields has not stood
in personal relations.
Since the retirement of
Mr. Fields from active business he has passed
his time in a dignified leisure, broken by such
literary pursuits as were best congenial to him.
In 1858 he received the honorary degree of A.

The first transit of Venus.ever seen by
a human eye was predicted by a boy, and

tell

by

boulevards, and at the time of the struggle a

PUPP

The memorable year

Once a small anaconda,

ceited little upstart!
You better wait
until you are able to take care of your-

mean

aa

business has a writer of books to be poor?
Bah! let him go build, or dig, or keep a shop—
do anything but make books which these tre-

he was

1851, when the coup d’etat of Louis Napoleon
took place.
He witnessed the encounter between the troops und the populuce upon the

however,

midst of in the shaded evening sky without dream-

feet long, was found in the woods near
the house and killed ; and what wasmuch
worse, constant rumors were brought in
that two very much larger serpents of the
| same class had been seen in the forest not
‘far off.
Poor Mrs. Barelay’s terrors rose to such
a pitch that it seemed very likely, as she
often said, that she would die if a serpent

you con-

didn’t

re-

windows leading straight from the apart-

I got,

self.
As to our lunch baskets, no doubt
you would like to get hold of those, but
probably the lunch itself would come" up
missing wher'it was wanted.” I knew by

and

Companion.

3

the clearing, with a lofty veranda round
it to keep the rooms cool, and French

you

could have seen the looks of scorn

besides— ‘Why, Charlie King,

the

tions—had been erected in the

1 knew,

time and I'll promise that I won't plague

woodsman,

wonderful story to

that

can'tgo to ments to the ground.

the May-party P ‘Well, itis too bad; but

a cautious

with which

‘But I believe that there is some truth in the
old story; that harsh criticism, for instance,
did something toward killing John Keats,
though it has been, of late years, strenuously
timacies with some of the most distinguished lit- .denied; that valuable books
have been lost for
erary people of the day. With Dickens he want of encouragement
and opportunity; and
formed a very close friendship,and it was that it is not so well remembered us
it should
through his influence that the famous novelist’ be, that a young writer at
least usually stands
made his second visit to this country in 1867. alone with nothing but merit for his
recomA second visit to Europe was made in 1851,
mendation, Opportunity is all that is needed,
and Mr. Fields was in Paris in December of and the one favor which Fortune refuses to

it

however,

ac-

Fields, and was very successful. Every Saturday was another high-class literary venture.
In 1847 Mr. Fields visited Europe, forming in-

that,

AN ADVENTURE IN BRAZIL.
A writer in an-English magazine, who 1635.
:
;
as an amateur naturalist has studied the
Often, on midsummer nights, the boy
habits and manners of snakes, tells a ter- Horrox might have been seen in the fields
rible story in connection with the great watching the planet Venus. The desire
python of South America. The tale was sprung up within him to see the transit of
narrated to him by a Brazilian gentleman the beautiful planet across the disc of the
of high position, who vouched for its ac- sun; for it was a sight that po eye had
curacy. The story is simply this, as it ever seen, and one that would tend to
|
occurred
more than forty years ago:
solve some of the greatest problems ever
Mr. Barclay, an English gentleman presented to the mind of an astronomer.
who had made a comfortable indepen- So the boy began to examine the astronodence in mining-speculations, determined mical tables of Kepler, and by their aid
after some years’ residence to settle per- endeavored to demonstrate at what time
manently in the Brazils.
the next transit would occur. He found
He bought and farmed a large tract of an error in the tables; and then he, being
almost uncleared land on the extreme the first of all astronomers to make the
northwest frontier. After a time, he came ‘precise calculation, discovered the
exact
back to Scotland and married his cousin date when the next transit
would take
and again returned to his plantation in place. He told his secret to one intimate
Brazil.
friend, who, like himself, loved science.
During his absence, and according to The young astronomer then awaited the

feel-

never mind, Gertie, we'll have a good

dead,

publications

an

Among the

ly by Mr. W. D. Howells. In 1865 Our
Young Folks was established by Ticknor&

ed the age of manhood. JJIis name was
Jeremiah Horrox. We have a somewhat

felt

sidence—such as are built on

first

great difficulty, the vertebra in the center

apples,

after all her own May-day had been
happiest.

they had

disappointed

she

from

bread, to have one’s goods decried in the mar-

ket.
But why should the critics take any
heed of so insignificant a matter as thut? What.

ican Review; the Atlantic Monthly, which mendous fellows, the critics, will condemn, afwas purchased by Ticknor
& Fields in 1859, | ter a prolonged examination of five minutes or
when Mr. Fields became its editor, assisted at of ten!”
a
;

of the back. The Serpent measured nearly twenty-nine feet in 16ngth.— Youth's

Mrs. Flint tried to express her surprise

and no May flowers either,

ing come over her, and glad to be alone
she was indulging in a good hearty cry,
when her brother Charlie rushed in.

for to-morrow.

Like

May-party return, and heard . the many
complaints of fatigue, and stupid time,

of

head

Hendee,

connected may be mentioned the North Amer-

the

moment,

&

in December, 1870, after

conspicuous

Mr. Barclay did not feel secure till he had
diyided with his knife, and not without

and gratitude but broke down, and as for
poor Joe Le actually burst into tears.
That evening, when Gertie saw the

to lead

the business

Mr. Barclay waited quietly at a little
distance till by some cautions maneuvring, he got a full view of the creature's

huge reptile’s

whether they approve or condemn—mere fopperies, pretensions, assumptions, airs, Why
they sometimes give pain td modest and deserving men I do not know: but I suppose it
is beesuse one is always a little hurt to be misunderstood or misrepresented. Besides, it inJjures business, when the pen 13 the ‘wanner of

Mr. Fields retired from

tive service of nearly forty years.

rest of its body.

the

of Messrs. Carter

reaching his majority.

the leaves and branches about in all directions. At last it lay still, when he got a
close shot with his second barrel, and this
so completely shattered the serpent’s head
that it never moved again.
:

in the form of a cone.

changed,

feet above

his course for Greek and

Ticknor, which in turn was succeeded in 1846
by. that of Ticknor & Fields, Mr. Fields having
become a partner in the house shortly after

fold, as is its wont, with the end of its tail
Just eurled round the limb on which its
great bulk rested, and its head left free

two

be, of vanity.
More than half our literary
judgments are of a worthless sort, no matter

this firm being succeeded by that of Allen &

overlooking
the path lay a huge black

and elevated about

ask curiously ‘what his motive must be ang
take it for granted that it must be a mean.
one. ‘Ishe illnatured?’ we ask; or has he:
written’ upon the. same subject himself? and:
we make sure that in spite of all protestations
of judicial magnanimity, this censor has no
great horror of selfishness, of jealousy, or, may-

thirteen years old he

Latin compositions.
In 1834 young. Fields
: came to Boston, and obtained employment in

anaconda, piled in great masses, fold over

It was far

trans-

eral prizes during
the bookstore

plunged wildly, so that, for a time, he
durst not approach it, as it lay knocking

mented with
evergreen
lambrequins.
And thers, too, was a most tempting supper spread upon the table ; vines and May
flowers were tastefully arranged around
the plates of cake and pies, while in the

Mrs. Ladd has such a serious time as this
to do her thinking I pity her, and am glad
Iam pot an authoress.

At last the cause of the disturbance and

came in a long heap to the ground.

everywhere ; even the windows were orna-

* if

it, but.

book-ie-badly mangled by a reviegver; when he

dismisses it contemptuously; when he main.
tains a dead silence concerning it, wé begin to

graduated at the high school, having taken sev-

of the danger also, became apparent on
close inspection.” On a limb of ‘the tree

after writhing for a single

That is simple enougg, if humble apartments.

I can only make good cream cakes.”
The clogk struck four before Gertie
had her list full, ¢* Oh, dear!” she sighed

author and lecturer, passed away suddenly,
but quietly and apparently. without pain,at
his home, No. 148 Charles street, Boston, on
Sunday evening.
Mr. Fields wads born in Portsmouth, N. H.,
December 31, 1820, and at the age of four years
lost his father, who was a sex captain.
His education was acquired in the schoolsof his'na-

shattered

formation whieh had taken place in their
It seemed as if
graceful! festoons of evergreen hung

cakes warm,

aronad, was swinging quickly.
Such signs are never to be disregarded,
and Mr. Barclay was too old a woodsman

head against the bright blue sky, Then
he fired, and with one charge of slugs, so

When Mrs. Flint and Joe en-

JAMES T. FIELDS.

tive place, and, when

Criticism, so-called, is of consequence

only so far 3s it may promote sale, and there‘fore the book-merehants think naturally that
it should take a favorable turn.
When 3

James Thomas Fields, the rioted publisher,

for some tithe in vain.

as

‘of bad.

him, and which, amid the deadly stillness

puma, he rode carefully towards the'tree,

another

the

a large

and at a little distance examined

her own

tered, they were astonished at

.to

have been the first to scent a jaguar or a

“busy as bees, and had barely time to do
all they had arranged before the carriage

returned.

attracted

After waiting for some minutes till the

and

away

once

oscillation ceased, and being reassured by
the quietness of his horse, which would

Flint

a house-keeper.

How
tears the look in their eyes they

girls talked

perfectly

at

not to be at once on the alert.

Gertie had the satisfaction of seeing the

in hand threw herself upon the lounge to
rest. She goon forgot her own perplexities in Bai’s sad story of her marriage,of

‘Where’er you go there is work to do,
You can find,it anywhere; The Master will show it unto you,
In answer to your prayer.

you, butI fear you
just
received
a
ma
saying that
can live but a short

keep

was finally seated between the boys,

Gertie with Mrs. Phillips’

You can soothe their foolish fears.

AUNT

she would be

could

wearily, pressing her

There are mourning ones throughout the earth
‘Who are weeping bitter tears;

BY

mamma

things

strawberries.’

There are those who lie on beds of pain,
In need of your care and love;
‘Who perchance can ne’er find health again,
You can point to life above.

;

glad

looking like anything, and people might
get false impressions as to my ability as

ed meat or bologne,

dark,

he might

her timidity in going with so young a

for every meal in the month.
1.wonder
what it is for to-night. Here it is, April
30, for supper: ‘Plain bread, cold press-

‘Who can find no work to do;

when

mm-scarum I never

and so on?

are hungry ones who lack for bread,

that

Literary Wiscellany.

creeper hanging’'from a. tree in front of

Charlie told them his father had allowed
him to take the horse so

‘ma's Hosdselleepers, they give a bill6F fare

You can find them everywhere,

surprised

driver as Charlie. After considerable coaxing, and being made to understand that

per. to-night,

And many there are who feel this need,

"There

I am

bill of fare. What shall I have

A kindlv word, or a loving deed,
* May lift from some heart its care;

tion was

2

_ They were more than

a har-

item will need

you go.

Charlie King.

took Carrie with her, she is such

her though.
‘But to my

4, 188.

Mr. Barclay rode on his return home, and
it was amid such stillness that his atten-

give them a ride this beautiful May afterthe glassware, placing each piece in its noon, and that his sister would be along
accustomed place in “the closet.
** Let’ in a few minutes to help Mrs. ‘Flint get
me see, I must begin systematically. ready. The truth was, Gertie had ridden
Suppose I write out a full programme of with Charlie to Mrs Bracket's door, and
my cares -and ‘duties for the next two had then alighted with two baskets to be
days? That's just the idea; it will help carried to Mrs. Flint's after her departme ever 80 much. Mrs. Ladd says her ure.
Fortunately she found Mrs. Bracketand
plan in writing anything for the press is
todo the most of her thinking while Lill her daughter both at home, and in a
few words revealed her intentions. Lill
about her work, so after having once
drawn the outlines she does not find it was delighted. She clapped her Bands
very difficult to fill out her picture. I and jumped round the room like a young
like that way, so now, Gertie King, sole kitten. ‘Mrs. Bracket was just finishing
mistress pro tem of No.. 196, Maple St., a new print wrapper two or three ladies
you must do some heavy thinking for the had bought, and got her to make, for Mrs.
next half-hour.
3 Flint, so she let Gertie carry it to her.
Gertie found Mrs. Flint hesitating be‘¢ First, then, I must keep the house in
apple-pie order as good Aunt Lucy Taft tween her desire to enjoy the’ ride and
visible anywhere.

I do?” you ask my friend,

about the different May-parties he had
seen leave the village that morning, and
how the gayest of all ‘was the one from
the Academy, when a nice top buggy
stopped at their gate, and out jumped

she plished

would say ; not a speck of dust must be

THE GOOD THAT YO0U.CAN DO.

Do good wherever

ears,

now, I had better go at

thought as with thin paper

Have heard it where they fell.

4 What good can

all

once and write down what mamma said.
I shall be sure to forget something,” she

For England’s foes, on ocean slain,

Of men whose mothers brave

herself’ alone with

mamma's charges ringing in her
and the after-dinner work to do.

A voice of grief and anger—
Of pity mixed with scorn—

Athwart the spectred

finds

MAY

PRR

Charlie were at school; ‘papa at his work,

so Gertie

STAR,

fe

i
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°

he
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—

in ‘Eton

col-

«It seems very strange,” he said, ‘‘ as

church militant to the
* W. H. TRAFTON.

transferred from the
church triumphant.

Bro.

LESTER

gy

died at his resi-

OBERDORF

The
"LONDON"
New. Style No. 5,000

dence near, Scottsburgh,N. Y., April 8, aged
44, He embraced the Christian religion at
fourteen years of age, was baptized by Rev.
Wn. Peck, and at the time of his death was
one of the most influential members of the
Scottsburgh F. B. church and had been its S.

some money, a pair of shirts and slippers,

-

article in Harper's Magazine :

two

lege, to his grown-up brother, asking for

D. Conway, and given by the latter in an

oppressed with sadt daughter of our
has just died. That

« I write to you
..-mess.
De danus
iend Fun

‘OLD-TIME SPELLING.
Here is a letter four hundred and
years old, written by a boy

The following are extracts from reminiscences related by Mr. Carlyle to Mr. M.

A TOUCHING RELIQUARY OF A.
BY-GONE AGE.

:

of the clock.

a jacket, and some cloth to make two
pairs of stockings :
“ Right reverent and Worchepful brod<
yr—I recomrunde me on you, desyrynge

’

S. superintendent for three years. Was for a
look back‘over it all now—so far away to here of yowre wellfare and prosperite ; number
of years clerk of the Freedom
of a I—and
thy
wor
so
then
le,
and
aged,
gent
grew
that
and
faces
the
gay
so
a
letynge you wete that 1 have resevyd of He was a strong denominational man, and
ity,
rtal
immo
my
to
be
owe’
1
e
debt
ther
f
greater
A
vanished. missed at our Q. M. and Y. M. gatherlife,—ii
Ton
Alwedyr a lettyr, and nobyll in gowlde will bewhere
She was oly
he was always found, and willing
ings,
than he lived long enough to have therein.,
fathet
worthy of living forever.
creausyr
my
Ferthermore,
showe
He was a. faithful reader of
to fill his place.
very
a
HePwas
but ready
fully
paid
to-him.
)
heretely
fourteen years old, rity
Mayster Thomas,
the gravity ofa’
the Morning Star. He leaves five children to:
,
kind of man, (creditor)
earnest
and
dence of matu
ul
‘thoughtf
recomandyd him to yow, and he prapthe motirn their loss, and traly they are afflicted,
without having lostgracthat
to sternness. He was very fond yaw to send him some money for my com- for their dear mother died only six weeks beeven
he Red woman,sty,
e,
inal
virg
that
maidenly mode
reading, too, particularly the read- mons; for he seythe ye be xxii s. (22 fore. It is hoped that their father’s God will
youth. . With of
He was ready to go, and
their God.
Old John Owen, of
of theology.
which are the charms of
ing
shillings) in his dette, for a monthe was be
modlonged for the hour when he should join hands
what frankness and at the same time whom
the seventeenth century, was his favorite the pay for when he had mony last.
Fuanwith his companion on the other shore.
nds
esty, she received us,—the frie
author. He could not tolerate anything
a
me
sende
conducted by the writer; text:
to
yow
services
beeseche
eral
and
1
Also
¢
hers
teac
s,
To her maid
WM. WALKER.
she loved!
in books, and sternly forbade us hose clothe, one for the halidays of sum Heb. 13:15.
in her affec- fictitious
our time over the Arabian colore, and anothyr for the workyung
masters how equal she was
spend
to
t
Wha
e!
SALLY, relict of Rev. O. Hix, died in Butler,
tion, how diligent and attentivies!
t Nights—* those downright lies,” he called
how corsa soever it be. it maketh
Wha
days,
Co., Towa, April 4. She was born in
stud
Keokuk
her
in
ed
reI
show
_ ‘taste she
them. He was grimly religious.
and ii Butternut, Otsego Co., N. Y., July 7, 1812.
stomechere
a
and
matyr;
no
wise
t
Wha
!
ings
read
intelligence in her
going into the ‘kitchen,
In 1831 she married Mr. Hix in Bronson, 0.;
What mod- member himservants were dancing, and schyrtes, and a peyer of sclyppers.
reserve in her amusements!
came with her husband and family to Iowa in
where some
come
may
I
that
yow
lyke
it
if
“And
.
even
age
cour
When the Agency City F. Baptist
eration! What patience and
reminding them very emphatically that with Alwedyr be watyr, and sporte me 1854. was
the
to
le
doci
organized, she with her husband
was
church
She
ess!
a
illn
of
last
verge
her
in
they were dancing on the
in London a day or ii thys Jined as charter members. After moving to
yow
fawith
her
oled
cons
ors;
doct
d
the
orders of
lace which no politeness ever prevente
eokuk Co., she united with the Benton F.
terme tyme then ye may let all thys be tyl
ngth
ther and sisters. Even when the stre it
is mentioning on fit occasion. He him- thyme that I come and then I wol tell . B. church, a church which Bro. Hix orgadizspir
rous
vigo
there. So long as the
of her body was gone the
self walked as a man in the full presence you when I shall be redy to come {rom ed, after. he located
she was a faithful member, and
existed
church
judgof
day
the
still remained. This strength, ofneitsoul
and
Eton, by the grace of God Whom have until death, though for several years enjoying
her of heaven and hell
_ continued up to the last moment
“They were always imminent. yow in Hys keeping.
ment.
no opportunity of church’ connection, she. al-of
fear
the
nor
ess,
illn
her
of
th
to the
the leng
One ‘evening some people were playing
next after All ways gave her voice ‘and influence
Saturday
the
Wretyn
+
e
thes
All
it.
me
rco
of Jesus. Mr.
denth, could ove
cards in the kitchen, when the bake- Holown Day with the hand of your brod- cause of right, and the rehgion
f
grie
nearly
our
land
e
better
mor
“the
H. preceded her to
melories increase still
house caught fire’; the events were to
Wx. PASTON.
r.
She leaves two sons and
thirteen months.
y
|
th
and’'regret.
hencefor
and
effect,
and
A
ib,
him as cause
“Nov, 7, 1478.”
their families to mourn their loss. . Services on
«( bitter and cruel death! O death, that there was a flaming handwriting on our
the occasion conducted by the writer, assisted
pr
|
l
!
nfu
pai
e
mor
even
er
s
rend
ance
which
circumst
| by Rev. E. Dudley, of Agency City; text:
walls against all cards. All “of
|
who
ng
one
ryi
mar
E. TIBBETS.
of
eve
She was on the
Ps. 68:20.
outside of a genuine veracity
The was the hardness
have
I
of
is distinguished and worthy of her.
as
n’
such
Emery, and
introductio
D.
first
nature
of
the
of
Thomas
story
of
The
wife
earnest
and
SARAH E.,
day of the wedding was fixed. We were not found so common among men as to canary birds into California is thus told:
and daughter of William and Hannah Harmon,
f
years,
already bidden to the feast. ~ What grie
or 1845 Charles and Henry died in Harrison, Me., April 9, aged a 36
In 1844
him without respect.
husband,
I think of them in stands
and 14 days. She leaves
stands in the place of so much joy.
in my memory as Reiche, two young Germans, having little 5 months
mother
My
and
«
brother
sisters,
child, father, mother,
can not express to you what a shock it beautiful ingll that makes the excellence less than the practical education that one
Trusting
friends to mourn their loss.
many
us’
Fundan
Germans,
that.
young
seems to be natural to
gave me when I heard:
Pious and gentle she was,
in Christ, she conversed freely and cheerfully
of woman.
They
himself—such luxuries of sorrow does with an unweariable devotedness to her were bird peddlers in New York.
during her sickness, with her pastor and
selling
friends, of the near ap roaching close of life,
grief invent !--had agdered the wedding family; a loftiness of moral aim and re- went about from street to street
Their
trade
was
prinstands.
waiting for the last change with triumphant
burned
be
from
to
birds
gems
and
pearls
s,
presvestment
gi
;
ligious conviction which gave her
had sent anticipation.
they
which
canaries,
in
and
cipully
balms
incense,
with
at the funeral
DAwEs, wife of John Dawes,
and her humble home a certain gra- over from Germiny, where they cost only
BETHIAH
ence
;
man
wise
and
perfumes. He is a learned
Me., April 7, aged 78 years,
ciousness, and, even as I see it now, digcents each. They did a died in Harrison,
She was converted in
tormed himself early by the profoundegt nity ; and with it, too, a good deal of wit ten or fairtwelve
they 6 months and 6 days.
when
1852,
to
up
business
pretty
by Rev. E. G. Eaton, and
baptized
1834,
studies. . Now he despises all he ever and originality of mind.
ever
man
No
a daring stroke that made them their united with the F. B. church of Harrison, of
learned, pays no heed to what is said to had better opportunitiesthas I for com- made
fortune and established the enormous busi- which she remained a worthy member until
of
words
wise
own
his
him, forgets even
Deeply interested in the cause of
prehending, werg they comprehensible, ness that they now control. At that time death.
_ the past.
Wisdom is nothing in the pres- the great deeps of a mother’s love for her California was in the flush of gold finding. “Christ, her hands were ever ready with minisThe sick
of kindness for his servants.
ence of this great grief and love!
children. Nearly my first profound im- Gold was plentiful there, but luxuries few. tries
ever found, in her, ready sympathy
needy
and
the.
.and
“You will pardon,®nay, even approve
railroad,
with
Pacific
ted
There was no
pressions in this world ace connec
assistance. In her decline, Christ was
of his despair when you think of his su- the death of an infant sister—an event Isthmus route was tedious and costly. and
ber strength and peace. ~ After a Christian exdaughter
were
a
lost
has
canaries
He
that
preme sorrow.
Young Reiche, knowing
_perience of 47 years, she calmly passed from
whose sorrowfulness was made known
who was the living portrait of her father, to me in the inconsolable grief of my unknown there, and believing they would labor to reward. She leaves an aged companlife’s pathnot only in the features of her face, but mother. Fof a long time she seemed to become the rage when once seen, deter— ion, with whom she had traveled
He there- way 54 years, a daughter, two sons and a
also in her mind.. If you write to him on dissolve in tears—only tears. For several mined to carry over a cargo.
to mourn their loss. We
fore got 3000 of the yellow fellows togeth- large circlehereof friends
the subject ofithis grief, whichis so leg- months not one night passed but she
but hope to meet her in the betmiss her
in little cages,
them
packing
and
and,
severe
er,
be
to
not
r
remembe
itimate,
L. W. RAYMOND.
dreamed of holding her babe in her arms, started for the Isthmus.
Arriving at ter land.
4 strong; be tender and human. Time will and clasping it to her breast.
At length
Bro. SEWALL H. RAND died of paralysis in
birds carried across
¢ contribute to the softening of his sorrow. one morning she related a change in her Cartagena, he hadby hisnatives,
a Brownfield, Me., April 3, aged seventy-one
caught
and
Bay,
Panama
to
=A recent wound Shrinks from the hand of dream : while she held the child in - her
He professed religion more than fifty
years.
ship there, and soon reached San Francisyears ago and became a member of the 1st F.
the healer ; after a while it submits to the arms it had seemed to break up into
in reaching the ship, and
late
was
He
co.
B. church in Parsonsfield, his native town..
Thus a keen
care, and at last seeks it.
small fragments, and so crumble away the captain was about to sail without him, Subsequently having settled in Brownfield,
from
first
at
flies
and
affliction repulses
and vanish: From that night her vis- but seeing his boats filled with covered he became a member of the F. B. church in
all consolations ; soon it will desire” and jon of the babe and dream of clasping it boxes, thought it was belated mail matter.
that place, of which he remained a worthy and
His
by death.
even find comfort in- them when wisely
d.
When Reighe drew near the captain hailed active member until removed God’s
returne
never
servants.
Vale.” (Pliny to Marcellinus
house was ever a home for
offered.
¢t The only fault I can remember in my him and asked him what he had.
His
helper.
He was the minister’s friend and
xvi. letter.)
:
« «Canary birds,’ replied Reiche.
mother was her. being too mild and
of usefulness did not seem to lay so
« «Canary birds be hanged” shouted the sphere
He took great
le forthe planet she lived on.
peaceab
in words as in deeds.
much
I'd
birds,
was
it
This is a letter written nearly two thou¢ ‘If I'd known
interest in looking after the needs of the paswas sent to school, she piously captain.
When'1
;
sand years ago by one of the sweetest,
tor, and but few, except the pastor, were’more
d upon me that I should, under ha’ left you long ago.’ of the
flush tide he frequent at the house of sorrow or bs the
noblest men of ancient Rome—of Tra- enjoine able circumstances, fight with
¢ Reiche’s first'idea
conceiv
no
ruly
bedside of the sick or dying than be.
was to ride was caught from a homesick
jan’s day—the younger Pliny.
He reany boy, nor resist any evil-done 'to me; Englishman, who, hearing the whistle of a he will be greatly missed; but what is our loss,
counts that story-oldas love,—the death
tions were so solemn that bulldnch that had accidentally been put we believe, is his eternal and infinite®gain.
of youth, the grief of a parent.
How and her instruc
I was accustomed to sub- in with the canaries, offered to pay the At his funeral appropriate remarks were
time
long
a
for
i
often each’of us have read this tender
kindof injustice, simply for expenses of the entire cargo for that finch: made by the pastor, Rev. W. H. Trafion,
every
to
mit
letter which tells of the great, sorrow of
When
.
It was a sad mistake
As this amounted to eighty-three dollars,
Fundanus,—a far-off grief, that sounds her sake,
WILLIAM WALLACE died at Franconia, N.
it was practically discovered that I would Reiche saw that he had Btruck a rich lead,
When
s,
6 months.
nevertheless, like our own pains,the same
April 11, aged 86 year
myself, every kind of indigni- and he put the price of canaries at twenty- 2H.,years
defend
not
of age he with his parents moved to
piercing; human cry of agony ringing in
the
was
become
hfe
did
my
They
and
each.
me,
dollars
upon
five
put
Franconia, where his life has been passed in
its anguish,
But notwithstanding it is ty was

A8 Useful Stops.
rg

HAD)

it has

our own,

like
a lost picture of Ludius,

made utterly miserable.

been

strain was too great.

or the le-

(6) GRAND
Zolian,

i1) Clarionet.
:
0X CELESTE.

sister and bride,

beautiful,

Marcella,

so good and wise,

so

mind that existence under such conditions was unsupportable; so I slipped off
my wooden shoe, and therewith suddenly
gave that boy a blow on the seat of” honor, which sent him sprawling on face and

so

tenderly

nurtured, who was to have been arrayed
in all the nuptial splendor of her times,
was
a sort of myth, a lovely vision, almost as if she had never existed.” A few
weeks ago the pickaxe and spade were
digging down in the earth on the summit

stomach in a convenient mass of mud and
I shall never forget the burden
water.

of Monte Mario—that beautiful hill we
see to the west of Rome, on which stands
the solitary pine-tree Sir George Beaumont saved, and of which Wordsworth

It proved to be
that contemporary.
measure of peace also; from that time
«t Ah, well, it would be a

lopg

story.

As with every * studious boy’ of that time
and region, the destiny prepared for me
was the nearly inevitable kirk. And so I
came here to Edinburgh, aged fourteen,
and went to hard work. Neurly the only
companion I had was poor Edward Irv-

4 The rescued pine-tree, with its sky so bright,
And cloud-like beauty, rich in thoughts of
home,
;
Death-parted friends, and daystoo swift in
wi
flight.”

The workmen were preparing foundations for one of the thirteen fortresses that
are to guard this very modern Rome of
¢ our times.
Suddenly they came upon a
sepulchral chamber
that was subterranean ; the monumental building that had

of

ing, then one

the

most attractive

of

youths; we had been to the same Annan
my senior.
school, but he was three years
Then, and for a long time after, destiny
threw us u good deal together.”
(An old Scotch gentleman who knew.
the two in those years told me that these.
argumentative;
two were vehemently

stood . over it on the edge of the cliff
was gone, and even the roof or vault of
the burial room had fallen in. Iu it were

had an inscription that

a
I

was troubled by the boys no more. * * *

sang in a sonnet:—

many urns and sarcephagi,

I
at that moment.
heart-felt satisfaction
the consternation of

that rolled off me
never had a more
than in witnessing

also that-though

Carlyle

the

was

better

reasoner, Irving generally got the best
of the argument, since ‘he -was apt to

and one urn

said there was’ the

of ‘knock Carlyle down with his fist when
Pliny
the younger’s friend, of whom
himself driven into logical distress.)
Pliny wrote so tenderly and lovingly.
« Very little help did I get from any‘We who have a revelation and faith de- body in those years, and, as I may say,
- nied to Pliny, who believe in the immor- no sympathy at all in all this old town.
tality he wished for the life of that young And if there was any difference, it came
girl, know that her soul saw God, and re- least where I might most Lave hoped. for
For
ceived immortality, while her
nized it. There was Professor Playfair,
father and mourning friends witnessed years I attended bis lectures, in all weaththe burning of the gay
raiments,
gems ers and all hours.
Many and many, a
and jewels in the same flames that con- time when the class was called together
suined her sweet young body, with fun- it was found to consist of one individual,
eral oils and spices. And now comes an to wit, of him now speaking; "and ,still
earthly immortality, if I may use so con- oftener, when others were present, the
tradictory a phrase. Marcella has lived only person who had at all looked into
near two thousand years in Pliny’s elo- the lesson assigned was the same humble
Went prose, but only as a vision or a individual. I remember no instance in
ream ; now we have stood by her very which these fiicts elicited any note or comHe once regrave, rested our hands on the cinerary ment from that instructor.
urn, in the very center where her ashes quested me to translate a mathematical
and gay raiments molded away to dust; paper, and I worked through it the whole
“we have read the simple words of time
of one Sunday, and it was laid before’
imperaloria brevitas—a despairing father him, and it was received without remark
had cut in stone to commemorate his or thanks. After such long years I came
cruel loss. Itis asi we had arrived a ‘to part with him, and. td get my. certifiresting-place of this very filia menor

day after the burial,—here two thousand
years gone by!—Rome correspondence

cate.
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1t contains five octaves,
five full sets of the Cele—-brated
~Fongue
Reeds, as follow : 2 sets of
214 Oct. each, Jegulars, 1
set powerful SUB-Bass, 1
set FRENCH HORN, also
1 set VOX CELESTE
FULL SETS IN AL
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iece was at least ten fee t long, and
and
re-place wide enough to take
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BRO. WARREN CoLBY died in Vassalboro’,

Me., March 4, aged 81 years. He had
faithful disciple of Jesus for many yeahs
leading member of the F. B. church

he could

:

v

i

-

*

wus

and one daughter in California,
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beautifully
carved legs and Lyre, full
1
proved iron frame, a raffe treble, grand French action, etc.,
| ]
in fact it contains all the latest improvements, Stool, Book, pT
Sheet Music.
Sent on test trial to all parts of the world,
BT
boxed and
delivered on board cars here, for only
Organs only $15. Splendid
t= Organs, Church, Chapel, aiid Parlor, $ 80 to_$1.000, 2 to 82 Stopr. Baby
a
Magnificent Instrument. Other
New Organs, 4 Full Sets Reeds, For $48.
.
o
1552 v00 $1,600
fot
.
Tl
Square an Offered
and, Sonarls”
nos, ay
desirable new styles now ready. (3 P! ianos
letter. Money

Draft or by a registered
3
Res= REMIT by Post Office Money Orders, Express prepai ,Bank
as repreRefunded and freight charges will be paid both ways by me if the instrument is not just
Be sure to send for Latest Illus{3
order.
with
sented.
Please send reference if you d 0 not remit
trated Catalogue, Beatty’s Quarter y,?? Mid-Summer Holiday Circulars,&c.SENT FREE,
DANIEL F. BEATTY, Washington, New Jersey.
Address or call upon
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.A REVIVER.
|A PERFECT STRENCTHENERSURE

|

rea
recommended for all diseases
TRON BITTERS are highly; especial
ia, InterDyspeps
ion,
Indigest
ly
tonic
t
efficien
arid
certain
a
quiring
etc. Enriches
mittens Fevers, Want of Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy,

They act
the blood, strengthens the-muscles, and gives new life to theicnerves.
, such
Symon
dyspept
all
g
or
ve
digesti
the
like a charm on
he
only
Stomach,
Heartburn,
etc.
Heat
as Tasting the Food, Belching,
give
Iron Preparation that will not blacken the teeth or82 pp.
of
Book,
headache. Sold by all druggists. Write for the A B C
o

}

useful and amusing reading—sent free.

CO., Baltimore, Md.
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hs an and 25
48 years, 22 months

day y8.

dread
distin- | Only a few days of suffering with that
nid € scarlet fever, und the spits returned
disease,

Anna Belle, as
to God d who gave it. Little
she desired to be called, was quite intelligent,
winning and loving, and by her charming child-

like ways, she early won the affections of ail.’
M. E.
Funeral services-at the Plensant Rid¥eé
church by Rev. J: A. Sutton; text: 1st Sam.
Com.
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IS THE GREAT CONNECTING
from Chicago to

Council
Its main line runs
Bluffs, passing through Joliet, Ottawa, La Salle,
West
Davenport,
Island,
Rock
Moline,
Geneseo,

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
THE CURE OF

Washington to Sigourney, Oskaloosa, and KnoxamiDRLon, Bonaparte,

- Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Influenza, Asthma,
‘Whooping Cough,
. Croup, and

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,

Cars for eating purposes only. Oneother
Dining
Palace Cars isa SMOKING
eat feature of our
your * Havana”
ALOON where you can enjoy
at all hours of the day.
Magnificent Iron Bridges Span the Mississippi
Ss
and Missouri riversat all Fo nts crossed By.Bluffs,
line, and transfers are avoided at Council
Kansas City, Leavenworth, and Atchison, con
nections being made in Union Depots.
THE PRINCIPAL R. R. CONNECTIONS oF
ARE AS
LINE
THROUGH
GREAT
Be
WS:
‘At CHICAGO, with all diverging’ lines for the
East and South.
‘At ENGLEWOOD, with the Li, 8. & M. S., and P.,
Ft. W. &C. R. Rds.
At WASHINGTON HEIGHTS, with P., C. & St.
L.
R. R.
‘At LA SALLE, with Ill. Cent. R. R.

| AtPEORIA, with P. P. & J.; P.D.&E.; L B
Through cars arealsorun between Milwau-

soN.

2:
1 . Mid.; and T. P. & W. Rds.
‘At ROCK ISLAND, with “Milwaukee & Rock
Rds.
Island Short Line,” and Rock IsI'd & Peo.
At DAY EN PORE with the Davenport Division

kee and Kansas City, via the

;

Every affection of the

Rock Island Short Line,”
The * Great Rock Island” is magnificently
equipped Its road bed is simply perfect, and its
is laid with steel rails.
track
What will please you most will be the pleasure
your meals, while Jassing over the
of enjoying
lowa, in one of
.. beautiful prairies of Illinois an
our magnificent Dining Cars that accompany/all
i
y
get an entire
ou
p
Thrau gh Express Trains.

\

. including

CONSUMPTION.

& Pac., and C. B. & Q. R. Rds.
& War.
Peo.

KEOKUK, with TTol.,
and St. Lo Keo. & N.-W.
meal, as zoo ‘asls servedin any rst-class hotel, | Louls & Pac.

A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES}

behind, as is the case’ with most

aL

but

R.H Rds.

Wab., St.
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and Liver Complaints, Tt urifies
|,20da) BiliousPromotes
Digestion, and makes the
| gkin clear and fair. Large
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AGENTS WANTED

Bitters

Cures Sicu-Headache, Constipation of the Bowels,

Deaceablo | FGENTS WANTED for the Bost and Fastest.

Selling Pictoral Books and Bibles,
g
en in
Co. P hee Jor
b.
"
her death | quced 33
Pot wale. National Pub. Co "iia. ¥a,
her loss, 8 "5243

—-anada.
home ticket office,

Unit:ited 8 Sta he onoe
A gen! ts In n the
all Ticket
cke
For information het obtainable at your

50 Cents and $1.00. Botije.
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| At LEAVENWORTH, with Kan. Pac., and Kan

KANSAS

BLUFEA

cOURGIE

with the signature of “1. BUTTS” on the wrapper.

:

busieres

the West
Palace hay OT CITY, with all lines for
Company runs Pullman Palace"
nounce that this sleeping
and Southwest.
purposes, and
Cars for
MOINES,
DES
EORIA,
RS
LMA
LEA VEN WORT H.
EX A TOnIS wi J
er

OF WILD CHERRY,

Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE &
y Bass.
_ ton, Mass. Sold by druggists and dealers generally,

or

o

the te i

(and

Sleeping

i
DO NOT BE DECEIVED by articles bear~ifg similar names, ~ Be sure you get

gave ber heart : to the |:

the F. B. %
orgailshe
‘itstime

preparations,

the lungsJ and !allays irritation,
Joosens it, cleanses
:
thus removing the cause of complaint.”

Mrs. Orive, wife of Des. Isaac Linscott,
died in Brownfield, Me., ¥éb. 11, aged 70 years
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eleven years ago. Frank was a graduate of
New Hampton Commercial College and is one
of the enterprising young men of our town.

Mrs. Gray gave her heart
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Law,

dren, Abbie Elliott and Frank E. Gray. . The
former was an accomplished young lady and
our’
a compositer in
while
for a
was

printing establishment
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MRS. MARY R. GRAY, of Gilford. Village,
She had
N. H., died Jan. 20th, aged 62 years.
been an invalid since last summer, and a part
e
immediat
The
of the time a great sufferer.
cause of her death seemed to be heart disease.
She was the danghter of Mr. and Mrs. liben
8. Hunt, of this place, who survive her; was
first married to Mr. Joseph Elliott and after his
to ,Mr. Joshua B. Gray, who died in
death
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leaves a sad vacancy in the church and in the
community, where his labors and influence
have been so long and so beueficently felt,
Who will fill the
which is not easily supplied.
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resign their labors?
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earnest Christian, a
Com.

mother, a true friend, an
truly good woman.
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very sudden, of heart disease, leaving an

aged companion, one son (Rev. G. W.

be

arm

Depth 24 in; Length 46
in. Weight, 400 Ibs.
Price boxed deliver= ed on cars here stool
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His death

tion, and a lover of all good men.
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crowd. And so I-parted
- guished in any Playfai
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om old John

Spanish-looking may a

lows, Steel springs, metal
foot-plates,rollersformoving,
&o.
Height, 72 In.:
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Case
74 Octaves, Magnificent Rosewood
overstrung bass, im-
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ter of a devoted Christian, an earnest worker
for the interests of the church and ‘denomina-

Tn carlyWw lie and anited with
fire f was Saviour
spot where this
and slanting cover let | on the very
Jeske ith drawers
oi
at the:time of
:
“HIER in TONE
of the | church
‘upon.
the great building
The old bull's-eye | built, stands
pon.
, from’ which
watch hung over the mantel. ‘The char- British and Foreign-Bible Society, Where ‘adorned her profession by livin 3
; d in one hundred and and consistent life. Sister L. ba
acters mentioned were all in Friend's ; the Bible ia printe
years and yet
| seventy-ei
guest
; and iit | ble health for severalleave
. garb eave the schoolmaster and the
ty-eight different languages Naiional
(
s
to mourn
wus sudden, She
said Ee
whose

stylish Case. Uprightbel-

——

well as in all

as

Im this position,

its deacons:

;
wooden leg on one side of it. The andirons were tall, quaint and wide-legged
But three hundred years ago, & body
fire in
e
a great
A brass warming-pan shone like a setin r of Romisli priests mad
moon against the wall of the - Kitchen. Earl street, London, and burned: eve
Nearly opposite the fire-place stood the copy of the Bible that could be found,
great cupboard, with its pewter plates and then congratulated themselves that at
dest
To-day, |
In one corner i was J the old1d | last
ti Bibl e was ~ destroyed.
last the
]
: and platters.

is Livermore,

handles,

. ghown in the accompanying
picture.
tr It is a very

other relations of life, he sustained the charac-
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town from its organization, serving as one
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gie, Solid
Black Walnut
Case, carved, veneered, extra large Fancy Top, as

activity and usefulness. At 20 years of age he
espoused the cause of Christ, was baptized by
Elder Quimby and united with the old church
On the organization of the
at Bethlehem.
church at Franconia, he was among the first
of its members, a few of whom still survive.
.
turned to New York a rich man.”
Father Wallace was amoug that’ class of Christian men that have ever sacrificed much for
the success of his denomination and the cause
of Christ; ever cheerful in his obedience, servStronging the Lord with fervency and zeal.
ly attached to the church of his choice, he unibe
should
Obituaries
formly sought her peace and prosperity, by a
NOTICE.
PARTICULAR
For the excess over
regular attendance at the monthly and other
BRIEF and for the public.
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those. sent by permeetings of the church, until by reason of the
it
Star
Morning
the
patronize
not
do
sons who
infirmities of age he was deprived of such
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
privileges; since which time he has not foreight
of
LINE
PER
CENTS
at the rate of FOUR
He died as he had
gotten her in his prayers.
VERSES are inadmissible.
words.
A good
lived, hoping und trusting in Jesus.
man has fallen—a Christian has gone home.
T.
Err Wuircoms died in Plymouth, Me.,
Dudley
of
SISTER POLLY LADD, widow
He was
March 17, of paralysis, nged 78 years.
at the residence of her son-in-law,
died
Ladd,
the
born in Dixmont, Me., where he lived
D. B. Crane, in Bethlehem, N. H., March 30,
greater part of his life, an energetic and reaged 83 years. She was born in Sanbornton,
in
religion
d
experience
He
citizen,
spected
Christ in early life, united
a professed faith in
1824, and joined the F'. B. chureh, remaining
of her choice, and has
the people
His with
On remember of that society during his life.
exemplary Christian.
an
lived
ever
was
last sickness was long and tedious, but
Bethlehem more than forty years
to
moving
reliance
firm
and
borne with a child-like spirit
ago, she united with the church there; when
on the Almighty arm. He was married three
that church was removed, or re-organized at
He leaves
times,—his last wife survives him.
Littleton, she still held true and loyal to her
four sons, by his first wife, three of whom
tion and was among the first and
denomina
M.
live in Boston and one in Minnesota.
She was a Kind
most zealous of its workers.

Without a word, he wrote on a bit
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Notice.

On apriis and until
Sept.
30, 1881, -**London’’
New Style No. 5000 will
contain full setsreeds,18
Sop (as described herewith), instead of 4 sets,14
stops as formerly.
This is special, and
made solely as a
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ACTION.

The little yellow
all must have a canary.
birds made a craze like the tulip mania.
The price went up to fifty dollars, and the
soon reReiche
sold.
soon
cargo was

of paper: ‘I certify that Mr. Thomas Car-
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[lute Forte.
OT. COUPLER.

Bourdon.
_ (16) French Horn Rolo.
(17) Right Knee Stop.
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.
10) Dulciana,
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Hotels, saloons, private residences,

rage.

was annoying me, when it occurred to my

oend of an ancient statue that had erumbled to dust under the sod.
The young

daughter,

Fortunately the

One day a big boy

!

(3) Principal Forte.
(4) Dulcet.
(3) Diapason,

A OANARY BIRD STORY. = |

a sorrow akin to

lapaeon Forte.

(2) SUB-BASS,
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The Worning Stax.

companion (the aged and venerable Dea. LF scott, well known in the Parsonsfield
for half a century as an earnest’ Chistian
.worker), and other relatives, while the church
feel that a quiet, yet worthy member has been

copy comes from the press at every tick
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face and black eyes were conspicuous. in
the fire-light. How plainly I can see it
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THE MORNING STAR, MAY 4, 1881.
the Basutos.——The
river
large
This,
was

‘water and swept down

the current.

Ten or

twelve persons were drowned.’
;
At Kansas City, Mo., the water in the Missour] rose to a great height on Thursday and a
dyke raised along the river-front gave way and
torrents poured through, driving people from
their homes in great terror, In Armoursdale,
across the Kaw river, many colored families

were surprised by the flood, and

°

the peopleof East Atchison, numbering abeut
«a thousand, except half a dozen families, were
driven out by the flood: Many of them are ocsupying box-cars, furnished by the Chicago,
Rock Island and Pacific road. The Atchison
and Nebraska road is submerged or washed
away to the north of Atchison. Very great destruction of property is reported in the beottoms above that city, both in Kansas and Mis-

«»

premiership of Russia,

There is

the

of

during

at

prehension in the civil service.

Not

a single

office-holder was assessed to sustain the administration, nor appointed or removed to
strengthen it. On the other hand, no worker
for the opposiiion party expected to receive a
-minor office as a reward for helping the overthrow of the administration of
Lord Beaconsfield.” The root of the evil in this country being the personal and political influence in appointments and removals, he contended that
the only way of destroying that influence, and
so effecting the desired reform, is by free and
open competition, candidates for office being
appointed because of having proved their fitness for the service.
The faults of the present system are principally in connection with the minor offices of
the civil service.
The Advertiser considers
the remedy proposed by Mr. Curtis only an
approximate remedy, and while agreeing that
all officers who have simply the duty of executing any part of the laws in the devising of
which they have had no part, should hold
their positions by a secure tenure, it claims
that certain offices are, and should be, changed
when the administration changes, not for the
purpose of rotation, or to give new men a
chance to hold office, but that all the officers
who have in charge any part of the duty of
molding the policy of the government, may be
in agreement.
The

Star-Route

Scandal.

New revelations have been made regarding
* the star-route postal contracts.
One of the
most questionable of them is said to have been
the line from Fért Worth, Texas, to Fort Yuma, Arizona. It was originally Jet to John A.
Chichester for $134,000, for daily services, the
distance being 1,600 miles and the time sevent
days. The bid originally was. irregular,
the technicalities were waived on the

ground that the bid was a chesp

one.

Only

fix weeks after, however, the matter of saving
to the government seemed to have passed out

of sight, for General Brady issued an order exing the service of this route and allowin,
the contractor

$165,000

additional

pay.

similar proceeding characterized the former
contracts foythis same route, as well as a

number of contracts for other routes awarded
in 1878. John L. French.chief clerk of the con-

tract office in the

Post-Office

department, has

been perempto
removed, having refused to
resign immediately when requeste .
The Tunis Trouble.
The French troops despatched to punish the
insurrectionist Kroumirs, have driven them

from their fastness on Mounts Damebella and
Hadeba with great slaughter. Kef and Fort
Djedid have been taken by the French without

“question.

The Porte considers Tunis as an id-

tegral part of the Ottoman Empire, and the action of France an infraction of international
law, but as it can not afford at present to
‘quarrel with one of the powers when it has
not-# reasonable
hope of obtaining support
from the others, it refrains

action,

from

:

any

dec ded

/

Warnerof the Rochester, N. Y., observatory.

~—On and after Wednesday the five per cent.

funded loan bonds of 1881, included in the 101st
call, will be paid at the Treasury of the United
States,

in

Washington,

with

interest

from

May 1 to May 21, the date ‘of the. maturity
the call.

There is little doubt

the Treasury officials that all

expressed

of
by

the maturing

bonds will be continued at 3} per cent.—The
floodsat the West are rapidly subsiding, and
affairs are assuming their usual condition. All

danger js considered at an end.——Nothing is
ly known regarding the work of the

SE

nsidered

n

un Som Se
:

es’ in

gton that the Senate will go rss ill

on before the weék closes.— Perfect

‘now

prévail

in Albunfi.——A bai

seized at Gnlway, hii

f a gangof disguised men

“
-

until

it

heats

some-

on

hand

made.
The
sufficient to

make a ton, is only $17, and the writer
the

formula

thinks

any

farmer

will

who
be

Barbadoes,

ton of superphosphate costing

export of
point has

I

gave

as

satisfied with the compound as he would

well

with

a

$45.

One writer on ensilage truly says:

ers generally that they
than ours;

and it is
rimental
lands for
cultured

Suez Canal shares was a political success or
not, it seems to have been a financial one. It
is six years since this stroke was effected by
Lord Beaconsfield, the British Government
having bought
all the shares in the omen

of the late Khedive
and seventy-six

, amounting to one hundréd
thousand, six hundred and

two, at about twenty.
Now they
are worth
seventy-eight, showing a profit of £10,232,916,—
not un insignificant plum for even the wealthy

British Empire. Tfit became necessary to sell
out, however, or if the Government tried to
realize, the stock would go down with

of Vice ure seeking from the State Legislatyre
an extension of the field of their operatiofis
Their original charter restricted them to the
‘suppression of obscene literature and articles.
The present bill covers the crimes of rafiling,

lotteries, betting, gaming,

gambling,

and indecent exhibitions and plays, and makes
it their duty to enforce all laws respecting
them.
The existing laws are very stringent
against lottery and policy gambling; and yet,
so far as the police are concerned,
are practical-

ly a dead letter. Hundreds of offices are
publicly open and advertised, and taking in
thousands of dollars a day, with 2,300 policeménlooking orf: In one month the agent of
this society effectually stopped over twenty

of

these fraudulent concerns,

movement against the

A mob

on attelipt

Jews has

West Prussia,

"One

are

New Pallas,

Ireland, Friday.

or

cost

that

in new sons, and

of

feed

and

President, and which

have not yet been acid

upon, aggregate 217,

Some Eoglish colonists just = arrived “in
Manitoba have purchased 10,000 acres of la
in the Canadian Northwest.
,
A daughter of the late

Professor

Dimar

an injurious

questions

there

as

lately

cleaned

good authorities to be detof the crop to make use of
that have not been under
least ten or fifteen years.

of money orders passing throngh the mails * addressed and payable to any fraudulent lottery
company in the country.
OY

sells

Ladle packed, choice.........
Do
Do

do
do,

@
@

“.J8

supply’ng a want which men of
t ability have
devoted years of study and experiment to find—a Spe-

discovery has rapidly increased

23

15%c;

Canada,

fresh

stock

gaining

Boston

B

IS STRONGLY

& Co.,

Publishers.

AGENTS WANTED

FOR

The best and cheapest illustrated edition of the
Revised New Testament.
Millions of people are

ENDORSED!

‘We have
the most unequivocal testimony to its cura,
tive powebs
from many persons of high character, intel,
ligence and responsibility. Our book, “How a Life was i
Saved,” giving the history of this new discovery,
and a
large record of most remarkable
cures, sent free. Write
for it.
:
DAY'S KIDNEY PADS are sold by druggists, or
will'be sent by mail (free of postage) on receipt of their
price: Regular, $2.00; Special, for obstinate cases of
long standing, $3,00; Children’s, $1.50. Address,
DAY KIDNEY PAD CO., TOLEDO, OHIO.

19

15%c;

BEANS.
Pea, Northern, H. P.,# bu. $270 @ $2
75; Pea,N. Y,, H. P.,260@ 270; Pea, N. Y..
common to good 2 40 @ 2 50; Medium, choice hand
picked 2 60 g 2 70; Medium, choice séreened 255
@ 2 60 ; Medium, common to good 2 40 @ 2 50; Yellow Eyes, choice 230 @ 235; Yellow Eyes, imroved 250 @ 255;
Common,
220 @ 230; Red
idneys,160 @1 80.
!
POTATOES.
There continues to be a liberal supply and the market is dull for all kinds Ly

: D, Lothrop

the

ments. In short, such is its intrinsic merit and supe:i

@ 17
B14

Western,15 @ 15%; P. E. Island, 15%c.

in favor,

ority, thatit js mow the only recognized reliable remedy.

EG@Gs. Eastern,¥ dozen 153% @16c; New York and
Vermont,

Number.

‘ey could make it, bnt so, far this year itis even:
better than last.—Anierican Journal of Education,

“approvaland confidence of medieal mon and those who
have used i%; it-hdSeconiea favorite with all classes, and
wherever intrpduced has ‘superseded all other treat-

20
23

@

fair 10: 200d. i ceauses 15
COMMON...sivuae seesesevell)

a

Miss Humphrey;
; Francis and others.
his
We thought last year that WIDE AWAKE wag
about as good as genius, wit, wisdom and mon.

Discovery by Accident,

cifie for Diseases of the Kidneys, Bladder, Urinary
Organs and Ner¥ous System-and from the time of its

WESTERN.

Crean.eries, choice, ¥ 1b..coeeuienininen 24
Do
do
fair to good,
20

y

A

NORTHERN.

NEW

80c @ 85¢; Peerless, 70 @ 5c;

ASIDNEYEs
PAD, and take no other.
\

0

For sale by

warn

Do not be deceived

copy you buy contains 150
steel and wood, Agents are

by

ing this edition.

the Cheap

See that the

fine engravings on
coining money sell.

Send for circulars.

Address NATIONAL PURLISHING CO, Phila.,7h,

Ts

em.

B. F. RACKLEY,

GEQ. C. GOODWIN

3

wailing for it.

John publishers of inferior edition.

«

ir

Dover, N. H.,

& CO,, GENERAL AGENTS :

:

BosTON.

which

influence

it

is well

upon

the

Known

quality

soil food is bad or deficient, the

Junie:

Country, 4 bbl., $3 00 @ 450; Cape 500

of

inferior

Bliced are receiving some attention, with sales at
43% @5c¥ Bb.
;
MAPLE SUGAR
AND SYRUP. New Sugar, in
cakes, ¥ 1b 9 @ llc; New Sugar, in tubs, 8 @ 33%;

loam.

:
is

The subsoil should be

a

:
sandy

deep,

permeable,

or

fall,

after
a good

coating

it;

of

green

eighteen

had

would

$300 3315; Red Top. ¥ bag, ‘$205

in New England, it will be

high fertilization.

Peruvian

Syrup

has

cured

etc. Pamphlets free to any
Fowle.& Sons, Boston.

Kearney says the Chinese must go,
fore they go we wish to inform them

but
and

beev

cures

in

cases

.

:

Cures Pains in the Back.

fp

Gaps made in the fleshby cuts, speedily disapr without leaving a scar, when Henry &
ohnson’s Arnica and
Oil Liniment is
used.
.
'
Throat affections and bronchial diseases are re.
lieved immdiately by the use of Downs’ Elixir.

:

This is the‘month in which the Trailing
is

sought..

- Also,

in

this

month,

the

front gatebegins to exhibit signs of wear. The
weather prophets guess at * balmy atmosphere”
for May, and
the poet
tes his usual.
Lovely
May verses for the village
r. Tike is all Tight :
but ey are wise you will get a
bottle of
Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters and use them as directed,
‘to ward off Jaundice, Liver Complaint and Biliousness consequent upon the warm temperature
of this month. Only 25 cts. per bottle,
4418

y

“dried apples, &c.
t, Boston,

°

Cellar No .3
ib

BogTON, Saturday Morning, April 80, 1881,

FLOUR.

The market remains unchanged.

mand steady bat moderate,

continueto sustain p

and lending

Ce
hed,
ished,

E Endorse ;
test

books of Bible; wile t arthKing;Eiorshi Daas of
ables and mirac| aso
d
d New Fos

Se

ie prices. he

-

De:

best
spring wheat Patents and the best winter wheat

ine

LL

hrigtin thei

order;

CAROLS. y¥
superior to any of their

Sample copy,

r cover

AGENTS WANTED, local and
fSueral, exclusive territory
and
iberal pay,to start Chapters of
the only Benefit Fraternity for
Christians. Insurance from $500
to $3,500. Best risks and lowest
4 costs.

Address,

with stamp, T. C.

"IRUSSELL, THREE

NEW

RIVERS, Mass.

BILL PUB.

HAZELTON,
HAINES,

:

BILLINGS.

BROS.

M

invented.

‘Will kni!

work for which there is always a ready market.

for circu)

d terms to the

Machine Co., 409 Washington LY

Send

Knitting

on Mass.

12t13 ous 21t

Anvicagors
LINIMENT
.L

For Man and Beast.
A sure cure for Wounds,

to

each

subscriber.

C0., NORWICH, Ct.

i= TM

and all Skin Diseases. Rud
it in well with
the hand.

Sold by all druggists. Price 25 and 500 per bottle

.ghs, Colds, Whooping

eases, when used in

-

season.

Fifty years ago, Elder

MANHATTAN BOOK £O.,

P. 0. Box 4680,

oi. 190 Niaiations, Buy Doo: 1000 a
Degeri
eseriptive Giron
fi ; 4g

in

Cough, and all Lung di
“Full descriptive catalogue Free,

" i. Guiogu wih Tiienimomioes

IANOQ

TESTAMENT.

ts; the twenty
the eighteen miracles

Mp

SSP

;

16 West 14th 8t., New York,

Downs was given up by his

“1s

x

|

i

t

3

tion.

5

te

Xy Jr. & 00., Olncinnatl,0;

Slymyer Manufacturing

v

rots

$l

isang

-

AGENTS WANTED Ertarpuzss, gx

Other books equally low.

MYER

Exsiox

Selon
vith FORE, ant TOR on

EitanSelling
do eopn
Ateee lapmiogy pie Sic
# month,
dust, Aponte making . 4th St., Phils
four Sermons o

Co.

2
=
=
I
T
APES

0
Mo op

THE MARKETS.
g,

—-

an Fellow from a small EERE

COMMENTATOR, 31%.

each patriarch ,

AR

4t18

2ulbeow

rt

post-paid.

HE HENRY

Vegetine is Sold by all Drugeists.
ments
by 200ablest

for yourrights

New Eng. Gen'l
Is,
608 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.

“HEAVENL

SONGS” 2"

count of New Revision,
Agents Wanted.

{

Boston Produce Report,

Y.

OF THE POPULAR

OLDEN

REVISED

;

On entire Bible, in one volume, ever

heirs SPRY

Half the Price of Corresponding English Editions.
Comprehensive history of whole Bible, its
tramslations and revisions, with with full ac

taining
o
8 nearl
nearly

by
HILTON N BROS & CO., » Commission
Commissit
Repo rted nLe
dealers in’ butter, ‘cheese and

BY THE AUTHORS

13teowd

SPRING MEDICINE.
iis

and

at once. Send 8
3 stamps for “The Citizen-Soldier,”
and Pension
and Bounty laws. blanks and instruction
We
can refer to thousands of Pensioners and s.
Olients.
Address N.W.
Fitzge
d
PATENT Att'ys, bi

HUNT

EAFNESS Bisse

IS THE BEST

CALE
A
ED

May,

N.

eyo JE SUPLATS.

F. ROOT and J. R. MURRAY,
SPECIAL CONTRIBUTORS.
:

GOLDEN
RULE
ALLIANCE

Veg etine

Cov
invariably follows Liver Com.
plaint; but it is Sasily overeOing by the timely use
also readily yields to this potent remedy.

York,

23 cents, Pen
orit. § edie Pigs free,
:
Aadress,
W.J.SHUEY, Da;
+ Ohio»

is acknowledged by all classes of €0) le 10 be the
best and mest reliable blood Ppsier in the
:
world.

ney and Liver Cure has never failed to Temove Xt,
~

Dyspepsia

GEO.

y mail,

SR

Vegetine
~ Vegetine

Kid-

i

MULL,

This book is considered
other books in adaptation to all the wants of the
Sabbath-school, * Never before were the authors
s0 successful and happy in their music.”
192 Jages. board cover, Single copy, 35 Senin
doz,
.60 by ex rese, not prepaid ; $4.

Is efecuve in its cure of Feunle Wenkness.

Kidney

for jossnt Anger.ton

ti

Effectually cures Kidney Complaint.

A Bloated Body

e Bitters.

New

a

Is the great remedy for General Debility.

Man

Ave.,

HAY.

»

Relieves faintness at the Stomacl,

- If your tongue is coated and you are suffering

Baxter’s

Fourth

Sd

For SOLDIERS,

widows, fathers, mothers or
Thofisands yet entitled. Pensions given

Yiticose veins
3
ousands of
pensione
| soldiers entitled to INCREAS
Fo BOUNTY
H PATENTS procured for Inventirs.
Soldiers
A land warrants Lured. bought and sold. Soldiers

JOHN CHURCH & CO,
“os Wguie== | CINCINNATI, 0.

Vegetine
Vegetin
Vegetine
Vegetine

and

children.

The above well-known Pianos are unequalled in
variety of $fles, at prices which cannot fuil to
suit. All
y warranted. Send for Catalogue.

Removes the cause of dizziness.

“from biliousness, liver troubles, or any difficulty
of the
kidney,
bladder,
or
uripary’ orgrans, take Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure
without delay. All troubles of the kidneys or
liver, however slight, are dangerous, but this
remedy is a certain protection against them all

of

»

PENSIONS

Strong and Popular-Authors

Vegetine

{7

Safe

er
192

Heretofore unequaled, and that the work contains
such a wealth of treasures old and new as can
be found in no other similar collection,
HEART AND VOICE contains 192 pages, a
pages larger than the ordinary size) beautifully
rinted on fine, toned paper, handsomely and durably
ound in boards.
Price $3.60 Per dozen by express, 35 cents by
mail. A sin is Specimen copy (board covers) mailed
ceipt
of 25 cents.
“HEART AND VOICE will be supplied by all
book and music dealers at publishers’ prices.

Vegetine

Handy Hints.

to .an inebriate,

brilliancy
It has

Heart mi Voice

Restores the entire system to a healthy condition.
:
.

What makes your skin so soft, clear and beauti-

troubles will cause bloat, but Warner's

all Sun.

book into an.

They have secured a combination of

Vegetine
Vegetin

It is doing more to relieve the sufferings of
| women than any other remedy ever did do or ever
| can do—DAY’S KIDNEY PAD,

Does not always belong

of

WORTHINGTON © a Bair ilars. Address,

15t14

BOOK.

this

B. Gough

The Publishers believe that in the preparation of

front the systent.

:

“John

Edited by W. F. SHERWIN.
DR.

success in Mercurial Dis.

Will cure Dyspepsia.

SUNLIGHT ano SHADOW

HEARD
ax TOICE.

of

Vegetine

“Trial bottles, 10 cts.

eeam——————————

in

9 AGE NTS!

isthe best chance ‘ever offered to you. Its
from the bright and shady sides of at Ja Scales are drwy

RD

Is a valuable remedy for Headache.

continues to win the day in curing Coughs,
Colds, and all difficult breathing.
Price, 35

fal? The use of Pearl’s White Glycerine,
Pearl’s White Glycerine Soap.

MUSIC

rr

hs AGENTS

The New Sunday School Song Book

apothecaries,

Vegetine

erybody else that Adamson’s Botanic Balsam
and 75 cents.

§.

Oct. 18, 1874.)

\

AGENT
“JOHN B. LS

St132tol6teow

Vegetine

Complaints,

W.
38

S.

Address

310

Cures Constipation and regulates the Bowels.

by

Seth

25 cents,

Vegetine

Will eradicate Salt Rheum

for GEMS

NEW

Office,

can portray them. For Pathos, Humor, and infense interest, itis
without a fest,
It is the “* booming * book for Agents, and outsells all others 10 to 1.
80th thousand in press.
1000 Agents
Junted; yen jd women, Now is the time. } 9" Exchurive
Jerriand Special
Terms given. wy Send
jor Circulars. Addres

dred; paper covers, 3 per dozen; $25 per hundred.
One Specimen Copy, PEpae goseh: by mail,

| Cures the worst cases of Canker.

Meets with wonderful
eases.

.

bi

NOW. READY.

(Registered at U. 8. Patent

Always packed pownd
in one
white cloth bags,
&e*,%brrlered
of Rny. Grocer at cts per 1b. Consieredon
Ghpice & Coffee as can be prepared at any price.

PP. 32 more than usual, at the old standard
price. Board covers, 35 cents each, $3.60 per. huu-

Vegetine
some marvelous

BRUGGISTS.

day-school music not found

Will cure the worst case of Scrofula.

Cancer.

3

BY ALL

other volume, it would not equal in
usefulness the “GEM OF GEMS.”

Vegetine

Vegetine

MOCHA AND LIBERIA.
63 and 65 Commercial Street, Boston.

Purify this by the use of

Were it possible to collect the cream

Is the great Blood Purifier.

effected

“SOLD

A

Vegetine

and

{I

GEM

BEEF. Market steady at #10 @ 11 50 for Western
mess and extra mess, and $13 @ $14 ¥ bb] for
extra plate and family.
i

thousands

address.

ow
Fo

218 -

@ 2 153:8ed

Vegetine

who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female

and:gout.

PORK. - Mess has been selling fairly at $16.50 &}

by physicians

in the blood.

It'will do its work speedily and thoroughly. Tois
the great friend of the sufferer from rheumatism, .

$1725 for old and $18 @ $1850 for new.
Boston
clear continues firm at $21 0 @ $22 50 for long and
short cuts, and £22 50 @ $23 for backs.

fection on deep, rich soil. Poor, shallow soils,
can be made deeper by deep ploughing, and richer with more manure.
If ever sugar
beets are
deep culture and

$22 00;

Tob, uneven weight $1 75 @ $2 00; Canary, $150:@

Is recommended

Old Gov't Java, Male Berry Java,

parts

. Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.

10 00 @ 12 00.
Po
PE
GRASS
SEED.
Clover,
Western
8 .@ 8%¢;
Western, New York
8 @ 9c; Timothy, # bu.,

Removes Pimples from the face.

be

added then, a special fertilizer should be harrowed in. Sugar beets can only be grown to per-

grown successfully

ous acid

@ $4 00; Oranges,
coarse,

can,

of the system, the cause is believed to be a poison-

4 Ke;

Good, 20 00 @ 21 00; Fine, 16 00 @ 1% 00; Swale Hay
12 00 @ 13 00; Rye Straw26 00 @ 27 00; Oat Straw

none to deep to plow it. "For the spring it should
be shallower plowed, and if more manure is not

"The

Virginia, prime ¢ @

[]

oth-

manure

inches

@ 4Xc;

as tight as yon

Though each may and does atlack different

Virginia, band picked 43% @ 5c; Vir-

erwise made so, by under-draining. -The land
would be much improved if deeply plowed in the
been spread upon

¢ Screw the Finger

that’s rheumatism ; one turn more, that’s gout,”,is
a familiar description
of these ‘two
diseases.

75 @ 80; Syrup, ¥
Syrup thin 50 @ 60.

¥ box job'lots $3 00 @ $3 50.
HAY AND STRAW.
Choice

the

grasses

@

DRIED APPLES. Evaporated are in good demand
at 8 @ 9c ¥ B, in lots tov the trade. Quartered and

exert

will drive out the better kinds ; if the food is good
afid"@bundant, the good
herbage will drive out

their rivals.
The best soil for sugar beets

Seedlings, 70 @. Tse.

ONIONS. Red,# bhl., 300 @350; White, 375 @
400; Bermuda, ¥ crate, 150 @ 1 60.
CRANBERRIES. There is very little demand for
Cranberries and prices are mostly nominal. - We

quantities

that the growth of rich grasses does not depend
upon sowing seeds, but upon management. Every
field and pasture illustrates this statement; if the

the

the payment

$21

a

cents

tributors.

slow

Vermont choice, # t.....
21
New York, choice. .....
al
far 10 8000s es esaneiesnienisnild
COMMOB.
vavsr sr ver rrr aries
Choi @.scsecisetcsssisesrnsnnass 24
fair to good... “v.rr vrei. 19

of forest

types could not exist.
Weeds abound in fields
almost destitute of fertility—fields that could not
support a blade of timothy or red-top. It is a rule

dence, R. I., and instantly killed.

suflicient evidence of the fact, to prohibit

@

‘a

@ 22
@ 22
@ 18
M0818
@ 25
@ 22

It is a law of nature that low forms of herbage
thrive on poor. soils,
where higher and better

Brown University, twenty years of age, was
thrown from a horse she was riding in Provi-

«delivery of registered letters and

and

Dairy lots,
Do
Do
Do
Creamery,
Do,

Has

of

Attorney-General MacVeagh has decided
‘that the Postmaster-general has the right, upon

receipts’

20

Forty pew illustrations by Walter Suirlaw;
Lungren: Hayden and Miller; G. F. Barnes-

have

Dairy lots, Franklin C’ty, Vt, # b........ 2

of la-

root.

Arbutfs

The nominations sent to the Senate by the

Jarger

NEW

smaller

of 5,000 persons successfully resisted

to evict some tenantdat

Feed

Year;

NS

No

good for more than one day at a time.

reason

much

gen, which are always present in large

schemes

and devices to deceive and defraud the public
or obtain money by false pretences, and obscefie

here.

important

considered by
to the quality
this purpose
cultivation at

a rush

and the profit would probably disappear.
The New York Society for the Suppression

of

This insures an almost complete removal of the
nitrates and the organic matters containing nitro-

sergeant-at-arms. He subsequently concluded
not to press his claim further for the present.

in

assist

-

New ground

the

speculation

Fine

Per

George Macdonald ; Edward Everett Hale; Celia:
Thaxter;
Ernest Ingersoll; Miss Abby Morton
Diaz; and Margaret Sidney are among the con.

trade, prices have further declined.
The market
closes with a dul! and an unsettled tone, and it is
difficult to give a list of quotations which will hold

should not be applied to the culture of sugar beet,

commons refused to permit Charles Bradlaugh
to take the oath as a member from Northampton. Mr. Bradlaugh
declining to withdraw
from the chamber he was removed by the
sergeant-at-arms. On the following‘ day he
again claimed the right to take the oath, was
requested by the speaker to withdraw, and

Whether Lord Beaconsfield’s

such

here.

By a vote of 208 to 175 the British house ‘of

“Ceol. Geo. E., Waring in Scribner's Monthly
refutes the popular theory that New York city
has an unequalled advantage in being flushed
on each side by a great river. He asserts that
only an insignificant portion of the emptyings
of 341 miles of sewers ever crosses the bar at
Sandy Hook.
This enormous volume of filth
is distributed by the tides--from Sing Sing and
Throgg’s Neck to Coney Island, poisoning the
air, strewing the shores, cousumed by fishes
and contaminating the city.
As the island can
not slip from its mooring and float out to sea
twenty or thirty miles, the sewerage system
will have to remain as it is.
:

also that the

bor are not

the

by

have

probably is that French farms

hight twenty-three feet. A double track will
be constructed the whole length of the tunnel.
The cost is estimated at $3,850,000 on one
survey and $4,170,000 on the other.
;

bar

It will

independent

one tithe of the excitement there among the farm-

under the river St. Lawrence opposite the city
of Montreal.
The total -length of the tunnel
and approaches, for which two lines have been
suryeyed, will be about 13,000 feet. The breadth

the

mankind

try, and have been subjected to much closer scientific scrutiny than here, they have not produced

Surveys have been made for a railway tunnel

to

in making

ing crops will greatly obwiate the difficulties from
drought; while'the serious loss and expense of
harvesting crops in wet seasons will be greatly
diminished by this method of preserving food.
Notwithstanding the fact that silos have been
much longer known in France than in this coun-

The first systematic attempt at an enumeration of the Jews in Cincinnati has just been
completed.
There are 8,000 of them in the
city, and 15,000 of them in the State. The
church property in Cincinnati is estimated to
be worth nearly $500,000.
ee

removed

With

emons,¥ box, job lots £350

the weather;
for the constant use of the plow
and the cultivator and lige ne of strong, grow-

was

and

been at $18 @ $1850; and Middlngs at $20

inia, fancy, 4!

Shanghai. « This will soon place that great empire in full communication with Japan and

refusing,

$2.00

have

Market quiet but firm, with small sales at

PEANUTS.

AGRICULTURAL ITEMS.
- (From the American Cultivator.)

feet and

RYE.

$1 25 ¥ bu.
FEED.
The sales of Shorts and

Syrup, ¥ gal of 111s, in cans,
gal of11 Ibs, in kegs, 65 @ 70;

>

time last year.

of the tunnel will be twenty-six

| A SUPERB NUMBER.

and

white

been at 52 @ 55¢; No 2 white at 50 @ 50%c;
2 mixed and No 3 white at 48 @ 49¢ ¥ bu.

+ BUTTER.

After

enormously

A fresh

+ Another new comet was discovered Sunday
. morning by Dr. Lewis Swift and Director

vitriol.

mixed

The sales of No 1 and extra

¥ ton

or

The Chinese government is about constructing’ a telegraph line between Peking and

broken out in

Be

face

for steamer

WIDE AWAKE ro: MAY.

of

Jt

!
i

Se

'

opposition. There is much anxiety in" official
circles at Constantinople concerning the Tunis

with the

thing it was in favor of the home
cost of the materials above named,

Boston, last week.
He pointed out the consequences of the existing ** spoils system”.
Secretary Windom’s plan
regarding the
¢¢ Tt is,” he said, “ not only a wasteful and
maturing six per cent. bonds is meeting with
extravagant service, it not only tends to delw2reater success than wus anticipated, and it is
stroy the self-respect of the office-holder, it not
expected that by the 10th instant the Secretary
only produces enormous corruption, but it is will be justified in adopting a similar course in
transferring the control of the government
refunding the five per cents.
from the people to a few politicians who have
The town of Buenaventura, New Granada,
usurped the whole power of office. By pat- was burned April 12th. Three persons were
ronage they control the caucus and the conburned to death. The loss is reported to be
* vention.
By patronage they name the candi$1,000,000.
The custom-house and post-office
dates whom nine millions and a half of the ten were burned, with their contents.
Over
millions of voters in. this country vote for.”
1500 people are homeless and starving. SteamHe showed by the example of England that er “Coquimba,”
which called there on the 14th,
such a system is not nec¢Pssary to party organileft all tne provisions that could be spared for
!
:
zation, referring to the last general election in the sufferers.
that country, which was one of the severest
political . contests ever known
there,—* But
during that contest there was no. panic or ap-

hands,

Now to prepare it for use have

18,000 hogsheads, against 29,000

the same

the

The farmer giving the above formula for corn
says he has used it three or four years, trying it
side by side with purchased superphosphate, and
finding hardly any perceptible difference—if any-

Europe by telegraph and ocean, cables,

a

' “§peech by the Hon. George William Curtis, in

severe. drought

reached only

.

subject

a

upon

have
and

price |

hoe thoroughly stir;.and it is ready for use. If it | choice Rose, which are ‘wanted’ for seed.
Rose, # bu.,
9
95¢;
Maine
stands a few daywilier ;thefpse
wmixing it will’ Atoostook
Central Rose, 80 @ 85c; Vt. Rose, 80 @ 8c; New
bécome pulverized #nd bettep to handle.
York Rose, 75 @ 80e;- Jacksons, 70-@7oe; Prolifics,

in Dublin, warned the British government that
wholesale evictions would ‘not be effected without armed resistance.
:

Civil Service Reform.

was

important

Trinidad and Demerara, and the
sugar for the season at the latter

This

Turn a barrel of
‘fgrmented mixture om the
barn floor and mix With it from a bushel to a
bushel and a half of the loam or muck, and with a

to the

funds to erect a monument in honor of the late
Lord Beaconsfield.
Mr. Dillon at a meeting of the land league

.

vitriol.

some dry loam, or, what is better, some dry muck.

It is expected that Mr. Gladstone will move
a vote in the British House of Commons for

o bridges in various parts of the State have been
swept away.
reform

elevated

and other

any

covered up a week or more

what.

Giin-

changes in the ministry are to be made.

There is also a great freshet in the Northern
Mississippi and tributaries.
St. Paul, Minn.,
is flooded by the inundations and several
places above that city, on the Minnesota river,
are submerged.
The report from St. Paul
Thursday stated: ¢ The flood now extends
across the levee, the area of water is hourly
increasing, and at Commercial street there is
formed an immense lake. Many of the railroad tracks have been entirely abandoned.
Active preparations for the relief of the homeless and destitute are going on.”
It is estimated that the loss of property by
the floods along the Missouri river and its
tributaries already aggregates $4,000,000. Yankton is almost wholly isolated, and numerous

€ivil service

Melikoff is to be

the

shaking it down solid. When you have got the
whole worked over and ia the barrels you should
have some eight or nine barrels.
Lef this stand

the

place of the late Lord Beaconsfield. .

General

hogs-

sprinkle on the plaster, and work it together until it is thoroughly mixed.
Shovel into a barrel,

probable leader of the British Conservatives in

The Missouri has flooded Atchison, Kan.,

divide

thoroughly incorporated

The mayor of Cincinnati, since his election,
has promulgated an order against Sunday thea-

The grain elevator.sand warehouse at
rard Pqint, Pa., were burned Thursday,
volving a property loss of $690,000. -

half

this has stood from five to eight daysit will be a
complete paste and ready for the plaster. Now’
comes the work part.
A good way to do this
is to take out a few shovelfuls on the barn floor,

New

ters and amusements.
Sir Strafford Northcote is mentioned as

two

clothing, as it will commence to eat as soon as it
touches anything. To counteract the vitriol, if it
does touch you, keep on hand a dish of saleratus
water, made very strong, which must be applied
immediately. After adding the vitriol, keep the
mass well stirred with a hoe until the bone is

York

in

Procure

Then

vitriol, not to get

Afghgn-

Tribune, was married to Miss Mills
York, Tuesday.
:

and a report from there Thursday says that all

.

stand24 hours..

postal

Whitelaw Reid, ex-editor of the New

of plaster.

Sales at60
@ 6lc

OATS.

can be done best by taking a pail, putting first
one pailful in one tub and then one into the other.
Great care should be exercised in handling the

Emile de Girardin,
the French journalist died
in Paris last week, aged 75 years.

‘

souri.

universal

The British evacuation of Southern

at least five’

:

the

CORN.

Patents
medinm

an outside

yellow; and no grade at 55 @ 59¢ # bu, as to quality. To arrive prices are nominally 60 @ 603c for
high mixed.
{
3

heads. Take equal parts of the bose and put
into the same. , Thoroughly wet it with water—
from six to ten pails of water to the tub; let it

istan was completed on Wednesday.

persons were drowned.
The water rushed
over the doomed town so rapidly that the inhabitants could only flee for’ their lives, without being able to remove amy part of their
household goods.
Fully three hundred families were thus thrown out of their homes in an
incredibly short.time.
At least 6,000 people
are driven from their homes. In East Kansas
City a similar state of affairs exists, rendering
homeless thousands of people. Across the river in Harlem all is a waste of water, and a
month will be required for repairs on rail-

roads.

600 pounds

Fears of a revolution prevail at Venezuela.
Paraguay
will enter
union in July.

for the choices brands.
i

Take 500 pounds of fine-ground bone, 200 pound
of oil of vitriol, 50 pounds of crude potash and

at Elizabethgrad
gin Khersofi, a.
hundred’
Jewish houses wef. pillaged and destroyed,
leaving only the wils standing.——The greater portion of Ksashoyarsk, the second important town in
va; has been destroyed
by fire.
:

swamped, the passengers precipitated
into the

choice brands, and the latte¥’i8

A HOME-MADE FERTILIZER FOR
ha
CORN.
art

the reefs off Otago,
New Zealand, and eighty
persons were drowned.——1In the
recent riots

crossing the swollen and: turbuleyt stream on
Thursday morning,
when the boat was

inces. The sales of spring wheat
- | been at $7 @ $8 ¥ bbl, including

of the French

troops in Tunis proceeds . without serious op‘position, and the Kroumir
are now practically
surrounded.—The
British steamer *‘ Tararna,” from Melbourne,
has been wrecked on

The Disastrous Floods in the West.
At Elgin, Ill., a bridge across the Fox
was washed away by the freshet and a
scow was-improvised for a ferry-boat:
overloaded with 30 men and children,

advance

extras are most inquired for by the trade, and low
grades have met with a fair demand for the Prov.

Baral and Domestic,

roasted ‘over a fire until he swore that he
would resign. King’s eonditionis believed to
be hopeless.——Peace has been concluded with

Summary.
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I
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